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Section 1

Transmittal letter

12 October 2018
12 October
2018
The
Hon David
Littleproud MP
Minister for Agriculture and Water Resources
The
Hon David
Littleproud
MP
Member
for Maranoa,
Queensland
Minister
for Agriculture and Water Resources
PO Box 6022
Member
Maranoa, Queensland
House offor
Representatives
PO
Box 6022House
Parliament
House
of Representatives
CANBERRA
ACT 2600
Parliament
House
Email: Minister@maff.gov.au
CANBERRA ACT 2600
Email: Minister@maff.gov.au
Dear Minister
Dear
Minister with the requirements of Section 28 of the Primary Industries Research and Development Act
In accordance
1989 (PIRD Act), section 46 of the Public Governance, Performance and Accountability Act 2013 (PGPA Act)
In accordance
with
the requirements
of Section
28the
of the
Primary
Industries
Research
and Development
and
the Funding
Agreement
2015-2019,
I present
Annual
Report
of AgriFutures
Australia
for the yearAct
1989
Act),2018.
section 46 of the Public Governance, Performance and Accountability Act 2013 (PGPA Act)
ended(PIRD
30 June
and the Funding Agreement 2015-2019, I present the Annual Report of AgriFutures Australia for the year
ended
30 June46
2018.
Under section
of the PGPA Act and in accordance with the Public Governance, Performance and
Accountability Rule 2014, the Directors of AgriFutures Australia have prepared and approved the content of
Under
section
46 of the PGPA Act and in accordance with the Public Governance, Performance and
the Annual
Report.
Accountability Rule 2014, the Directors of AgriFutures Australia have prepared and approved the content of
the Annual
Report.
The
activities
of our organisation are reported against the objectives, strategies, outputs and outcomes of
AgriFutures Australia’s Strategic Research and Development Plan 2017-22, and are consistent with
The
activitiesAustralia’s
of our organisation
are reported
against
theand
objectives,
strategies,
outputs and outcomes of
AgriFutures
2017-18 Annual
Operational
Plan
Portfolio
Budget Statement.
AgriFutures Australia’s Strategic Research and Development Plan 2017-22, and are consistent with
AgriFutures
Australia’s
2017-18 Annual
Operational
Plan
and Portfolio
Budget
In accordance
with the requirements
under
paragraph
39(1)(a)
of the PGPA
Act,Statement.
the Annual Performance
Statement contained in this Annual Report is based on properly maintained records, accurately reflects the
In
accordanceofwith
requirements
undercomplies
paragraph
39(1)(a)
of the 39(2)
PGPAof
Act,
Annual
Performance
performance
the the
AgriFutures
Australia,
with
sub section
thethe
PGPA
Act, and
is in
Statement
contained
in
this
Annual
Report
is
based
on
properly
maintained
records,
accurately
reflects the
accordance with 16F of the PGPA Rule 2014.
performance of the AgriFutures Australia, complies with sub section 39(2) of the PGPA Act, and is in
accordance
with 16F of the PGPA Rule 2014.
Yours sincerely
Yours sincerely

Mrs Kay Hull AM
Chair
Mrs Kay Hull AM
Chair
cc:
Senator the Hon. Richard Colbeck
cc:
Assistant Minister to the Minister for Agriculture and Water Resources
Senator
the Hon. Richard Colbeck
senator.colbeck@aph.gov.au
Assistant Minister to the Minister for Agriculture and Water Resources
senator.colbeck@aph.gov.au
Mr Daryl Quinlivan
Secretary, Department of Agriculture and Water Resources
Mr
Daryl Quinlivan
Daryl.Quinlivan@agriculture.gov.au
Secretary, Department of Agriculture and Water Resources
Daryl.Quinlivan@agriculture.gov.au
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About AgriFutures
Australia
Our purpose is to invest in research
and development that is adopted
and assists rural industries to be
productive, profitable and sustainable.
We are guided by an ambition to be
known as an organisation that places
our people, our rural industries and
regional communities at the heart of
everything we do.

AgriFutures Australia
Annual Report
This document is AgriFutures
Australia’s Annual Report
to government and industry
stakeholders, covering the
organisation’s operations for
2017-18. It is aligned with
AgriFutures Australia’s Strategic
R&D Plan 2017-2022, Annual
Operational Plan 2017-2018 and
the Australian Government’s
research priorities. It complies
with mandatory and best practice
reporting and includes:
• An operational report
•	An Annual Performance
Statement

Certification

AgriFutures Australia’s enabling
legislation is the Primary Industries
Research and Development Act 1989
(Commonwealth Government
of Australia) (the PIRD Act).

On 12 September 2018, the
AgriFutures Australia Board
authorised this Annual Report with
the following resolution:

Responsible Minister
for the current and previous
reporting period
The Hon. David Littleproud
MP Minister for Agriculture
and Water Resources and
Senator the Hon. Anne Ruston
Assistant Minister for Agriculture
and Water Resources.
Our key performance indicators

• Financial statements

AgriFutures Australia evaluates
performance by measurement of the:

•	The Auditor-General’s report
on the financial statements.

• Level of stakeholder satisfaction

Our deliverable

•	Degree to which the objectives
of five-year research and
development program plans are
achieved

To maximise the knowledge
outcomes for industry and
government from our research and
development (R&D) investments
in new and emerging industries,
established rural industries and
national rural issues.

>

Enabling legislation

• Rate of return on investment
•	Extent to which investments
address government and industry
priorities and optimise partnerships
with other research agencies.

Approved the Annual Report for
the year ending 30 June 2018,
which includes the following
certification: “That the Board accepts
responsibility under Section 46 of
the Public Governance, Performance
and Accountability Act 2013 for
the preparation and content of this
report of operations in accordance
with the Public Governance,
Performance and Accountability
(Financial Reporting) Rule 2015.

Section 3
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Chair’s report

In 2018–19, the value of farm production is forecast
to increase by 1.5 per cent to $61 billion, well above
the 10-year average of $55 billion.
In a rapidly changing world, this growing contribution
will become increasingly important and the future
of Australian agriculture will be vastly different
to what we have known. It is a future where the
world’s population demands more of our food and
fibre products, changing environments challenge
production, globalisation promotes greater
international collaboration, and advances in
technology change just about everything.
Our producers and rural industries are renowned for
their resilience and responsiveness. Each year they
are faced with enormous challenges that stand in the
way of opportunity, and this year the drought is again
testing the resolve of our agricultural communities.
Yet somehow their dedication and determination still
delivers food and fibre to the people here in Australia

Annual Report 2017-18
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Our vision is to grow the
long-term prosperity of
Australian rural industries,
and the results this year
speak for themselves.

and the world. Even in the toughest of times, growers,
producers and industries continue to embrace the
technological changes they know are essential to moving
forward. The AgriFutures Australia board, management
and staff are immensely proud to work alongside these
incredible contributors to our nation.
In 2017-2018, AgriFutures Australia managed some 327
projects with a total allocated expense of more than $52
million.
Our work had a positive impact on many Australian
agricultural industries as well as the innovative
and passionate people driving this sector, including
established industries like the rice, chicken meat and
ginger industries. This was also seen in our partnerships
with the private sector to establish new, scalable and
high-value rural industries, such as manuka honey,
jujube and seaweed.

Our commitment to investing in research and analysis
to understand and address important issues did
not go unnoticed. Our funded Research Activities on
Rural Roads report and the Horizon Scan series of
reports that identified the emerging industries set to
influence the future of the sector resonated across
other Research Development Corporations, producers,
consumers, suppliers and investors.

became AgriFutures Australia. More than just a name
change, AgriFutures Australia marks a line in the dirt
and represents our commitment to navigating this new
frontier of agriculture.

A positive impact was also experienced through the
investment we made in our people and the leadership
capability of our sector. Through our Rural Women’s
Award, Horizon Scholarship and newly established
Ignite Network, we continued to invest in emerging
leaders, fostering an environment that prizes
collaboration, entrepreneurship and real commercial
outcomes.

We are proud of our achievements in this, our first year as
AgriFutures Australia, and are more excited than ever by
the opportunities and challenges that lie ahead.

Against this backdrop of change and achievement, we
also successfully managed to transition to a brand
new identity. In September 2017, Rural Industries
Research and Development Corporation (RIRDC)

Our vision is to grow the long-term prosperity of
Australian rural industries, and the results this year
speak for themselves.

Mrs Kay Hull AM
Chair
AgriFutures Australia
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To grow the long-term prosperity
of Australian rural industries.

Vision

Goal
Four distinct arenas define our
broad commitments in delivering
on the priorities of the Australian
Government, our stakeholders, and
our ultimate goal which is to create
thriving rural industries and vibrant
regional communities.

13

1

People and
Leadership

To support the people
driving the future
prosperity of Australian
rural industries and
regional communities
by providing them with
learning opportunities and
experiences.

Priorities

Outcome

Approach
1

Attracting capable people
into careers in agriculture.
Building the capability of
future rural leaders.

Rural industries are
equipped with skilled
people and the
leadership to grow
and prosper.

Listening &
influencing

2

2

National
Challenges and
Opportunities

To identify and nurture
research and innovation
opportunities that are
synergistic across rural
industries.

Informing debate on issues of
importance to rural industries.
Adapting new technologies for
use across rural industries.
Working collaboratively on issues
common across rural industries.

Challenges and
opportunities that
are common across
rural industries
are identified and
addressed.

Delivering
results

3
Partnerships
& collaborations

3

Growing
Profitability

To enhance the profitability
and sustanability of our
levied rural industries.
Regional communities and
the broader Australian
economy depend on
profitable farms.

Engaging industry participants
in determining RD&E priorities.
Investing in innovation that
assists levied industries to be
more profitable.
Delivering outcomes to maximise
industry uptake and adoption.

Industry participants
are confident that
their levy investment
is delivering value.
4
Performance
culture

4

Emerging
Industries

To support new and
emerging rural industries.

Supporting the early stage
establishment of high
potential rural industries.

High-potential
emerging rural
industries
established.

5
Efficient business
practices

Section 4
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September
Rural Women’s Award
Gala Dinner at Parliament
House – Tanya Dupagne
from Kulin, WA announced
as National Winner.

37 Horizon scholars gathered in
Albury, NSW for the annual Horizon
Scholarship workshop.

Thoroughbred horses levy
comes into effect.

August
A new name and fresh look
- AgriFutures Australia is
revealed as the new trading
name for Rural Industries
Research and Development
Corporation (RIRDC).

New rice variety – Viand – dubbed
a major win for the Australian rice
industry, offering growers up to 10%
water-use efficiency gains.

November

in 2017-18

Tea tree oil levy comes into effect.

15

March

Highlights and
achievements
1 July 2017
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October
100 agricultural and
industry leaders
brought together
at the AgriFutures
Australia
Stakeholder Forum
in Wagga Wagga,
NSW.

WaterSave, an
AgriFutures Australia
sponsored start-up,
developed sensors and
micro weather stations.
This technology could
help North Queensland
sugar cane farmers save
up to 20% on irrigation
costs.
National Agriculture Day
celebrations included a
breakfast at AgriFutures
Australia’s office.

April
January
Launch of AgriFuturesTM
startup.business Pilot
Program – an ag-focussed
entrepreneurial program
aimed at secondary
students.

December

February

National Rural Issues
funded project
revealed how
diversity in decisionmaking benefits rural
industries.

Official launch of
evokeAG, a unique
international agrifood
tech event focusing on
food, farm and future.
National Rural Issues
funded study shined a
spotlight on the need
for a national framework
to assess agricultural
road use.

The Farm Table launched
Farmer Exchange, an online
farm knowledge sharing
platform proudly sponsored by
AgriFutures Australia.

May
The new AgriFutures™ Ignite
Advisory Panel met for the first
time in Wagga Wagga, NSW.

Emerging Industries funded
report identified 26 highpotential rural industries which
can make a strong contribution
to Australia’s economy.
AgriFutures Australia participated
in a trade delegation to Israel on
agri-technology and business
relations.

30 June 2018

June
Rice Extension Food
and Fibre with Flair
collaboration united
women in the cotton
and rice industries
for networking
and professional
development.
Ashlee Morgan
awarded inaugural
2018 Gary Sansom
Scholarship, supporting
leadership in chicken
meat research.

Section 4
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Highlights and
achievements in 2017-18

New RD&E targets for an Australian
natural healing oil

2017 AgriFutures Rural Women’s Award
recipient launches winning idea

Scholar to boost youth appeal of chicken
meat industry

Improving supply and increasing demand for Australian
tea tree oil were flagged as top priorities for the tea
tree oil industry in the new Research Development and
Extension (RD&E) Plan.

In February 2018, Tanya Dupagne used her Rural
Women’s Award bursary to roll out two pilot camps
at Kulin, Western Australia. The Aspire Inspire Ladies
Camps helped regional women develop essential life
skills such as leadership, communication, trust and
confidence. The participants took part in a number of
team-building and goal setting activities.

The inaugural Gary Sansom Scholarship was awarded to
University of Adelaide Honours student Ashlee Morgan
for her research project on understanding factors for
attracting and retaining youth in the poultry industry, a
key focus of the AgriFutures™ Chicken Meat Program.
The scholarship will allow Ashlee to identify the causes of
skills shortages and barriers to young people pursuing a
career in the poultry sector.

The five-year plan was published following last year’s
introduction of a research and development levy of 25
cents per kilogram of tea tree oil produced.
As one of the newest levied industries to join the
AgriFutures Australia rural industries mix, AgriFutures
Australia will be working closely with the Australian
tea tree oil industry to ensure the industry’s five-year
research priorities meet industry needs and are informed
by government priorities.

New R&D levy for Australia’s
thoroughbred industry
Managed by AgriFutures Australia, the Thoroughbred
R&D levy will be allocated to research which is
identified as a priority by levy payers and is included in
a five-year RD&E plan.
There are 21,500 broodmares and 700 stallions in the
Australian Thoroughbred industry, which includes a
mix of small-scale owners representing the grassroots,
high-end operators and international entities.
Approximately $400,000 is expected to be collected
from the levy each year and the Australian Government
will match AgriFutures Australia dollar-for-dollar on
eligible thoroughbred RD&E.

TM

Comprehensive scan of new and emerging
agricultural industry opportunities
An AgriFutures Australia funded report by Coriolis
Australia scanned global food industries to identify new
opportunities in emerging agricultural industries that
have a potential $10 million annual turnover.
Fifty-three industries were identified as having ‘global
demand’, and ‘commercial presence’ in Australia. Of
these, 26 priority industries with a combination of
success factors, including premium products, health
benefits and new or emerging cuisines, were profiled in
the report. The scan supports AgriFutures Australia’s
case for investment in emerging industries and the next
step is connecting investors with new opportunities.

Robots revolutionising antimicrobial
resistance testing
Robots are revolutionising testing for antimicrobial
resistance in an Australian-first project, partnered by
AgriFutures Australia. The AgriFutures™ Chicken Meat
Program has collaborated with Australian Pork Limited,
Murdoch University and a number of biotechnology
companies on this innovative project.
The project aims to develop an inexpensive and
accurate system for objectively defining antimicrobial
resistance risks at the farm level.
The four-year venture is currently testing farmed
chickens and pigs. Feedback will be provided to the
livestock industry and results will be shared with
producers and veterinarians.

Official launch of evokeAG
In February, AgriFutures Australia announced it will
host a unique international agrifood and technology
event called evokeAG in Melbourne in February 2019.
evokeAG aims to connect people who are serious about
embracing the practical application of new technologies
to solve real-world problems.

AgriFutures Ignite Network
TM

In February 2018, AgriFutures Australia launched a
new program to connect passionate rural leaders.
The AgriFutures™ Ignite Network is a program for
anyone with a strong interest in shaping the future of
agriculture to connect and share ideas and knowledge.
Participants in the Network are rural leaders who
are well-placed to ignite passion in the industry and
introduce and encourage the changes required to make
that happen. Members of the Ignite Network have
access to a range of opportunities including capacity
building opportunities, workshops and events.

Women in rice and cotton unite to explore
common industry issues
Rice Extension’s Women in Rice and Wincott (Women
in Cotton) co-hosted 70 women from the rice and
cotton industries or a day of networking and knowledge
sharing, and a workshop. The Food and Fibre with Flair
event held in Griffith, NSW fostered discussion about
the opportunities and challenges facing women in
agriculture and inspired participants to develop their
leadership skills and tackle common industry issues
head-on.

Annual Report 2017-18
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AgriFutures
Rural Women’s Award
™

The 2017 AgriFutures™ Rural Women’s Award
national winner Tanya Dupagne knows how to
make a difference.

Tanya launches new
leadership camp

“I am thankful to
AgriFutures Australia for
this fantastic opportunity.
It shows that even in an
isolated location like Kulin,
you can make a difference.”

In February 2018,
Tanya used her
winning $10,000
bursary, sponsored
by Westpac, to
roll out two pilot
camps.

Four years before winning the
prestigious Rural Women’s Award,
Tanya Dupagne started Camp
Kulin on the Western Australian
Wheatbelt. Under her guidance,
hundreds of volunteers at Camp
Kulin work with more than 1,500
Western Australian youth each year.
The camps offer a range of activities
aimed at teaching life skills,
leadership and self-confidence
to children affected by childhood
trauma.
In 2017, Tanya made the decision to
focus her attention on regional women
and, after pitching her idea to develop
a leadership program specifically
targeting that group, she won the
Western Australian state title before
being named the AgriFutures™ Rural
Women’s Award winner. In February
2018, Tanya used her winning $10,000
bursary, sponsored by Westpac, to
roll out two pilot camps. Forty women
attended the Aspire Inspire Ladies
Camps and participated in activities
aimed at building essential life skills
such as leadership, goal setting,
communication, trust and confidence.
“Aspire Inspire is different to
leadership programs targeting
high-end executives which generally
cost thousands of dollars and are
inaccessible or irrelevant to the
majority of regional women. This is a
subsidised program open to women
living in regional, remote
or rural areas.

“The leadership component of the
program means participants are
equipped to head back to their
communities and start making
changes and taking on leadership
roles. The program helps them to
feel more connected and realise
they have the power to make
a difference,” said Tanya.
Tanya has further plans to increase
the positive impact on more women
and wants to expand her Aspire
Inspire Camp program to other
regional communities.
“There are huge opportunities in
rural and regional Australia, and not
just in our traditional agricultural
sectors.
“I am thankful to AgriFutures
Australia for this fantastic
opportunity. It shows that even in an
isolated location like Kulin, you can
make a difference.”
The AgriFutures™ Rural Women’s
Award is Australia’s leading award in
acknowledging and supporting the
essential role women play in rural
and regional businesses, industries
and communities .
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Annual Performance
Statements
The Annual Performance Statements fulfil Section 39(1)(a)
of the Public Governance, Performance and Accountability
Act 2013 (PGPA Act) for the 2017-18 financial year and
accurately presents the entity’s performance in accordance
with Section 39(2) of the PGPA Act.

Our vision is to grow the long-term prosperity of
Australian rural industries:
The development of this Strategic R&D Plan 2017-2022
involved an extensive stakeholder consultation process
during 2016-17 that considered:
•	Analysis and insights on research achievements
and impacts
•	Current and past performance of the organisation
•	How the current and likely future rural industry
operating environment might influence research and
development investment

Result against performance criterion
The Public Governance, Performance and Accountability
(PGPA) Rule 2014 and Department of Finance Direction
require entities to report against all measures listed in the
Research & Development Plan and the Portfolio Budget
Statements.
AgriFutures Australia delivered a suite of outcomes that
have fostered sustainable and productive new and existing
rural industries, and provided understanding of national
rural issues.
Other outcomes are summarised in the Highlights &
Achievements of this Annual Report.

•	Research priorities and preferences
• Organisational structure, approaches and systems.
In developing this revised Strategic R&D Plan 2017-2022,
AgriFutures Australia engaged in additional consultation,
including:
•	A series of seven face-to-face Regional
Innovation Conversations around Australia
targeting emerging leaders
•	Face-to-face meetings with our two declared
Representative Organisations – National Farmers’
Federation and the Australian Chicken Meat
Federation
•	Face-to-face meetings with a number of our
other key stakeholders.

7
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Analysis of
performance
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AgriFutures Australia’s
programs by arena

1

In 2017-18, AgriFutures
Australia managed 126 new
projects across all four arenas.
The total investment of the
new projects is over $16m.

126

16,792,738

$

23

327

2

3

People and
Leadership

National Challenges
and Opportunities

Growing
Profitability

Emerging
Industries

Rural Women’s Award

National Rural Issues

Rice

Horizon Scholarship

Emerging Technologies

Chicken Meat

New and Emerging
Rural Industries

Emerging Leaders

extensionAUS

Export Fodder

Investing in People

Nationally coordinated
initiatives:

Honey Bee and Pollination

TM

•	Climate Research
Strategy for Primary
Industries

52,298,456

$

New project expense
(new projects only
over the life of the
projects)

No. of current
projects

Total allocated
expense (all current
projects over the life
of the projects)

Thoroughbred Horses
Smaller levied industries:
• Ginger

•	Primary Industries
Health and Safety
Partnership

• Tea Tree Oil

•	Improved Seasonal
Forecasting

• Goat Fibre

•	Biocontrol of Weeds

• Kangaroo

•	Securing Pollination

• Deer

•	Q Fever

• Ratite

•	Australian Biomass and
Bioenergy Assessment
No. of new
projects

4

• Pasture Seeds

• Buffalo

Section 6
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Measuring success
Arenas

Priorities

Key Performance Indicator

Measure Units

Target

People and
Leadership

Attracting capable
people into careers in
agriculture

Annual intakes of students into
agriculture and agricultural science
courses at Australian universities

Australian Council
of Deans Agriculture
annual survey

Building the capability
of future rural leaders

National
Challenges and
Opportunities

Growing
Profitability

Emerging
Industries

Achieved KPI

Results 2017-18

Notes

1800
graduates
per annum

1500

Only have data for 2016 intake.

Percentage of participants who feel their Survey of
confidence as a leader has increased
participants
significantly or very significantly as a
result of participation in an AgriFutures
Australia sponsored activity

80%

88%

Responses from:
- Horizon Scholars
- 2017 and 2018 AgriFuitures™ Rural
Women’s Award State/Territory winners
- Ignite Advisory Panel.

Informing debate on
issues of importance to
rural industries

Impact of AgriFutures Australia
sponsored studies on debates
of national significance to rural
industries

Number of significant
National Rural
Issues (NRI) studies
published each year

5

6 reports

29 projects pursued under the
Emerging NRI Forum, with AgriFutures
Australia leading 10 projects.

Adapting new
technologies for use
across rural industries

New technologies adapted for use
in Australian rural industries

Number of new
technologies entering
commercialisation
phase with private
sector participation

1 per annum

1 new technology entering
commercialisation

AgriFutures Australia
supported Water Save through
the Sprout X accelerator.

Working collaboratively
on issues common across
rural industries

Evidence of collaboration between
RDCs in cross sector investment
initiatives

Number of
collaborative
initiatives involving
other RDCs

10 per annum

49 collective projects

AgriFutures Australia led 19 of these
projects. AgriFutures Australia was also
involved in 12 successful Rural R&D
for Profit Program bids (leading 5 and
collaborating on 7).

Engaging industry
participants in determining
RD&E priorities

Percentage of growers
comfortable or very comfortable
paying the R&D levy

Annual stakeholder
survey

80%

69%

36 people responded to this question
in our stakeholder survey. Therefore,
numbers are too low to be reliable.

Investing in innovation
that assists levied
industries to be more
profitable

Degree to which the objectives of
the industry-based R&D plans are
being achieved

Percentage of KPIs
met in each Industry
Program R&D Plan

85%

99%

296 of 299 project milestones
satisfactorily met objectives.

Delivering outcomes
to maximise industry
uptake and adoption

Stakeholders rate the value
of AgriFutures Australia’s
information products and services
as high or very high

Annual stakeholder
survey

75%

Final reports - 66%
Fact sheets - 72%
Case studies - 50%
Information on new opportunities - 63%
Scanning for national challenges - 57%

Supporting the early stage
establishment of high
potential rural industries

Number of new rural industries
reaching or exceeding $10 million
per annum threshold

Number per annum

1 per annum

Black truffles (approx. $11m based on
rolling three-year average)

-

Other emerging industries supported by
AgriFutures Australia that have already
reached or exceeded the $10m per
annum threshold include: crocodiles,
dairy goats and gamebirds/quail.

24 industries have been identified with
the potential to reach $10m per annum
threshold by 2022 (Coriolis Report).

Section 6
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People and Leadership
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AgriFutures Rural Women’s Award
TM

Goal

Outcome

Summary of program

To support the people driving the future prosperity
of Australian rural industries and regional
communities by providing them with learning
opportunities and experiences.

Rural industries are equipped with skilled people
and the leadership to grow and prosper.

The AgriFuturesTM Rural Women’s Award is Australia’s
leading award supporting and acknowledging the
essential role women play in rural industries, rural and
regional businesses and communities. Seven state and
territory winners are awarded a $10,000 bursary to help
bring their idea or initiative to life, alongside

To build prosperous and sustainable rural industries,
we need rural leaders with the skills and knowledge
to make informed decisions about the future of their
enterprises and industries.
We believe that human capacity to drive
improvements in competitiveness through the
adoption of R&D outcomes and innovation is just as
important as the research itself.

Programs
• Rural Women’s Award
• Horizon Scholarship
• Emerging Leaders
• Investing in People

While new technologies, systems, processes and
business models are important, people are the critical
element in ensuring the growth of Australian rural
industries.
As such, AgriFutures Australia is committed to
supporting rural people through the continued
investment in leadership, capacity and skills
development programs, like the Rural Women’s Award,
Horizon Scholarship and the Ignite Network.

989,200

$

Total program
expenses
2015–16

1,203,008

$

Total program
expenses
2016–17

professional development and personal skills development
opportunities. A national winner and runner-up are
announced at the Gala Dinner. They receive an additional
$10,000 and $5,000 respectively.

1,441,255

$

Total program
expenses
2017–18

Plan for 2017-18

Outcomes in 2017-18

Deliver the 2017 AgriFutures™
Rural Women’s Award

The 2017 AgriFutures™ Rural Women’s Award national winner and runner-up
were announced in September 2017 in front of a crowd of 479 guests (300
guests in 2016).

Seek applicants for the 2018 Award

89 applications were received for the 2018 AgriFutures™ Rural Women’s Award
(an increase of 24% on 2016).

Work with state and territory
departments to select and announce
2018 state and territory winners

All 2018 state and territory winners were announced in February, March and
April 2018.

Maintain the Award’s Alumni network

A formal national Rural Women’s Award Alumni program has been developed in
consultation with stakeholders, launching on 31 July 2018.

Ensure cross-pollination and
collaboration across our hallmark
Investing in People programs – Horizon
Scholarship and Rural Women’s Award

The annual workshops for both programs were held concurrently for the first
time, allowing collaboration and networking between groups.
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AgriFutures Horizon Scholarship

Emerging Leaders

Investing in People

Summary of program

Summary of program

Summary of program

The AgriFutures™ Horizon Scholarship is awarded to
students who have been identified as a potential future
leader in agriculture, and are studying an agriculturerelated degree or a Science, Technology, Engineering,
Maths/Finance (STEM) degree with relevant majors which
align to agriculture.

The AgriFutures™ Ignite Network is a program to connect
passionate rural leaders. Participants in the Network are
rural leaders who are well-placed to ignite passion in
the industry and introduce and encourage the changes
required to make that happen.

AgriFutures Australia invests in ancillary and
complementary programs that address our two core
priorities of attracting people to careers in agriculture
and/or build the capacity of our future agricultural leaders.

Plan for 2017-18

Outcomes in 2017-18

Plan for 2017-18

Plan for 2017-18

Support and deliver the Horizon
Scholarship program with sponsors
from RDCs, government and the
private sector

The Horizon Scholarship program supported 51 students, including 14 students
who were awarded new scholarships in 2018.

Launch a network for young, connected agricultural
leaders to foster collaboration and innovation

Invest in programs and events/conferences that provide
AgriFutures Australia with the opportunity to
leverage and intersect other programs

TM

12 scholars graduated in December 2017.
One scholarship was terminated at the end of 2017 due to the student being
offered a full-time job following his Horizon work placement. His new employer
will support his (now) part-time study.
A new corporate sponsor supported the Horizon program in 2018 with three
scholarships.

Ensure cross-pollination and
collaboration across our hallmark
Investing in People programs –
Horizon Scholarship and Rural
Women’s Award

The annual workshops for both programs were held concurrently for the first
time, allowing collaboration and networking between the groups.

Invest in existing and proven programs and initiatives that
align with our values and mission

Outcomes in 2017-18

Outcomes in 2017-18

AgriFutures™ Ignite Network launched – private Facebook
group to connect.

Investment in programs that cross-pollinate with our
hallmark programs (e.g. Country to Canberra and Horizon/
Ignite/RWA).

AgriFutures™ Ignite Advisory Panel drew on their
experience and networks to provide meaningful and
relevant advice to AgriFutures Australia.

Investment in startup.business entrepreneurial program,
with an agricultural and rural/regional focus.
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AgriFutures Horizon
Scholarship
™

Each year, to support the next generation of Australian agricultural
leaders, AgriFutures Australia awards the AgriFutures™ Horizon
Scholarship to students studying an agriculture-related degree or a
Science, Technology, Engineering, Maths/Finance (STEM) degree with
relevant majors aligned to agriculture.

New opportunities
on the Horizon

Xavier Burton, a University of Melbourne
student studying a Bachelor of Agriculture,
impressed the selection panel and received
an AgriFutures™ Horizon Scholarship in 2016.
Xavier is sponsored by AgriFutures Australia
and receives a $5,000 bursary for each
of his remaining years of study as well as
professional development workshops,
opportunities to attend a range of industry
events and an annual industry work
placement aligned with his areas of interest.
Xavier chose to complete his annual
industry work placement at the innovative
poultry start-up, MimicTec. The placement
gave him a unique opportunity to see the
inner workings of a successful ag tech
business.

Xavier is
sponsored by
AgriFutures
Australia and
receives a
$5,000 bursary
for each of his
remaining years
of study.

Co-founded by Eleanor Toulmin and Sarah
Last, MimicTec is an ag tech start-up
looking to improve the productivity of poultry
farming. Their physical product is a mother
hen imitation device designed to reduce
stress in poultry chicks up to the natural
weaning age of three weeks. The artificial
mother hen produces heat, encouraging
chicks to bond with it, providing comfort and
creating healthier, happier chicks.
Xavier experienced both the business
side of the start-up, headquartered in
Melbourne, and the poultry sheds in
Bendigo, Victoria.
“I was able to observe the broiler growing
shed facilities which was an eye-opening
experience. Having the chance to observe
an operation like this has been one of the
biggest highlights of my agricultural career.

“As the internship progressed, the
opportunities that arose to experience
business relationships made me realise
that having great communication skills is
essential in developing momentum behind
a start-up.
“I now know that it takes not only
an original and innovative idea, but
also superb business skills, excellent
organisation and an ability to be
opportunistic by utilising everything that
comes your way to grow a successful idea.
I observed all of this at MimicTec and I
believe these are the fundamental reasons
that it is going to do a lot of good for the
modern poultry industry,” said Xavier.
AgriFutures Australia Managing Director,
John Harvey said Xavier’s experience with
MimicTec is already a great success story
for the Scholarship program.
“The Horizon Scholarship aims to support
and nurture the talents of the sector’s
future leaders. People like Xavier will be
driving the future prosperity of Australian
agriculture and for him to experience the
real applications of his studies and gain the
insights he has makes us very hopeful for
the future,” said Mr Harvey.
The AgriFutures™ Horizon Scholarship
supports students enrolled in full-time
study at an Australian university. Travel
and accommodation to approved work
placement is included as part of the
Scholarship.

“Having the chance to observe
an operation like this has been
one of the biggest highlights of
my agricultural career.”
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National Rural Issues

Goal

Outcome

Summary of program

Deliverable for 2017-18

To identify and nurture research and innovation
opportunities that are productive across rural
industries.

Challenges and opportunities that are common
across rural industries are identified and addressed.

This was the fifth year of operation for the National
Rural Issues Program. The Program invests in research
to inform national policy development and debate on
issues important to rural industries. This includes taking
leadership on research where there may be cross-sectoral
and national interests.

To inform and improve policy debate by government
and industry on national and global issues relevant to
agricultural and rural policy in Australia by targeting
current and emerging rural issues, and produce quality
work that will inform policy in the long-term.

Australian rural industries are faced with challenges
and opportunities that are both industry-specific
and common across rural industries. Beyond
the commodity level, our rural industries require
leadership to identify and respond to national rural
issues and enhance shared benefits.
Unlike other RDCs that represent one or a few similar
industries, AgriFutures Australia manages R&D for
a diverse portfolio of plant and animal industries. As
such, it is uniquely placed to assist Australian rural
industries to prioritise and drive cross-sectoral RD&E.
It will also complement individual industry RD&E
by investing in research of cross-sectoral value in
areas such as climate change, natural resource
management, and safety and welfare.

Research Programs
• National Rural Issues
• Emerging Technologies
• ExtensionAUS
• Nationally coordinated initiatives:
–	Climate Research Strategy for Primary
Industries
–	Primary Industries Health and Safety
Partnership
–	Improved Seasonal Forecasting
–	Biocontrol of Weeds
–	Securing Pollination

The Program delivered a range of research aimed at
supporting policy and national decision making by
government and industry. This included engagement
with stakeholder groups such as the National Farmers’
Federation, the Australian Government Department
of Agriculture and Water Resources, the Department
of Foreign Affairs and Trade, the Australian Food and
Grocery Council, the National Rural Health Alliance and
other rural RDCs. Strong stakeholder engagement and
involvement in research projects has helped to identify key
policy knowledge gaps, and ensures research outputs are
relevant, practical and able to be used by decision makers.

–	Q Fever
–	Australian Biomass and Bioenergy Assessment

1,255,102

$

Total program
expenses
2015–16

418,974

$

Total program
expenses
2016–17

1,488,438

$

Total program
expenses
2017–18
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National Rural Issues

Plan for 2017-18

Outcomes in 2017-18

Local to Global: Farmer
Cooperation for High
Value Export Markets

The project investigated opportunities in export markets for targeted collaboration
among farmers through provenance branding and efficient, quality food production,
and the legal and regulatory implications of alternative collaborative options.

AgVet Chemical Forum

Development of a functional and sustainable system for growers to effectively share
their priorities for chemical access needs with other growers, RDCs and chemical
companies.

Transformative
technologies fact sheets

Eight transformative technologies were identified for further investigation.

Cross-Industry
Innovation Scan

This project reviewed five industry sectors outside agriculture to examine what
innovations have occurred or are likely to occur, and what lessons and opportunities
exist for application in Australian agriculture. The research also examined innovations
in agriculture that could benefit other industry sectors.

Detecting Opportunities
and Challenges

Providing early detection and monitoring of opportunities and challenges that will
likely impact on Australian agriculture and rural industries over the next 15-20 years
for industry, government and other research organisations to plan investments and
identify priorities for rural industries.

Diversity in Decision
Making in Rural
Industries

This project critically analysed and considered people and their leadership
contribution in rural industries.

Tax in Agriculture

This report aimed to identify areas of the tax system that facilitate positive productivity
and sustainability outcomes for farmers and regional communities, and measures that
may impede the sector.

Regional Innovation
Conversations

A series of seven conversations were held around the country, engaging more than
100 young influencers. The conversations focussed on issues affecting emerging
agricultural leaders shaping the future of Australian agriculture. These issues were the
foundation of the Emerging National Rural Issues Forum, attended by RDCs, National
Farmers’ Federation and Department of Agriculture and Water Resources. At the
Forum, 28 collaborative projects were agreed to be actioned.
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Research activities
on rural roads

In February 2018, AgriFutures Australia released a report
highlighting the need for a national framework to assess
rural road use to support a better agricultural sector.

Research supports
a closer look at rural
roads and upgrades

The Research Activities on Rural
Roads report was based on a case
study focussed on small and largescale road infrastructure projects in
the Moree Plains and Gwydir Shire
Councils in northern NSW. The study
was led by principal researcher
Professor Derek Baker, Director of
University of New England’s Centre
(UNE’s) for Agribusiness, along with
UNE Business School’s Dr David
Hadley.
According to Professor Baker, the
current approach to evaluating
new rural and regional roads and
upgrades does not reflect the true
value of roads to agriculture.
“Prioritising roads is based on a per
use basis, irrespective of the value of
the product each vehicle is carrying.
“The study suggests there are
substantial market benefits to be
gained from rural road upgrades and
new variables should be considered
as part of future cost-benefit
analysis.

“Increased reliability and quality of
freight infrastructure can yield big
benefits for agriculture. For example,
simple logistics like getting a product
to market on a sealed road versus
unsealed could mean the difference
in taking advantage of export
opportunities and premium prices,”
said Professor Baker.
AgriFutures Australia’s Research
and Innovation Program Manager,
Jennifer Medway said the research
and findings are important to the
entire agricultural sector.
“Freight and roads are big ticket
issues for Australian agriculture. The
ability to freight input onto farms
and production out is critical to
growing our nation’s agricultural
capacity.
“We hope this study will contribute
to investment decisions about
road upgrades in rural and regional
Australia,” said Ms Medway.
The Research Activities on Rural
Roads report was funded by
AgriFutures Australia’s National Rural
Issues Program.

“Freight and roads are big
ticket issues for Australian
agriculture. The ability to
freight input onto farms
and production out is critical
to growing our nation’s
agricultural capacity.”
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Emerging Technologies

extensionAUSTM

Summary of program

Summary of program

The pressure for all industries to become more agile to
deal with increased market volatility and complexity has
seen a global shift towards innovation, entrepreneurship
and the adoption of disruptive ideas and technologies.
AgriFutures Australia is focussed on helping to accelerate
the maturity of the ag tech ecosystem as a means
of achieving a dynamic and capable entrepreneurial
community in Australia. Supporting the start-up
community will help facilitate innovative and commercial
solutions to some of our sector’s biggest threats and
opportunities.

•	
Fast-tracking the generation and attraction of ‘big ideas’
by increasing the visibility of Australian agriculture to
global players. AgriFutures Australia is to achieve this
through hosting an international ag tech summit in
Australia called evokeAg to be held in February 2019.
•	
Supporting RDCs to play a leadership role in
coordinating industry action in ag tech. Partnering with
non-traditional corporate agribusinesses to mobilise
opportunities to improve deal flow for Australian
entrepreneurs, SMEs and start-ups.

In 2017, the aim was to move the project from pilot to program.

The project aimed to:

extensionAUSTM consolidates and organises existing
knowledge, tools and resources in an accessible way so
that they can easily be used to inform the design and
implementation of extension by public and private providers.

•	
Provide Australian agricultural extension services with
greater national coordination and leadership

In 2017, AgriFutures Australia developed extensionAUS™
in partnership with Department of Economic Development,
Jobs, Transport and Resources (DEDJTR), NSW
Department of Primary Industries (NSW DPI) and Grains
Research and Development Corporation (GRDC).

•	
Reverse some of the drivers of fragmentation of
extension activities to realise greater productivity gains

There are three areas where we have invested energy and
funding in supporting emerging technologies:
•	
Partnering with SproutX to offer a scholarship as part
of its incubator program. AgriFutures Australia has also
participated in a number of pitch events and ag tech
meet-ups. The focus going forward is more on building
the entrepreneurial ecosystem rather than individual
start-up support.

In 2016, AgriFutures Australia completed the Consolidating
Targeted and Practical Extension for Australian Farmers
and Fishers project which was supported by funding from
the Australian Government Department of Agriculture
and Water Resources as part of the Rural R&D for Profit
Program. The project started a much-needed national
conversation about the future of extension.

70,000

$

Total program
expenses
2017–18

•	
Build on the previous extension and capacity building
work of AgriFutures Australia
•	
Identify practical and achievable actions that will lead
to improvements to extension systems

250,750

$

Total program
expenses
2017–18

•	
Help meet future demands and opportunities in
primary industries.

Plan for 2017-18

Outcomes in 2017-18

Plan for 2017-18

Outcomes in 2017-18

SproutX scholarship

Partnered with SproutX to offer a scholarship as
part of its incubator program. Supported through the
scholarship, WaterSave is investing in technology
that implements water and energy saving capability
with applications for irrigation based industries,
including rice.

Progress extensionAUS™ from pilot to program

extensionAUS™ was formalised as a program. Four
partners - AgriFutures Australia, GRDC, NSW DPI and
DEDJTR became Partnering Organisations

evokeAG

Launched in February 2018, evokeAG is an
international agrifood tech event that will take
place on 19-20 February 2019. evokeAG will aim
to have more than 50 speakers from around the
world collaborating on opportunities and issues
facing agriculture and food industries.

New extensionAUS™ website launched 1 July 2017

Continue to capacity build stakeholders involved in
extensionAUS™

extensionAUS™ Bootcamp 2017 was held at the
Melbourne Cricket Ground 8 - 9 August 2017 and attended
by 65 extensionAUS™ members for a two-day professional
development and networking event

Continue to expand the number of Communities of
Practice (CoP) on extensionAUS™

extensionAUS™ platform expands to support six CoPs:
•	Irrigating agriculture (DEDJTR)
•	Victoria Rural Women’s Network (DEDJTR)
•	Victorian Food Innovation Network (DEDJTR)
•	Crop Nutrition (GRDC & NSW DPI)
•	Field Crop Diseases (GRDC & NSW DPI)
•	Extension Practice (AgriFutures Australia)
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Climate Research Strategy for Primary Industries

Summary of program
The Climate Change Research Strategy for Primary
Industries (CCRSPI) was an eight-year, two-phase
partnership between industry, governments and research
providers to prepare primary industries for the challenge
of adapting to our changing climate. An updated Climate
Research Strategy for Primary Industries (CRSPI) 20172020 was endorsed by the CRSPI Steering Committee
in April 2017 to guide phase three of the partnership.
Reference to ‘change’ was removed from the strategy title
to recognise that since the inception of CCRSPI, primary
industries’ understanding of climate change has matured,
climate change is no longer considered to be a standalone
issue, and primary industries are now concerned with a
wide range of climate-related matters.

Implementation of a new strategy in 2017-18 resulted in
lower total program expenses. Planning is underway for a
CRISPI Conference in 2019.

468,747

Total program
expenses
2015–16

161,975

$

Total program
expenses
2016–17

Outcomes in 2017-18

Confirm secretariat
arrangements for the
Climate Research
Strategy for Primary
Industries

Partners endorsed AgriFutures Australia to continue
as Secretariat for CRSPI 2017-2020.

Secure ongoing support
from partners for CRSPI
2017-2020

AgriFutures Australia secured signatures from 19 partners for the CRSPI Participants
Agreement.

Define a pathway for
operationalising CRSPI
2017-2020

AgriFutures Australia identified priority actions and activities for operationalising
CRSPI 2017-2020, to be progressed in 2018-19.

Deliverable for 2017-18
Confirm operational and partnership arrangements for
CRSPI 2017-2020 to drive the next phase of the joint
strategy and guide the activities of industry, governments
and research providers.

AgriFutures Australia continues to provide secretariat
services for CRSPI. Federal, state and territory
governments, rural RDCs and the CSIRO are committed to
working collaboratively through the strategy to respond to
the opportunities and challenges posed by climate change
for Australia’s primary industries. CRSPI partners are
focussed on identifying research priorities and gaps, and
building capacity for cross-sectoral research.

$

Plan for 2017-18

7,241

$

Total program
expenses
2017–18

The lower program expenditure
for 2017-18 was a direct result
of reduced administration in
the first year of the strategy,
including presentation to AgSOC
and use of carry-over funds from
CCRISPI Phase 2.
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Horizon Scan –
four-part series

Disruptive technologies are increasingly
driving growth in rural industries.

Scanning the horizon
for high impact
innovations

While Australian agriculture has
a strong record in technology
development and adoption,
proactively seeking alternative
sources of innovation and sifting out
potential game-changers is vital for
the future of the sector.
This was the focus of a foresighting
project commissioned by AgriFutures
Australia and developed by the
Queensland University of Technology
(QUT). Horizon Scan was a fourpart series highlighting a range of
futuristic technologies, trends and
innovations, each with the potential
to transform rural industries.
AgriFutures Australia Managing
Director John Harvey said the
scans identified 24 high-impact
technologies from overseas and
other sectors of the Australian
economy that can translate to the
agricultural context.
“Some technologies identified in the
scans have obvious applications,
while others need a little more
imagination. For example, the scans
identified moisture harvesting,
metamaterials, personal analytics,
solar retransmission and humanmachine interface as potentially
impactful emerging technologies.
“Such technologies with
transformative capabilities are
of great relevance to Australian rural
industries and that’s why projects like
this are important to the sector.

“We want businesses and
researchers to look to other sectors
to understand their use of technology
and use the scans to start a
conversation,” said Mr Harvey.
Led by Senior Lecturer in Ecology,
Dr Grant Hamilton, QUT developed
the novel foresight methodology for
identifying and decontextualising
emerging technologies.
“We know new technologies have the
potential to expand existing markets
as well as create entirely new ones.
Early identification of emerging
technologies enables individuals,
businesses and industries to turn
a potential disruption into a new
business opportunity.
“Given the many avenues in which
new technologies can emerge,
building foresighting capability
to identify the most impactful
innovations is essential for
participants right along the supply
chain. It is critical to informing
future scenario planning as well as
supporting industries to maintain a
competitive edge,” said Dr Hamilton.
The Horizon Scan series was funded
by the AgriFutures Australia National
Rural Issues Program.

“We know new technologies
have the potential to expand
existing markets as well as
create entirely new ones.”
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Primary Industries Health and Safety Partnership

Summary of program
Agriculture is now considered the most dangerous place
to work in Australia and farm injury and death poses a
significant cost to the sector. It is well known that most
safety-minded organisations are also among the most
profitable, and that developing a safety culture on-farm
pays off - not only by reducing fatalities and injuries, but
also through improved productivity. Farm machinery, quad
bikes and tractors are the leading causes of non-intentional
farm injury and death, and many incidents involve children.
Continued poor work health and safety outcomes in the
primary industries has driven AgriFutures Australia and its
program partners to renew the focus on workplace health
and safety.
Across 2017-18, the Primary Industries Health and Safety
Program underwent a major overhaul with a renewed
mandate focused on developing and promoting innovative
practices to address this serious sector-wide issue. To make
the change required to deliver a more proactive and effective
research and innovation program with a wider cross-section

355,062

$

Total program
expenses
2015–16

of partners, a new group called the Health and Safety
Farming Alliance (Alliance) was formed. The Alliance replaces
the Primary Industries Health and Safety Partnership and
will support a stronger mandate to effect real change in
the workplace, aimed specifically at improving Australian
agriculture’s health and safety performance.
All project activities were suspended in 2017-18, pending
the formation of the new group. This has resulted in a
sharp decline in program expenditure in the three years to
2017-18. However, it is expected that the Alliance will begin
project investments in 2018-19, funding practical controls
to counter the worsening situation farm health and injury
poses to the sector.

Deliverable for 2017-18
To support increasingly healthy, safe and productive
working lives in our primary industries through investment
in RD&E to drive sustainable improvements to work health
and safety outcomes.

186,014

$

Total program
expenses
2016–17

Total program
expenses
2017–18

$

18,000

Program expenses in 2017-18
were lower due to redesign of
the program and formulation
of a revised delivery model with
collaborators.

Plan for 2017-18

Outcomes in 2017-18

Communications for the Primary Industries Health
and Safety Program 2015-17

The extension of this project concluded in 2017-18 with
the transition to a new collaborative partnership with
research corporations, an independent advisory Chair and
formation of the Health and Safety Farming Alliance.

Develop a five-year plan for the Primary Industries
Health and Safety Program

This project delivered a review of the existing PIHSP FiveYear Plan and developed a new strategy to help direct
future investment by the partnership.
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Improved Seasonal Forecasting

Summary of program

Deliverable for 2017-18

Plan for 2017-18

Outcomes in 2017-18

This project was funded under the Rural R&D for Profit
program in partnership with the Managing Climate
Variability Program, a collaboration of RDCs.

To better understand the seasonal climate information
needs of sectors and regions, evaluate the impact of
forecasting on a range of production sectors, including
primary industries, and review the forecasting model
(ACCESS-S) and its biases.

Project management of a collaborative project
‘Improved Use of Seasonal Forecasting to
Increase Farmer Profitability’, Rural R&D for
Profit (Round 1) program

This project was completed in 2018. The project
delivered a connection between seasonal and
climate forecasts to allow farm businesses to
make decisions that improve productivity and
profitability by:

The primary aim was to bridge the gap between seasonal
climate forecasts and farm business decisions to improve
productivity and profitability.

2017-18 figures are:
Cash
contributions

It identified the critical information requirements relating
to seasonal climate risks for primary industries and
developed tools including a community of practice to
identify the value of information provided in existing
seasonal climate forecasts
The program is also designed to review and improve the
seasonal forecasting capabilities of Australia’s primary
forecasting model (ACCESS-S).

•	Determining the value of climate forecasting
across industries utilising biophysical and
economic modelling
•	Identifying General Circulation Models with the
greatest skill to relevant industries in a given
region at a particular time
•	Establishing a Community of Practice enabling
industry engagement with climate scientists

Grant

In-kind

•	Developing and tailoring climate information
products matched to farmer and advisor needs
•	Enhancing the ACCESS-S model to improve
seasonal prediction for use in agriculture.

$362,028

825,915

$

Total program
expenses
2015–16

973,782

$

Total program
expenses
2016–17

883,470

$

Total program
expenses
2017–18

$342,706

$72,843
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Biocontrol of Weeds

Summary of program
Australian and international experts are working together
to develop new biocontrol agents to target weed species
of national significance, weeds that are difficult to control
with current methods and weeds that have substantial
impacts the agricultural sector.
AgriFutures Australia has been awarded a grant through
the second round of the Rural R&D for Profit program to
deliver the project called New Biocontrol Solutions for
Sustainable Management of Weed Impacts to Agricultural
Profitability.
This project aims to improve the long-term profitability of
primary producers by developing novel biocontrol solutions
that will reduce recurrent costs of control for farmers
affected by the target weeds.
AgriFutures Australia has contracted three departments
of agriculture in NSW, QLD and VIC and CSIRO to undertake
the research. Research participants include CSIRO, NSW
DPI, Queensland DAF and Victorian DEDJTR, with a further
21 organisations engaged as funding partners.

Deliverable for 2017-18
Potential biocontrol agents have been identified and are
being imported for pre-release testing of risks and efficacy.

Project Resources
Under the Rural R&D for Profit program, AgriFutures
Australia received:

Plan for 2017-18

Outcomes in 2017-18

Implement the project New Biocontrol
Solutions for Sustainable Management of Weed
Impacts to Agricultural Profitability.

The program continues to realise significant
productivity and profitability improvements for
primary producers through:
a)	Generating knowledge, technologies, products or
processes that benefit primary producers

In-kind
contributions
Grant funding

b)	Strengthening pathways to extend the results of rural
R&D, including understanding the barriers to adoption
c)	Establishing and fostering industry and research
collaborations that form the basis for ongoing
innovation and growth of Australian agriculture.
The following candidates for control agents have been
identified and are being evaluated:

Partner cash
contributions

The project will focus on 10 weeds of importance to many
different agricultural industries in Australia:
African boxthorn, cabomba, prickly acacia, sagittaria,
silverleaf nightshade, fleabane, sowthistle, mother-ofmillions, giant rat’s tail grass and ox-eye daisy.

Improve the long-term profitability of primary producers by developing novel biocontrol solutions that will reduce
recurrent costs of control for farmers affected by the target weeds.

•	A rust fungus on African boxthorn
• A rust fungus on fleabane
$6,230,437

Total project resources
$13,013,890

$3,179,818

$3,603,635

•	Two agents for sowthistle (fungus and gall insect).
These were able to complete development on
Australian native species within the Sonchinae and
therefore may not be suitable for release in Australia
•	The weevil Hydrotimetes natans is showing promise
as it feeds almost exclusively on cabomba
•	A gall mite and a gall thrip which are highly host
specific for prickly acacia
•	Sporobolus leaf smut is having significant effect
on giant rat’s tail grass and does not appear to be
affecting native species
• A stem galling wasp for giant rat’s tail grass.
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Biocontrol of Weeds

Plan for 2017-18

Outcomes in 2017-18
The following agents have been imported or
permits applied for:
• Two beetles and one weevil for African boxthorn
• A gall insect for fleabane
• A weevil for ox eye daisy
• A weevil for mother of millions
• A gall fly for prickly acacia.
Surveys are continuing in the host ranges of silver
leaf nightshade, cabomba and sowthistle.
African boxthorn, fleabane and sowthistle have
been endorsed as biological control targets.
Draft IWM plan for cabomba has been developed.
Long-term field monitoring sites for ox-eye daisy
and mother-of-millions and control experiments
giant rat’s tail grass have been established.

3,387,914

$

Total program
expenses
2015–16

1,833,099

$

Total program
expenses
2016–17

2,160,407

$

Total program
expenses
2017–18
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Securing Pollination

Summary of program

Project Resources

Deliverable for 2017-18

Australian agriculture and horticulture relies on
pollination from honey bees. It’s estimated that 65 per
cent of horticultural and agricultural crops produced
in Australia require pollination services. Some of the
most important questions and concerns currently facing
pollination-dependent industries will be answered in an
Australian first, multi-million-dollar research project.

Under the Rural R&D for Profit program, AgriFutures
Australia received:

Provide effective project management oversight across all project partners and promote effective
communication with all project stakeholders.

AgriFutures Australia has been awarded a grant through
the second round of the Australian Government’s Rural
R&D for Profit program to deliver the project called
Securing Pollination for More Productive Agriculture:
Guidelines for Effective Pollinator Management
and Stakeholder Adoption. This project will support
collaboration between Australia’s most knowledgeable
bee and pollination researchers to assess the
contribution of pollinators to nine Australian crops
(apples, pears, lucerne, almonds, canola, melons,
blueberries, raspberries and mangoes), investigate
re-establishing native vegetation to support pollinator
food and nesting resources, and use new technologies to
communicate the findings to farmers.
Developing strategies to enhance productivity and
profitability, the project will provide detailed scientific
information on pollinator effectiveness and densities, bee
movements, and pollination distances. The assessment
of pollinator habitats, particularly foraging and nesting
plants, will also assist in developing strategies against
the Varroa mite.

In-kind
contributions
Grant funding

Plan for 2017-18

Outcomes in 2017-18

Provide project management oversight and ensure
effective progress is being made with field research
activities, collaboration across project partners,
and promotion of the project through various media
channels

Field research activities progressed well
throughout the 2017-18 field work season.
Examples include:

Partner cash
contributions

$5,255,000

•	Establishment of correlations between native
vegetation and native bee densities on crops in
SA
•	Identification of native plants that support
pollinators of apple, lucerne and canola.

$3,409,447

•	Completion of pollination surveys to assess
abundance and diversity of flower-visiting
insects across the Yarra Valley, VIC.

$5,135,457

Total project resources
$13,799,904

2,625,750

$

Total program
expenses
2015–16

2,541,606

$

Total program
expenses
2016–17

2,800,906

$

Total program
expenses
2017–18
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Q Fever

Summary of program

Project Resources

Deliverable for 2017-18

Q Fever is a disease of humans and livestock caused
by Coxiella burnetii bacterial infection.

Under the Rural R&D for Profit program, AgriFutures
Australia received:

Develop national guidelines for an emergency response
plan to be used in the event of Q Fever outbreak in humans.

A new research project will develop a better understanding
of factors influencing the risk of Q Fever spread within and
between Australian ruminant livestock enterprises, and
develop national guidelines for an emergency response
plan to be used in the event of Q Fever outbreak in humans.

Develop a better understanding of the risk of Q Fever
spread within and between Australian ruminant livestock
enterprises.

In-kind
contributions

Plan for 2017-18

Outcomes in 2017-18

Investigate factors influencing Q Fever transmission
within and between commercial dairy goat herds

Sampling framework developed for dairy goat herd
bulk milk tank cross-sectional study.

Grant funding

Coxiella burnetii is extremely resistant to environmental
conditions and one of the most contagious organisms
known to man. A single organism is sufficient to cause
infection.
The most common route of infection is inhalation of
contaminated dust, contact with contaminated milk, meat
and wool and close contact with infected animals.
A Q Fever outbreak similar to that which occurred in The
Netherlands in 2007-2010 would be catastrophic in terms
of human health and for Australia’s dairy goat industry.
The Taking the ‘Q’ (query) out of Q Fever: Developing a Better
Understanding of the Drivers of Q Fever Spread in Farmed
Ruminants project will improve understanding of Q Fever
reservoirs, amplification and transmission pathways to
help direct biosecurity resources more efficiently. In turn,
this will reduce the burden of an extremely debilitating
disease in rural communities.
This project will also provide knowledge that can be used
to develop policies that will limit the likelihood of a large
and prolonged Q Fever outbreak in Australia. This will help
to maintain Australia’s position as an exporter of premium
agricultural produce.

Quantified the prevalence of Coxiella in the Meredith
herd. Selection of additional herds dependent on
findings from bulk milk tank cross-sectional study.
Partner cash
contributions

$514,500

Total project resources
$2,866,800

$735,000

$1,617,300

Develop a description of the geographic distribution
of the prevalence of Q Fever exposure in kangaroos
and domestic ruminants

Contact made with Kangaroo Industry Association
and suitable abattoirs identified for sampling.

Develop a national Q Fever research strategy and
guidelines for an emergency response plan to be used
in the event of a Q Fever outbreak in humans.

Strategy and planning meeting for emergency
response guidelines workshops held.

252,105

$

Total program
expenses
2015–16

359,899

$

Total program
expenses
2016–17

Project members to present at the Australian
Veterinary Association Sheep Veterinarians special
interest group meeting in August 2018.

105,472

$

Total program
expenses
2017–18
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Australian Biomass and
Bioenergy Assessment

Summary of program
In addition to target food, fibre and pharmacological
yield, Australian farms and land managers produce
biomass which can be used for production of bio-products
or energy. Making the most of this resource involves
understanding where it is and developing integrated
regional solutions.
AgriFutures Australia manages a project with the
Australian Renewable Energy Agency (ARENA) to map
where the biomass resources in Australia are on the
Australian Renewable Energy Mapping Infrastructure
(AREMI). AgriFutures Australia also funds the Biomass
Producer website to showcase how regional solutions are
developing to make the most of these available resources.

All partners are now uploading data to the AREMI and
working on the liaison between biomass producers and
biomass users. This is being done to prepare for analytic
tools and to upgrade the previous data with more detail
and consistency across states due to the development of
the schema.
The ABBA team has been heavily involved with the
development of new and existing bioenergy projects, and
feasibility studies in their respective states.

Deliverable for 2017-18
Data that is displayed spatially, in as much detail as
possible. These levels of detail will include regional, LGA,
point source, and farm level.

Plan for 2017-18

Outcomes in 2017-18

Data continuity will be supported through the
development of a sustainable funding model/
agreement and procedures developed.

Many new data sets have been added to
the Australian Renewable Energy Mapping
Infrastructure (AREMI).

The key strategies to be employed include:
• Ensuring ongoing usefulness of the data and
analytical tools for both industry and government
•Enabling simple, low cost maintenance of the data
on an ongoing basis
•Communication products to direct end users to the
AREMI platform and presentations at appropriate
conferences and forums
•Workshops to educate biomass producers about
opportunities available

648,381

$

Total Program
Expenses
2017–18

•Full communications plan to promote the
available information has been developed and
implementation is well underway.

Communicate the existence of the Australian
Biomass and Bioenergy Assessment (ABBA)
on the Australian Renewable Energy Mapping
Infrastructure (AREMI)

Catalyse investment in renewable energy sector
from this detailed information about biomass
resources across Australia.
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Growing Profitability

Goal
To enhance the profitability and sustainability
of our levied rural industries.

used annually for essential pollination services to the
horticulture and grains industries.

Regional communities and the broader Australian
economy depend on profitable farms and industry.
We know that there is a clear link between economic
prosperity and our capacity for innovation and
uptake of new technology. Rural industries that are
well placed to adopt new ideas and use technology
to create productivity benefits establish their
competitive advantage and are structured for
sustainable growth.

AgriFutures Australia also supports farmers producing
export fodder, pasture seeds, ginger, kangaroos, buffalo,
goat fibre and deer.

That’s why AgriFutures Australia invests in research,
innovation and learning initiatives that enhance the
profitability and sustainability of the agriculture,
fisheries and forestry sectors.
AgriFutures Australia supports rural industries with
an R&D levy and no industry specific RDC, like the
Australian rice industry, which has the capacity to
produce up to 1 million tonnes of rice per annum and
feed 20 million people per day. Over the past 20 years,
the rice industry has drastically improved its water
use efficiency, using 50 per cent less water than the
global average per kilogram of rice produced.
AgriFutures Australia also supports the chicken meat
industry. Ninety per cent of Australians eat chicken
meat at least once a week with a third of Australians
eating chicken three or more times a week. Total
consumer expenditure related to chicken meat is
estimated to be $5.6 billion at retail.
The Australian honey bee industry produces between
20,000 and 30,000 tonnes of honey from more
than half a million hives. Over 100,000 hives are

AgriFutures Australia empowers our levy-paying industry
participants to shape RD&E priorities, encourage industry
uptake of innovation and support our rural industries to
adapt to changing environments at operational, market
and regulatory levels.

Outcome
Industry participants are confident that their levy
investment is delivering value.
Research Programs
• Rice
• Chicken Meat
• Export Fodder
• Honey Bee and Pollination
• Thoroughbred Horses
• Smaller levied industries
– Ginger
– Tea Tree Oil
– Pasture Seeds
– Goat Fibre
– Buffalo
– Kangaroo
– Deer
– Ratite
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*Advisory Panel members are appointed
at different times throughout the
financial year.

Industry Advisory Panels

Industry Advisory Panel Members (2017-18)*
AgriFutures Australia currently partners with eight key
levied agricultural industries for the delivery of research,
development and extension (RD&E) through Industry
Advisory Panels. These panels perform a number of key
tasks to guide and assist AgriFutures Australia with
investments, including:
1.

Advising on the industry requirements for research
and development through the development and
monitoring of RD&E Plans

2.

Advising on proposals for RD&E investment in
accordance with the objectives and strategies of
industry specific RD&E Plans

3.

Monitoring, reviewing and advising on research
support for the relevant industry

4.

Advising on, and assisting in, the dissemination,
adoption and commercialisation of the results of
RD&E activities.

Industry Advisory Panels are representative of the
research and development programs implemented by
AgriFutures Australia. Panel members are selected on a
skills-basis and may contribute with capacities in strategic
management, governance, industry specific knowledge,
science, technology, leadership and ethics. AgriFutures
Australia encourages diversity through age, gender and
geographic location working with specific industry sectors
to foster leadership skills to support succession planning
for future panel members.

Industry Advisory Panels typically meet quarterly or as
business needs require. Panels convene for the purpose
of research proposal assessment in investment areas
identified in the RD&E Plan for their individual industry.
Members are encouraged to be advocates for their
industries, be active in extending research outcomes for
their industry, and maintain engagement within rural
communities and their business networks to better inform
AgriFutures in service delivery.

Animal Industries
(new, developing and maturing)
Prof. David Falepau
Douglas Jobson
Joanna Robertson
Dr Doug Stapleton
Dr Fiona van der Beek
Chicken Meat
Gary Millar (Chair)
Dr Sheridan Alfirevich
Katherine Balding
Peter Chrystal
Guy Hebblewhite
Dr Anthony Keyburn
Susy Klein
Elizabeth Krushinskie
Dr Greg Underwood
Export Fodder
The late Peter Philipzen (Chair)
Peter Baker (Chair)
Sean Blechynden
Pat Guerin
Andrew Hayward
Munro Patchett
Steve Woods
Ginger
Shane Templeton (Chair)
Nicole Christodoulou
Jason Keating
Scott Kirkwood
Dr Mike Smith
Henricus Stevens

Honey Bee & Pollination
Dr Doug Somerville (Chair)
Tiffane Bates
Prof. Saul Cunningham
James Kershaw
Dr Diana Leemon
Danny Le Feuvre
Sam Malfroy
Ashley Zamek

Barry Kirkup
Garry Knagge
Dr Laurie Lewin
Dr Ben Ovenden
(Appointed November 2017)
Dr John Sheppard
(Member until November 2017)
Dr Vito Burtardo
(Appointed November 2017)

Pasture Seeds
Chris Martin (Chair until April 2018)
Lisa Anderson
(Chair - appointed April 2018)
David Brown (Appointed April 2018)
Brian Field (Appointed April 2018)
Keith Glasson
(Member until February 2018)
Joe Cook
Shane Oster
(Member until February 2018)
Dr Mary-Jane Rogers

Tea Tree Oil
Michael Flanagan (Chair)
Philip Butlin
Digby Gowns
Dee-Ann Prather Seccombe
Jerry Vanclay

Plant Industries
(new, developing and maturing)
Professor David McNeil (Chair)
Russell Glover
Christopher Joseph
Dr Prue McMichael
Dr Ian Southwell
Rice
Ian Mason (Chair until March 2018)
Drew Braithwaite
(Chair - appointed March 2018)
Brian Dunn
(Appointed November 2017)
Russell Ford
Peter Hermann
(Member until November 2017)
Peter Kaylock
(Member until November 2017)

Thoroughbred Horses
Prof. Nigel Perkins (Chair)
Catherine Chicken
Derek Field
Dr Judith Medd
Tas Rieley
Jacqueline Stewart
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Rice

Summary of program
The RD&E for the rice industry is funded by a statutory levy.
The estimated GVP for rice in 2017-18 was $220 million,
down from approximately $240 million in 2016-17. The
program is in its second year of the five-year strategic
plan focussing on development of an aerobic southern rice
system, varietal and quality improvement, farm productivity
and extension, sustainability and human capital.
The industry faces challenges around competition to
irrigated water availability, biosecurity risks, and the
increasing cost of inputs. The AgriFutures Australia Rice
RD&E program has delivered advancements towards new
and valuable rice varieties, assisted in developing and
delivering information on efficient fertiliser, water use and
rice management techniques and precision agriculture. It
has also supported developing leaders through Nuffield
Scholarships and leadership training.

4,610,552

$

Total program
expenses
2015–16

4,107,219

$

Total program
expenses
2016–17

In 2018, the Rice Breeding Partnership, a partnership
between AgriFutures Australia, NSW DPI and SunRice,
released the new short season variety Viand. Viand offers
growers up to 10 per cent water-use efficiency gains
compared with existing varieties. It offers flexibility to the
farming system and gives growers options to manage risk
and extend the rice sowing window.

Plan for 2017-18

Outcomes in 2017-18

Australian Rice Partnership II
(2014-19)

A new rice variety, Viand (a medium grain, short season variety), was
released.

Develop cold tolerant traits and
QTLs for improved efficiency of
rice breeding program

The project established a two-stage screening program for the
identification of cold tolerant varieties to be used as donor varieties of
cold tolerant traits for the NSW Rice Breeding Program.

Develop superior aromatic rice
germplasm for Australia

The project identified three major compounds that contribute to aroma
and a number of others that are specific to jasmine aroma. Association
mapping showed that the three compounds are all derived from the
same genetic locus. The composition of the fragrant compounds is
influenced by drought and salinity.

Rice Extension coordination

Design and delivery of communications to promote the adoption of
cutting-edge technology in rice production and farm and business
management. The Rice Extension project has provided a conduit for
reporting grower and industry issues back to the AgriFutures Australia
Rice R&D Advisory Panel, industry and researchers for implementing
relevant targeted R&D for real productivity outcomes.

Move forward with NIR and
remote sensing

Maintenance of the NIR calibration for the prediction of PI nitrogen
topdressing. Algorithms have been developed that allow the prediction
of PU nitrogen uptake in rice directly from red edge imagery.

Develop rice variety for nitrogen
and agronomic management

Phenology work by the project resulted in changes to sowing date
of several varieties to better align microspore with the period of
highest probability of warm night temperatures. Nitrogen topdressing
recommendations have been changed to reduce the risk of lodging in
YRK5, Viand and Doongara.

Next generation healthy rice

This project established a new in vitro estimate of GI in rice which can be
used as a rapid screening tool for the breeding program.

Deliverable for 2017-18
To improve the productivity and sustainability of the
Australian rice industry through on-going improvement in
water use efficiency to deliver gains in on-farm productivity
as well as contributing to environmental and social
sustainability in rice growing areas.

3,675,621

$

Total program
expenses
2017–18
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Rice

Plan for 2017-18

Outcomes in 2017-18

Weed control in
Australian rice

Increased recognition of the importance of effective pre-emergence weed control
treatments in drill sown rice crops by agronomists and rice growers. Continued
research to identify new chemicals and chemical management strategies for drill sown
and water-seeded rice.

Maximising on-farm irrigation
profitability

Identification of options for the improvement of water productivity within
the rice farming system.

Herbicide resistance
in rice

Provision of baseline data on the extent of herbicide resistance in weeds
of rice crops for growers and their advisors.

Rice Pest And Disease
Biosecurity II

Investigation of the impact of early army worm infestation on rice grain yield and
the requirement for control. Evaluation of a new formulation and establishment of
application rates of an existing chemical for the control of snails.

Extension for improved
efficiency and sustainability
in the Rice industry

Promote and encourage the uptake of rice industry best management practices and
the adoption of new technologies. Effective and timely dissemination of key R&D
information for rice-based farming systems will improve the adoption of new research
findings and lead to improved grower productivity

Rice research and
development levy

The project consulted with levy stakeholders about options for a potential increase of the
Rice R&D levy and how such an increase could be implemented. Following consultation with
R&D stakeholders, the project also identified areas for potential investment by AgriFutures
Australia which were not likely to be supported without additional revenue streams.

Three postgraduate
scholarship top-ups

The projects cover: the identification of heat tolerance traits and their control of
inheritance on rice in a tropical rainfed aerobic system; understanding and more
accurately predicting GI with techniques such as capillary electrophoresis and solidstate NMR spectroscopy; and investigating the effect of pasture legumes and selected
winter crops on barnyard grass seed longevity.

Rice industry leadership
program

An industry-wide leadership development program aimed at equipping industry
participants with the skills, knowledge and confidence to take on the leadership roles
within the RGA, the Rice Advisory Panel, the Rice Marketing Board and SunRice (and
associated entities).
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New rice variety

A new rice variety offering growers up to 10% water-use efficiency
gains on existing varieties has highlighted how cutting-edge research
and innovation can make a real and positive on-farm impact.

Growing more rice
with less water

Rice growers have dubbed the new
rice variety, Viand, a major win for the
industry and an exciting gain in the R&D
space.

getting some late water, so I decided
to go ahead and plant more rice after
the canola and Viand was the variety
that was perfect timing wise.

Through a partnership with
AgriFutures Australia, NSW
Department of Primary Industries
and SunRice, the new variety was
successfully trialled by growers
throughout the industry over the past
two years and was launched at the
Rice Industry Field Day in March 2018.

“It has a month shorter season, it’s
cold tolerant and there’s a big water
saving there. It yielded 11 tonnes
a hectare, so I was happy with the
returns,” said Jim.

A shorter season variety, Viand offers
flexibility to farming systems and
gives growers options to manage risk
and extend the rice sowing window to
use late irrigation water allocations.
Growers can also double-crop by
planting Viand into the stubble after
their winter crop harvest, improving
their return per hectare.
Chris and Sue Hardy of Coleambally
NSW have been successfully
alternating Viand with winter cereals
on an irrigation layout of beds in bays.
At Willbriggie NSW, Jim and Anthony
Salvestro planted 50 hectares
of Viand in mid-November after
harvesting a canola crop then, after
harvesting the Viand in April, a wheat
crop was sown to make use of the
available moisture left in the soil
profile.
“I haven’t got spare land, so it’s about
getting the maximum amount out of
the hectares we own. We ended up

AgriFutures Australia General
Manager, Research and Innovation
Michael Beer said the new variety
combines water-saving attributes
with the ability to fit high-value
markets, and ultimately addresses
the key industry challenge of growing
more rice with less water.
“Aimed at maximising grower returns,
Viand meets the requirements of high
value domestic and export markets
and should prove popular with
growers and consumers.
“The variety allows for high yields
across a shorter growing season
and highlights how partnerships
and collaborations are successfully
addressing industry priorities and
improving the profitability and
sustainability of the Australian Rice
industry,” said Mr Beer.
To learn more about how growers are
utilising Viand to increase returns
per hectare by double-cropping and
making use of late water allocations,
visit https://riceextension.org.au

“Aimed at maximising grower
returns, Viand meets the
requirements of high value
domestic and export markets
and should prove popular with
growers and consumers.”
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Chicken Meat

Summary of program

Deliverable for 2017-18

The 2017-18 year was the fourth year of the program’s
five-year RD&E plan.

To stimulate and promote R&D that will deliver a
productive and sustainable Australian Chicken Meat
industry that provides quality, wholesome food to
the nation.

The value of chicken meat production decreased slightly in
2017-18 to $2.797 billion, but with a corresponding growth
in the volume of chicken meat produced compared with
the previous year. Continued modest growth in production
is predicted for the coming few years. Growth in the freerange sector is still positive.
The number of processing companies operating in the
industry declined over the year. Several companies
continue to expand the number of farms contracted to
produce birds, with substantial plans for growth in the
number of new farms in NSW and SA.

2,766,009

$

Total program
expenses
2015–16

3,502,523

$

Total program
expenses
2016–17

4,196,902

$

Total program
expenses
2017–18

Plan for 2017-18

Outcomes in 2017-18

Feed Grains R&D Partnership
(starting in 2010/11)

Feed Grains R&D Partnership collaborated with the feed grain and livestock
sectors at a national level, progressing issues of common interest relating to
grain supply, quality and utilisation.

Robert A Swick, UNE Poultry

Robert A Swick will provide leadership and experience to manage the poultry
nutrition "hub" at University of New England (UNE). The hub will recommend,
facilitate and manage projects related to poultry nutrition within Australia.
The main objective is related to improving production efficiency of the overall
poultry industry.

Co-funding for Executive Function
Strategy Committee for NAW RDE
Strategy

Support of an industry position within the University of Melbourne to develop
and foster a research program relevant and beneficial to the Australian
chicken meat industry. Dr Jean-Loup Rault was supported to provide research
and development leadership, build a research program for the benefit of the
Australian chicken meat industry and provide beneficial research outcomes.

Dietary manipulation of nutrientspecific appetite in broiler
chickens

Provide quantitative evidence to adjust the marginal nutrient levels in the
broiler formulas to decrease feeding costs while improving flock efficiency
and uniformity.

Improved broiler phosphorus
utilization and transporter gene
expression

Improve the efficiency of P absorption by manipulating diets to increase P
transporter gene expression in broilers and the relationship of dietary P level to P
transporter gene expression and how does this influence P utilisation.

Addressing odour abatement
and assessment knowledge gaps
using PTR-TOFMS

Demonstrating the use of PTR-TOFMS for poultry odour analysis and
characterisation to determine odorant concentrations in and around production
establishments.

Contribution to National Welfare
RD&E Capacity Building

Support for an industry position within the University of Melbourne to develop
and foster a research program relevant and beneficial to the Australian
chicken meat industry. Dr Jean-Loup Rault was supported to provide research
and development leadership, build a research program for the benefit of the
Australian chicken meat industry and provide beneficial research outcomes.

Contribution to waste to revenue:
Novel fertilisers and feeds

Management options were developed to address the large volumes of waste
products produced from intensive animal industries. Options were explored
around the potential to reduce reliance on resources, generate revenue and
provide alternative fertilisers and feed stocks to a wide range of agricultural
enterprises.
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Chicken Meat

Plan for 2017-18

Outcomes in 2017-18

Plan for 2017-18

Outcomes in 2017-18

Vaccination practices and factors
that contribute to ILT outbreaks in
VIC/NSW

A literature review of the current state of knowledge of infectious
laryngotracheitis (ILT) in commercial poultry. A series of epidemiological
studies to identify flock management, including ILT vaccination program/s and
geographic risk factors that might contribute to the incidence of ILT outbreaks
and spread in broiler, pullet and layer flocks in VIC and NSW. Provide the
poultry industry advice on critical points in future ILT control strategies in
affected areas.

Clouds and Pasteurella multocida

Establish the importance of clouds and killed vaccine strains
(Pasteurella multicoda) in disease outbreaks associated with fowl
cholera.

Development of a Myco-pesticide
for control of lesser mealworm in
broiler houses

Develop and test myco-pesticides for the control of lesser mealworm
in broiler houses mitigating biosecurity risks and contributing to the
management of endemic poultry disease agents.

Resilient plants for free range
chicken meat farms

Identification of forage plants with increased resilience to chicken activity
resulting in less bare ground exposed on the outdoor range. Demonstrate that
more chickens go outdoors and exhibit a wider range of natural behaviours
due to increased usage of the outdoor range area with resilient herbage cover.

PhD-To investigate the effect of
supplemental amino acids of
broiler performance

Support for PhD candidate Matthew Hilliar, University of New England.

Moving from concept to control;
use of phages for Campylobacter
reduction

Investigate the use of bacteriophages as bio-control agents by the
Australian Poultry Industry. Assess the relationship between the phages
and farm Campylobacter isolates via a series of logical and targeted
laboratory based studies.

Coordinating the development
of Biosecurity DVDs for the
Australian Chicken Meat industry

Formulating broiler diets based
on protein and starch digestive
dynamics

Formulate diets for chicken-meat production based on protein and starch
digestive dynamics so that nutritionists will be better positioned to predict
and improve the efficiency of feed conversion and nutrient utilisation in meat
chickens.

DVDs were developed to increase biosecurity awareness of people
across the poultry supply chain, as part of a national training tool for
pick-up and feed mill operators. The DVDs focus on the biosecurity risks
associated with disease incursion and spread, and demonstrate ways
risk can be mitigated to reduce disease spread. Work continued in 201718.

Review of AME bioassay for
ingredient matrix values of poultry
feed

Identify the possible issues in the assays for apparent metabolisable
energy (AME) for poultry feed ingredients and suggest a better way to
perform the measurement of poultry feed ingredient AME.

Critical amino acids to improve
gut health of chickens fed
reduced protein diets

Improvement of intestinal health and hence increase growth in meat chickens
by reducing dietary protein and optimise amino acid content.

2017 Pathogen survey

Test and report on the incidence and levels of Salmonella (including
serotypes) and Campylobacter on whole chicken carcasses

A novel way to suppress growth of
Campylobacter in chickens prior
to processing

Lower the contamination risk of Campylobacter prior to processing via
multiple aptamers improving food safety in chicken meat.

PhD-Manipulating residual yolk
sac uptake in broiler chickens

Post graduate support for Ryan Hopcroft studying at The University of
Sydney.

Effects of an in-shed sprinkler
cooling system multiple
parameters

Evaluate in-shed sprinklers for their ability to regulate body temperature and
litter drying rate for meat chickens

Nuffield Australia Farming
Scholarships - Jessica Pitkin

Support a Nuffield Farming Scholarship aimed at building the capacity
of the chicken meat industry to overcome the challenges of a global and
internationally competitive environment.

A detect-alert-deter system for
enhanced AI biosecurity and risk
assessment

Develop and evaluate potential and cost-effectiveness of using new
detection and ranging sensor technology (Leddar sensors) for detecting
birds.

Objective Welfare Benchmarking

Develop a consistent framework for objective welfare assessment.
Compile a list of welfare indicators currently being collected on meat
chickens during rearing, lairage and slaughter.
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The Gary Sansom
Postgraduate Scholarship

Gary Sansom was a champion
of the chicken meat industry.

Ashlee continues
legacy

A former AgriFutures™ Chicken
Meat Advisory Panel Chair and
Australian Chicken Meat Federation
President, Gary Sansom, enhanced
the environmental management of
meat chicken farms and supported
programs encouraging new people
into the industry.
Following Gary’s passing in March
2017, the Gary Sansom Postgraduate
Scholarship was established to
honour his many contributions, help
uncover future industry leaders and
provide funding and support to assist
others to make their mark on the
industry.
In June 2018, University of Adelaide
Honours student Ashlee Morgan
was named the inaugural $35,000
scholarship recipient.

In June 2018,
University
of Adelaide
Honours student
Ashlee Morgan
was named
the inaugural
$35,000
scholarship
recipient.

A panel comprising AgriFutures™
Chicken Meat Advisory Panel,
industry representatives and Gary’s
family chose Ashlee as the winner for
her research project focussed
on youth in the poultry industry, and
her keen interest in contributing to
the poultry industry in the long-term.
The scholarship will allow Ashlee, who
now works as a project officer with
the Department of Primary Industries
in SA, to identify the causes of skills
shortages and barriers to young
people pursuing a career in the
poultry industry.

“I’m thrilled to receive the Gary
Sansom Scholarship. The industry
mentorship offered as part of the
scholarship was a huge drawcard for
me as it will open doors for career
progression.
“Australia’s chicken meat industry
offers dynamic career opportunities
and my project aims to boost the
appeal of the industry – I want young
people to get excited when I tell them
about my work and see that it is a
good career choice,” she said.
AgriFutures Australia General
Manager, Research and Innovation,
Michael Beer said the new
scholarship is a fitting celebration of
Gary’s commitment and involvement
in the chicken meat industry, with
Ashlee a worthy inaugural winner.
“Ashlee’s project will pave the way
for more young people to consider
a career in the industry and is in
keeping with Gary’s vision,” said Mr
Beer.
The new scholarship will be an annual
award funded by the AgriFutures™
Chicken Meat Program and
supported by industry. For details,
visit www.agrifutures.com.au/peopleleadership/scholarships/garysansom-scholarship/

“Australia’s Chicken Meat
industry offers dynamic
career opportunities and my
project aims to boost the
appeal of the industry.”
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Chicken Meat

Plan for 2017-18

Outcomes in 2017-18

Plan for 2017-18

Outcomes in 2017-18

Litter, Aerosols and Food Safety
Pathogens – Summarising a
Decade of Research

Develop a resource document to assist the poultry industry in
making better decisions on the management of both Salmonella and
Camylobacter.

Review of Fresh Litter Supply,
Management and Spent Litter
Utilisation

A situation analysis of litter types and availability, to provide information
on litter use trends. Review potential new sources of litter, management
options that reduce the volume of litter required.

Developing visual litter
management extension resources
for meat chicken growers

Provide a range of visual best practice litter management how-to
information tools for meat chicken growers through a series of short
videos and a litter shed guide.

Streamlined planning and
development in the chicken meat
industry

Summarised findings from
Australian poultry odour research
(2006-2017)

Summarise the key findings from poultry odour research funded by
Poultry CRC and RIRDC during the period 2006-2017 to provide direction
for future poultry odour-related research based on current knowledge of
odour measurement and odour composition.

Identify issues with the approval process and deliver information to
improve the development process. The Review of Fresh Litter Supply,
Management and Spent Litter Utilisation project considers both
the supply of fresh litter and disposal options to identify novel litter
materials or management systems that reduce fresh litter demand,
increase spent litter demand and/ or decrease the overall cost burden
associated with litter supply and disposal while maintaining ideal
production conditions with respect to bird health and performance.

Broiler Farm Odour Modelling

Improve confidence in the odour dispersion model following a review of
odour dispersion modelling methodologies for tunnel-ventilated broiler
farms, including alternative odour emission estimation methodologies
and meteorological input options/ assumptions.

2018 Nuffield Australia Farming
Scholarship - Emma O’Flaherty

The Scholarship is a 16-week program consisting of both group and
individual travel.

RIRDC contribution to the AECL
Spotty Liver projects

Chicken Meat program contribution towards the following AECL
projects:- ‘A Killed Whole Cell Bacterin Vaccine Against Spotty Liver
Disease’ and ‘Assessment of the Efficacy of an Autogenous Vaccine in
SLD Control’.

Review of rodent control for the
Australian chicken meat and egg
industries

Survey the current use of rodenticides in Australian breeder, broiler and
layer production systems.

Surveillance and pathotyping of
Australian IBDV

Monitor Australian IBDV strains confirming that endemic strains remain
genetically distinct from overseas strains and do not cause mortality.
Provide evidence that Australia remains free of exotic strains like very
virulent IBDV (vvIBDV).

Evaluating sanitisers for
widespread use in the Australian
chicken meat industry

Review the published literature on the efficacy of various sanitisers used
in the chicken meat industry. The selected chemicals will be tested by
small-scale lab-based and in-plant trials if suitable.

Utilisation of synthetic amino
acids by poultry

Assess requirements for 12 synthetic amino acids in the context of lowprotein diets and determine the impact of feed access duration (lighting
regimen) on synthetic amino acid utilisation.

Dynamics of ILT spread and role of
dust in epidemiology, diagnostics
and control

Novel detection of chicken welfare
using machine vision

The pathogenesis of class 9 and
class 10 ILTV in Australian meat
chickens

Modification of the current transmission model for ILT (via respiratory
aerosols) to account for aerosolised faecally shed virus. The extent of
ILTV survival in dust and factors influencing it, for example, temperature,
moisture and light.

Develop proof-of-concept low-cost sensing and notification system and
image analysis algorithms for detecting chicken behaviour.

Characterise the pathogenesis of class 9 and class 10 infectious
laryngotracheitis virus (ILTV). These viruses cause severe respiratory
disease in commercial meat chickens and are associated with high
morbidity and mortality rates in Australia.
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Outcomes in 2017-18

Increasing Australia's
preparedness for vvIBDV

The accidental incursion of exotic IBDV strains, particularly very virulent
IBDV (vvIBDV), poses a serious threat to the Australian poultry industry.
This project will continue monitoring and pathotyping strains circulating
in Australia with a focus on understanding how variant strains are
spreading. The project also aims to help prepare industry for an incursion
of vvIBDV.

Next generation probiotics
to enhance the gut health of
chickens

Identify and develop probiotic strains of bacteria that are able to
reliably colonise and persist within the variable environment of the gut
microbiota of chickens.

Review of stunning and slaughter
methodology in the chicken meat
industry

A critical review of the literature related to the stunning and slaughter
of chickens in the Australian poultry industry to provide evidence and
future direction for the use of existing methods. The primary objective
is to extract the underpinning science pertaining to the welfare risks
that prevail during stunning and slaughter and identify similarities,
inconsistences and gaps in current knowledge.

Mass Disposal Preparedness
Project
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Export Fodder

Plan for 2017-18

Study of the economic impact of
the chicken meat industry

Annual Report 2017-18

Estimate the economic value of the Australian Chicken Meat industry
and investigate local and national issues that will affect the future
growth of the industry. This will allow the industry to prepare relevant
policies, as well as assist decision makers to respond to planning
applications for industry growth.

Investigate the preplanning stage in disposal of animal carcasses,
materials, equipment, products and by-products in the event of an
Exotic Animal Disease in poultry. Develop the systems and plans that are
required to meet AUSVETPLAN recommendations.

Summary of program

Deliverable for 2017-18

Australian exports of hay, chaff and straw (excluding
lucerne hay), the majority of which is oaten hay, was
valued at just under $450 million in 2017, bringing hay
into the top 20 Australian agricultural exports. The
majority of Australia’s export fodder is produced in
Western Australia and South Australia, with Victoria
being the third-largest exporting state.

Implementation of targeted and high-impact RD&E
projects to achieve far-reaching benefits to the export
fodder industry. These include breeding improved oaten
hay varieties, developing hay agronomy advice for
growers,and best practice chemical use and workplace
health and safety.

The largest export markets are China, Japan and South
Korea. There are strong export growth prospects for
Australian fodder in China, Vietnam, the UAE and Korea,
with livestock feed the major end-use.

412,260

$

Total program
expenses
2015–16

503,318

$

Total program
expenses
2016–17

791,799

$

Total program
expenses
2017–18

Plan for 2017-18

Outcomes in 2017-18

Improved Oat Varieties for
Hay Prodution: National
Program IV (complete)

This research project focussed on releasing hay oat varieties with improved productivity,
disease resistance and hay quality. The program worked closely with the whole value
chain represented by growers, industry, marketers, and consumers to ensure breeding
priorities reflect their needs and new varieties meet their requirements.

Export Fodder Workplace
Safety Standards

Assessment of the workplace health and safety (WHS) problems and issues within
the Australian Export Fodder industry with a focus on identifying key areas of WHS
risk and the development of strategies to alleviate/mitigate these risks.

Review of the National Oat
Breeding Plan

The review recommended where the potential significant gains are available in
fodder yield and quality.

Fodder Safe

Fodder Safe is an online chemical recording system for the Australian export
hay industry. Fodder Safe is a simple to use tool with inbuilt rigour that allows
hay growers and exporters to ensure that fodder for export is suitable for export
customers. The system is managed on behalf of participating exporters who own
and fund the program through AgriFutures Australia.
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Honey Bee and Pollination

Summary of program
The Honey Bee and Pollination program is funded by a
statutory R&D levy, with investments made to deliver on
objectives in the Honey Bee and Pollination Program RD&E
Plan 2014/15 – 2018/19:
• Reduce the incidence and impacts of pests and diseases
• Increase the productivity and profitability of beekeepers
•	Increase understanding of the role of flora in honey bee
management
•	Understand the role of pollination in delivering more
productive systems
•	Promote extension, communication and capacity
building.
The Third Australian Bee Congress, 27-30 June 2018,
brought national industry stakeholders together for the
first time in three decades. AgriFutures Australia was
a proud Gold Partner of the Congress, showcasing the
organisation’s new branding and direction, current and
recently completed research projects, and the industry
Advisory Panel. AgriFutures Australia researchers
and Advisory Panel members delivered wide-ranging
presentations covering topics such as pollination
opportunities for beekeepers, the number of bees required
in agricultural and horticultural landscapes, genetic
improvement of productivity and health in honey bees, fat

990,601

$

Total program
expenses
2015–16

1,032,358

$

Total program
expenses
2016–17

bees make money, and what we have ready to protect honey
bees from exotic pest threats.
In the lead-up to the Australian Bee Congress, AgriFutures
Australia provided financial support for State association
annual conferences and annual general meetings, and was
represented at each conference/meeting by an Advisory Panel
member who presented an update on the Honey Bee and
Pollination program.
Of concern to the industry was the detection of Varroa mite
at the Port of Melbourne in late June 2018. The detection was
made as a ship arrived at the Port and it was immediately
investigated and treated by the Department of Agriculture
and Water Resources. Laboratory results from established
sentinel hives near the Port were tested and found to be
negative for Varroa mite, but Agriculture Victoria has continued
its surveillance activities within a two kilometre radius as a
precautionary measure.
Industry levy collections in 2017-18 were slightly down (two
per cent), compared with the average levy collection value for
the previous five years.

Deliverable for 2017-18

Plan for 2017-18

Outcomes in 2017-18

Reducing The Impact Of Nosema
And Viruses By Improving Honeybee
Nutrition

This project highlighted the prevalence of the serious bee disease Nosema
apis, and its impacts through reducing the life span of adult bees and the
overall productivity of bee hives. Research findings support the importance of
natural sources of high quality pollen to reduce the impact of bee diseases.

External Attractant Trap For Small
Hive Beetle

This research delivered the most comprehensive seasonal data, to date, on
Small Hive Beetle (SHB) movement in Australia, and identified the importance
of managing the numbers of SHBs entering hives during spring and after
wet periods during late summer and early autumn. A simple method was
developed for trapping SHBs before they enter hives. Further work is required
on trap design, odour release mechanism and killing agent; and how weather
variables and trap placement influence trapping success.

Verifying The Origin Of Australian
Honeys By Analysis Of Their Pollen
Content

Results from this project indicated that the pollen content of most Australian
honeys is distinctive, at a global scale, and that pollen analyses can allow
Australian honeys to be identified and certified as produced in Australia.

Assessing The Mating Quality
Of Australian Queen Bees

This study demonstrated that the industry’s focus on early-spring production
of drones has achieved good results, and similar investment in assuring drone
numbers and quality later in the season (i.e. mid-Autumn) should now be
made. Drone production and fertility can be increased through supplementary
feeding and the provision of drone comb.

Progressing Implementation Of
Genetic Selection In Australian
Honey Bees

Sampling and genotyping of queens is underway to generate a DNA profile
representative of the industry. Genetic analyses will be done for the following
traits: weight of honey per hive, temperament/aggressiveness, size of bees,
chalk brood score, brood viability, and general rating of the workability or value
of the hive. The project has provided technical input for a NSW DPI training
manual, Queen Bee Breeding, and helped to stimulate a large new investment
in honey bee breeding RD&E via NSW DPI and Tocal College.

Improving biosecurity resources and
better understanding bee health in
australia

The Beekeepers Biosecurity Online Training (BOLT) course has been completed
and promoted at state beekeeping conferences and by Bee Biosecurity
Officers. By December 2017, the BOLT course had achieved 472 enrolments
and a 76% completion rate, which is a very good outcome for e-learning.
Substantial support materials for the Honey Bee Code of Practice have been
uploaded to the BeeAware website, including templates to facilitate better
record keeping for hive inspections and reporting notifiable diseases.

Support RD&E that will secure a productive, sustainable and
more profitable Australian beekeeping industry and secure the
pollination of Australia’s horticultural and agricultural crops.

620,595

$

Total program
expenses
2017–18
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Plan for 2017-18

Outcomes in 2017-18

Development Of Honeybee Products
From A Biodiversity Hotspot

Fifty-one WA honeys have been included in the study, covering approximately
20 different floral resources. All honeys are being examined for antibacterial
activity against four test bacteria: Staphylococcus aureus, Enterococcus
faecalis, Escherichia coli, Pseudomonas aeruginosa. Honeys showing the
highest antibacterial activity in the collection were Jarrah, Marri, Whitegum.

Active Australian Leptospermum
Honey: New Sources And Their
Bioactivity

Several Leptospermum species have been identified as having high levels of
antibacterial activity, with at least one species from each of NSW, QLD, TAS,
VIC and WA. Australian Leptospermum honey is being used in resistance
tests against problematic wound pathogens, Staphylococcus aureus and
Pseudomonas aeruginosa. Scientific outputs from the project were used as a
basis for forming the Australian Manuka Honey Association.

Sponsorship of State Beekeeping/
Apiarist Association annual
conferences and annual general
meetings

Sponsorship was provided for conferences and meetings held by
beekeeping/apiarist associations based in QLD, TAS, WA, VIC, NSW and SA.

Sponsorship of the Third Australian
Bee Congress

Gold Partner financial support was provided for the Third Australian Bee
Congress. Throughout the Congress the Honey Bee and Pollination program
was showcased via a prominent trade stall, an advertisement in the
Congress Program, and more than 10 presentations delivered by researchers
and Advisory Panel members.
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Thoroughbred Horses

Summary of program
AgriFutures Australia engaged with the thoroughbred
horses industry in 2016-17 to establish an RD&E program,
guided by an Advisory Panel, to address priority issues for
the industry. Levy collections from owners of broodmares
and stallions commenced on 1 September 2017 and were
supported by voluntary contributions from Thoroughbred
Breeders Australia and Racing Australia.
An Interim Thoroughbred Horses Five-ear RD&E Plan 20172022 was approved by the AgriFutures Australia Board at
its September 2017 meeting to guide initial investment
during the first 12 months of the program.
The interim plan’s six objectives are:
•	Continue to improve breeding outcomes and foal
health and development
•	Reduce the incidence and impact of diseases and
parasites in horses
•	Improve the safety of industry participants and the
welfare of horses and enhance the sustainability of
the industry
•	Promote education and training for the horse industry
•	Undertake industry planning, economic benefit
studies and market research

The plan also identified two priority projects, focussed
on measuring the economic benefit of the thoroughbred
horses industry and addressing horse wellbeing from
pregnancy to racing. Further consultation on the interim
plan will be undertaken with industry in 2018-19, ahead of
its finalisation.
The Thoroughbred Horses Program issued its first open
call for preliminary research proposals in January 2018.
The open call generated significant interest within the
research community and resulted in the submission of 42
preliminary research proposals. Eleven proposals will be
progressed as research projects in 2018-19.

Plan for 2017-18

Outcomes in 2017-18

Measurement of
economic impact of the
Australian thoroughbred
horses industry

Desktop analyses and stakeholder surveys have commenced to:
•	Assess the size and scope of the thoroughbred horses industry
•	Estimate its contribution to Australia’s GDP
•	Detail direct and indirect economic contributions and benefits arising from the industry
•	Describe the participants involved with, and the beneficiaries of, thoroughbred breeding.

Wellbeing from pregnancy
to racing - horse
demographics

Two complementary studies will provide information on the movement patterns and
outcomes for thoroughbred horses from breeding through to entry into racing, delivering:
•	A comprehensive description of the Australian thoroughbred horses industry over the
past 15 years
•	Baseline data on the reproductive health of the Australian thoroughbred horses industry
•	A basic understanding of the reasons that foals do not enter the racing industry

Deliverable for 2017-18

•	Evidence-based recommendations to the thoroughbred industry for reducing the
negative outcomes for foals that prevent them from entering the racing industry.

Secure approval from the AgriFutures Australia Board for
the Interim Thoroughbred Horses Five-Year RD&E Plan
2017-2022 and commence priority projects for the industry.
Wellbeing: Racing
Demographics, Reasons
for Retirement and Post
Racing Destinations

This study will describe the dynamics of the racehorse population in other states and
territories by following a subset of foals born in Australia from entry until exit from the racing
industry. It will deliver:
•	A greater understanding of the proportion of foals that enter the racing industry
•	A detailed understanding of the career longevity of horses in the racing industry

•	Reduce injury and breakdown of horses in work and
training.

•	A description of the reasons that horses leave the racing industry
•	Current gaps in the traceability of horses as they enter and leave the racing industry
•	An evidence base for the thoroughbred horses industry to engage with the public.

342,189

$

Total program
expenses
2017–18

PhD: Detection of Cardiac
Inflammation and
Fibrosis in Thoroughbred
Racehorses

Cardiac arrhythmias are an important cause of collapse and sudden death in racehorses,
and this is a welfare concern for both horses and their riders. This research will examine risk
factors for exercise induced arrhythmias in thoroughbred racehorses.

PhD: Understanding,
Reducing the Effects of
Heat Stress on TB Stallion
Fertility

This project aims to understand and alleviate the effects of heat stress on stallion fertility,
as well as its potential to increase the risk of developmental disease in offspring through
oxidative DNA damage in stallion spermatozoa. It will assess if management measures can
be implemented to successfully alleviate the effects of heat stress.
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Thoroughbred Horses
Program

Australia’s thoroughbred industry has plans to enhance its
sustainability and prosperity, courtesy of a new levy that will help
address industry challenges and opportunities.

Thoroughbred
Horses RD&E
Program on track

Fast facts

“Information from
these two foundation
projects, which complement
each other, will help the panel
understand the priorities for
future research.”

•	Australia has the second
largest thoroughbred
breeding industry in the
world after the US, with
660 stud farms across the
country, predominantly in
NSW, VIC and QLD
•	The thoroughbred
horses industry is worth
approximately $5 billion/
annum to the Australian
economy, and employs
more than 65,000 people,
particularly in rural and
regional areas
•	There are 21,500 broodmares
and 700 stallions in the
Australian thoroughbred
horses industry.

Managed by AgriFutures Australia,
the Thoroughbred R&D levy will fund
research identified as a priority
by levy payers and outlined in the
Interim Thoroughgred Horses Fiveyear RD&E Plan. Objectives of the
plan include improved breeding
outcomes, reduced injury and
breakdown of horses and better
safety for industry participants.
Led by inaugural Thoroughbred
Advisory Panel Chair and nationally
and internationally recognised
leader in veterinary epidemiology,
Professor Nigel Perkins, the
plan identified two projects for
immediate development and sets
the standard for future activities.
The first project will measure
the economic benefit of the
thoroughbred horses industry
and the second will focus on
understanding the factors that
influence horse wellbeing from
pregnancy to racing.
“Information from these two
foundation projects, which
complement each other, will help
the panel understand the priorities
for future research.
“We want to ensure that the levy
investment from stakeholders is
used for relevant projects quickly
and addresses real-life problems in

the thoroughbred horses industry,
from breeding mares to racing
horses to post-race careers,” said
Professor Perkins.
In January 2018, AgriFutures
Australia made its first open call
for research that addresses critical
issues for Australian thoroughbred
breeders and the successful
projects will be used to update the
RD&E plan.
The industry levy commenced in
September 2017, set at a rate of $10
per mare covered per season, paid
by the stallion owner and $10 per
mare returned per season, paid by
the broodmare owner.
Approximately $400,000 is
expected to be collected from the
levy each year and the Australian
Government will match expenditure
by AgriFutures Australia dollarfor-dollar on eligible thoroughbred
RD&E.
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Ginger

Summary of program

Deliverable for 2017-18

The ginger industry is classified as an established industry,
with a statutory R&D levy and a GVP of approximately
$41 million in 2017-18.

To provide RD&E to support a sustainable, growing and
prosperous ginger industry supplying product of the
highest quality that is strongly sought-after by discerning
consumers in Australia and around the world.

The ginger industry has approximately 50 growers and is
located in QLD, with 20 percent of ginger grown in Australia
sold to the processing sector and 80 percent sold to the
domestic fresh market.
Ginger R&D is focussed on three key areas:
•	Increasing on-farm productivity through improved
disease management, innovative technology and
certified seed
•	Lifting the demand for Australian ginger with brand and
market research
• Encouraging and increasing industry engagement.
The outcomes from ginger R&D have contributed to
improvements in on-farm biosecurity, integrated pest and
disease management techniques, soil health management
and improved weed control. The industry faces challenges
around biosecurity and soil and water-borne diseases
caused by Fusarium and Pythium.

303,038

$

Total program
expenses
2015–16

268,767

$

Total program
expenses
2016–17

328,872

$

Total program
expenses
2017–18

Plan for 2017-18

Outcomes in 2017-18

Ginger Development and
Extension

Implementation of an Extension and Development program that supports all ginger
growers to increase productivity, farm gate profitability and competitiveness.
There are three main components to the program: food safety and clean seed
extension; ginger pest and disease management; and communication and industry
development services.

Improved tissue culture
production of ginger clean
planting material

Refined procedures for propagation of clean planting material. The physiological
condition and health status of clean planting material has a large impact on yield
and profit in ginger growing.

Lift the demand for
Australian Ginger: Consumer
Requirements for Industry
Growth

Brand and market research to grow domestic demand and ensure grower returns
are improved.
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Tea Tree Oil

Summary of program

Deliverable for 2017-18

The Australian tea tree oil industry has a farm-gate value
in excess of $36 million, with 90 percent of oil exported.
The oil has an expanding range of uses, particularly in
personal care products that benefit from having antiseptic
properties such as face and hand washes.

To support the continued development of a profitable,
productive and environmentally sustainable Australian
tea tree oil industry that has established international
leadership in marketing, value adding, product reliability
and production.

Investment in the Tea Tree Oil Breeding Program over
the past 25 years has resulted in the near doubling of
plantation yield. These investments have also delivered
efficiencies in harvesting, distillation, storage and
marketable oil benefits.
The Tea Tree Oil Program commenced as an industry
levied Program during 2017-18.
Key challenges focus on improving profitability and
increasing demand while reducing the costs of production
to maintain a competitive advantage, particularly as new
plantings in China impact the market.

269,931

$

Total program
expenses
2015–16

174,926

$

Total program
expenses
2016–17

443,814

$

Total program
expenses
2017–18

Plan for 2017-18

Outcomes in 2017-18

Tea tree oil industry
communications

The tea tree oil industry has communicated issues requiring an R&D
focus, provided a monthly newsletter to growers outlining R&D progress
and latest developments, and provided field days and a symposium for
current and prospective growers.

Scientific evidence to support
tea tree oil within the EU/SCCP
cosmetics framework

This project has been extended and is due to be completed in 2018-19.
This project is dependent on European regulatory time-frames.

Biology, Epidemiology and
Management of Elsinoe Leaf
Spot in Tea Tree

This project has been completed in 2017-18. The project uncovered
the dynamics of managing inoculum loads. The leaf spot pathogen was
identified as a new species Elsinoe eelemani.

Tea Tree Breeding Program 2

The program introduces a new commercially-viable model for breeding
of tea tree with distinct pre-breeding, breeding and propagation
components.
The program builds on and secures the germplasm and knowledge
base developed in Program 1, with two key components: data curation
and integration for improved use; and recovery, stabilisation and secure
storage of seed resources.
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New RD&E targets for
an Australian natural
healing oil

Fast facts
•	Tea tree oil industry has
a farm gate value of more
than $35 million
•	Approximately 90% of
production is exported with
major markets located in
North America and Europe

“Improving supply is the
first objective in the plan. The
tea tree oil yield can be volatile
and, like many agricultural
industries, is impacted by
droughts and floods.”

•	Tea tree oil has recognised
antiseptic, anti-bacterial,
anti-fungal, antiinflammatory and anti-viral
properties
•	Up to 50% of all commercial
samples tested have been
found to be non-conforming
to the ISO 4730: 2017
Standard. Industry efforts
at detecting and reporting
adulteration have been
effective in reducing this
figure.
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Tea Tree Oil
Program

AgriFutures Australia and tea tree
oil producers have set ambitious
research priorities to improve
supply and increase demand in the
$35 million industry.
The Tea Tree Oil Program FiveYear RD&E Plan was published
following the 2017 introduction of
a research and development levy.
At 25 cents per kilogram of tea tree
oil produced, the levy is expected
to collect more than $160,000 from
the industry each year and will be
matched by Federal Government
funds. The Program will be managed
by AgriFutures Australia.
AgriFutures Australia Program
Manager Research & Innovation,
Ashley Radburn said the plan
outlines how money from the levy
will be spent to align with industry
priorities.
“Improving supply is the first
objective in the plan. The tea tree oil
yield can be volatile and, like many
agricultural industries, is impacted
by droughts and floods. To meet
the growing demand for tea tree oil,
we must also address the need for
higher yielding varieties.
“Increasing demand for tea tree
oil is the second objective and
represents 45 percent of the RD&E
budget. There are many technical
issues to work through in cosmetic

and therapeutic formulation. For
instance, adulteration of tea tree
oil is a huge issue for the industry.
There are a lot of tea tree oils that
do not meet the standard of Pure
Australian Tea Tree Oil. Cosmetic
companies are taking a risk if they
do not use oil that has undergone
the safety and efficacy work that
ensures it meets the standards.
“As issues like this are addressed,
consumers across the world will
have access to more of the benefits
of tea tree oil,” said Mr Radburn.
Australian Tea Tree Industry
Association (ATTIA) President and
Managing Director of Main Camp,
the industry’s largest producer,
Phillip Butlin said the Plan closely
mirrors the industry’s own Five-Year
Plan and provides a good road map
to drive the industry forward.
“The plan provides an excellent
framework to assess the various
potential RD&E projects in the
pipeline,” said Mr Butlin.
AgriFutures Australia will be
working closely with the Australian
tea tree oil industry to ensure
the industry’s five year research
priorities meet industry needs and
are informed by government
priorities.
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Pasture Seeds

Summary of program
The AgriFutures Australia Pasture Seeds Program focuses
on a subset of all pasture seeds produced in Australia, with
levy payments derived from certified, temperate pasture
species including lucerne, medics, serradella, clover and
sub-clover. Pasture seeds is a stable, mature industry,
with no real growth in Gross Value of Production (GVP)
over the past decade. GVP has generally been around $50
million per annum, and the average area of land registered
for certified temperate pasture seed production has
been reasonably constant at around 30,000 ha, although
variation between years can be up to 15 percent.
An evaluation of investment in the Pasture Seeds R&D
Program, completed for the period 2013-18, found the
program was delivering significant impact and providing a
positive return on investment, with the benefit-cost ratio
for investment calculated to be between 6.5 and 23.6 to 1.

A new Pasture Seeds Advisory Panel was appointed in May
2018, including the appointment of a female Chair – a first
for AgriFutures Australia. The Advisory Panel and a wider
group of industry stakeholders were brought together in
June 2018 to help define and draft a new Pasture Seeds
RD&E Plan that will identify research priorities and set the
direction for program investment over the next five years.

Deliverable for 2017-18
To invest in prioritised RD&E that maximises the
opportunities and minimises the risks for a profitable
and environmentally sustainable temperate pasture
seeds industry.

Plan for 2017-18

Outcomes in 2017-18

Capitalising on the
discovery of Messina for
the pasture seeds industry

This project identified herbicides suitable for use with Messina, soil pH levels suitable for
growing Messina, and a rhizobia strain that should be applied close to sowing to ensure
good seed establishment, regeneration and nitrogen fixation.

Improved subterranean
clover seed production
from multiple disease
resistance

To date, this project has defined the relative rust disease resistances and susceptibilities of
many sub-clover cultivars, which is significant for producers looking to selectively choose
cultivars to better manage rust outbreaks, and for producers who are seeking to avoid
significant seed production losses.

Pasture Improvement
Initiative (PII)

The PII project has:
•	Raised awareness about the potential benefits and value of adopting various pasture
improvement tools
•	Contributed to an increase in the number of farmers adopting improved pasture
management practices
•	Increased overall knowledge of the pasture improvement tool box across the industry
supply chain through newsletters, fact sheet and collaboration with demonstration sites.

411,687

$

Total program
expenses
2015–16

431,768

$

Total program
expenses
2016–17

464,590

$

Total program
expenses
2017–18

Australian Pastures
Genebank

Agrifutures Australia is providing financial support for the Australian Pastures Genebank,
which is conserving Australia’s pasture and forage species to sustain and enhance
agricultural productivity in the face of a growing global population, changing climate, new
plant pests and diseases, and changing farming systems.

Potential exotic virus
threats to lucerne seed
production in Australia

Plants from a lucerne resistance field trial in Argentina have been scored for alfalfa dwarf
disease (ADD) symptoms and samples taken for analysis. Infection levels of the five known ADDassociated viruses will be determined to identify any resistant or tolerant lucerne varieties.
In crops near Keith, South Australia, double-stranded RNA was extracted from selected lucerne
leaves with virus-like symptoms. Ten nucleic acid libraries were sent for next generation
sequencing and data will be analysed to identify known and unknown viruses infecting
Australian lucerne seed paddocks.

Siriver-producing lucerne
breeders seed

Over a three-year period this project will sustain the hybrid variety of Siriver by producing
additional seed from the breeders’ seed left, and extending the seed bank.

Lucerne variety trial –
Assess Optimum Plant
Stress Levels for Seed
Production

This new project will determine which new and existing lucerne varieties will optimise seed
and herbage yield under a border check irrigation system, with a focus on assessing how
water stress impacts on seed production.
The trial will include 29 varieties and is designed to be an independent assessment of their
performance.
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Goat Fibre

Summary of program

The Australian goat fibre industry is comprised of the
cashmere and mohair producers, delivering fine fibre for
use in luxury products and high-end fashion throughout
the world.

•	Goat-specific husbandry advancements, such
as label extensions of animal health products,
disease management more broadly and nutrition, in
collaboration with the AgriFutures Australia dairy goat
program and MLA meat goat program

The Goat Fibre Program aims to enhance industry success
through targeted industry-specific RD&E, with the
following broad areas of priority:

•	Market research into on-shore fibre processing (in
collaboration with other rare natural fibre industries)

•	Genetic evaluation and improvement - building upon
previous work, with a focus on increasing fibre yield
and quality

•	Extension of outcomes from previous projects,
especially through the consolidation of online resources.

Plan for 2017-18

Outcomes in 2017-18

Scouring and Dehairing
Australian Cashmere

Seven cashmere producers consigned bales of their fibre to Cashmere
Connections. Fibre was monitored and sampled during all stages of fibre
preparation and dehairing. This work was reported to support quality management
for this rare natural animal fibre industry.

3,645

Total program
expenses
2015–16
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Buffalo

Summary of program

$

Annual Report 2017-18

7,253

$

Total program
expenses
2016–17

2,129

$

Total program
expenses
2017–18

Buffalo are farmed in every Australian state with milk and
meat the main products.

•	Examination of opportunities for local processing
facilities (including Halal)

Most of the R&D undertaken in the Australian buffalo
industry to date has focussed on improving the genetic
base via cross-breeding, AI and semen importation. There
has also been a focus on branded meat product and
gaining a better understanding of buffalo milk composition
and processing characteristics.

•	Compilation of specific information for buffalo
management (meat and milk)

To enhance industry success, the Buffalo Program will
assess potential RD&E projects in line with the following
broad areas of priority:
•	Reinvigoration of the live export program, especially
stunning procedures, to allow compliance with ESCAS
and Halal

•	Distribution of milk composition information to industry
and general public
•	Monitoring genetic improvement in buffalo dairying and
providing support as possible (e.g. encourage producer
input of data into Breedplan to identify superior dairy
genetics in Riverines).
In addition, the industry will seek opportunities to extend the
outcomes from recent and existing research e.g. enhancing
productivity improvements in Australian buffalo and
characterisation of buffalo milk, cheese and yoghurt properties.

Plan for 2017-18

Outcomes in 2017-18

Developing appropriate
stunning methods for halal
slaughter of water buffalo

Research was undertaken into effective stunning in Halal and non-Halal produced
buffalo to cover Indonesian and other potential South-east Asian markets engaged
with commercial supply chain participants.

Parasitism and Control
Strategies in Domesticated
Buffalo Populations

This project investigated prevalence, effective management, and anthelmintic
control in Australian buffalo populations. The project compiled parasite-specific
information for buffalo management in northern and southern Australia. Generally,
levels of parasitism were low in the commercial herds tested.

86,462

27,939

38,699

$

$

$

Total program
expenses
2015–16

Total program
expenses
2016–17

Total program
expenses
2017–18
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Kangaroo

Summary of program
Australia’s commercial kangaroo industry is one of the
most sustainable wild harvest operations in the world. It
is highly regulated and operates under a quota system
administered by state and federal governments that set
sustainable harvesting limits independent of industry
demand.

•	Capacity building of industry participants through
training programs

The industry RD&E plan focusses on five strategic areas:
animal welfare, sustainability, nutritional value, trade
barriers and food safety, and product value.

•	Reinforcing the licence to operate (there is an
existing research project along these lines,
including Characterising the Australian Public and
Communicating About Kangaroo management)

The four objectives of the Kangaroo Program are:

•	Extension of project information on improving the
welfare and humaneness of commercially harvested
kangaroos

Animal Welfare and
Sustainability of the
Australian Kangaroo
Harvesting Industry

The project delivered a detailed report that compiles current expert knowledge and
robust evidence on the animal welfare impacts and sustainability of the kangaroo
harvesting industry and specifically examines the impacts and issues associated
with a male-only harvesting approach.
In addition, the animal welfare impacts and sustainability of commercial kangaroo
harvesting was compared with other meat and skin producing industries (i.e.
sheep, cattle, goats). The report is a guide for the kangaroo industry to make
improvements to harvesting methods and strategies that will help to deliver
balanced outcomes for a range of stakeholders.

Kangaroo Commercial
Code Review

•	Understanding and meeting market specifications with
a focus on lower value and high-quality cuts for Western
Europe

31,966

Outcomes in 2017-18

• Enhancing manufactured leather product development.

•	Research into potential for expanding existing or
developing new markets

37,410

Plan for 2017-18

129,117

$

$

$

Total program
expenses
2015–16

Total program
expenses
2016–17

Total program
expenses
2017–18

This project delivered a revised National Code of Practice for the Humane
Shooting of Kangaroos and Wallabies for Commercial Purposes. The findings and
recommendations from recent scientific research included: welfare impacts on
dependent kangaroo young, euthanasia methods for in-pouch young/young-atfoot, and male-only harvesting strategies. These are now being incorporated into a
new Code to ensure that harvesting is conducted in the most humane manner.
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Ratite

Summary of program

Summary of program

The AgrFutures Australia Deer Program aims to direct
RD&E that contributes to the profitability, sustainability
and productivity of the industry.

• Improved handling and restraint facilities

While the Deer Program RD&E objectives for 2013-2018
are covered by the objectives of the Animal Industries
RD&E Plan, the areas of priority are:

• Research to identify impediments to deer processing

• Improved genetics

The ratite industry (ostriches and emu) is a small levied
industry. With a connection to gut health, an exciting area
of medical science, this emerging industry has potential to
expand.

• Research on opportunities for multi-species processing
•	Extension / training for producers working with
processors to facilitate deer handling and slaughter.

Plan for 2017-18

Outcomes in 2017-18

Cross-industry Biosecurity
and Emergency Animal
Disease Awareness

General and industry-specific messaging and collateral was developed for each
of the industries that agreed to participate in the project: Emu, goat, buffalo,
kangaroo and deer. These participants reported that the resources provided varied
in usefulness and relevance to their industry. Short-term impact and change
in awareness resulting from the communication activities indicated a positive
increase in general awareness.

Plan for 2017-18

Outcomes in 2017-18

Postgraduate ‘top-up’
Scholarship - Lauren
Chartier

Initiation of the research topic - “The effects of novel nutraceuticals on
experimentally induced colitis-associated colorectal cancer” focussed on the
potential health benefits of ratite food products.

8,000

$

8,270

$

Total program
expenses
2015–16

1,896

$

Total program
expenses
2016–17
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11,632

$

Total program
expenses
2017–18

Total program
expenses
2017–18
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New and Emerging Rural Industries

Goal

Outcome

Summary of program

To support new and emerging rural industries.

Commercially viable and sustainable emerging rural
industries established.

During 2017-18, the former programs of New and
Emerging Plant Industries and New and Emerging Animal
Industries were combined.

With global environmental and market trends
impacting food consumption, Australian rural
industries have an opportunity to identify new
food types and to connect with and drive new and
expanding markets.
As such, AgriFutures Australia is dedicated to
identifying and supporting the development of new
rural industries that can meet changing demand and
make an economic contribution to Australia.
Over the next five years, AgriFutures Australia
will focus on identifying new industries with high
potential. This will result in a strong alignment
of research activities that address AgriFutures
Australia’s legislative requirements and the
government’s research priorities.
AgriFutures Australia will build partnerships with key
stakeholders, including partners in the private sector,
to support the development of these high-potential
emerging rural industries.

Research Programs
New and Emerging Rural Industries

The program identifies and supports the development of
new rural industries with high potential to meet changing
demand and make an economic contribution to Australia.
AgriFutures Australia will build partnerships with key
stakeholders, including partners in the private sector, to
support the development of emerging rural industries.

1,644,300

$

Total program
expenses
2017–18
Note:
Plant Industries sub-total:
$1,082,408;
Animal Industries sub-total:
$561,892
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New and Emerging Rural Industries

Plan for 2017-18

Outcomes in 2017-18

Plan for 2017-18

Outcomes in 2017-18

Improving the capacity of
primary industries to withstand
cyclonic winds

Economic analysis conducted indicates that the high early yields and
estimated yields in full production found for custard apple, guava, mango,
longan, cocoa, durian, carambola and star apple, justify the additional
capital costs of trellising and the high labour requirements for plant
establishment. The economics of trellising are further bolstered when the
risk of cyclones is taken into account and also if the trellis frame is used to
support nets rather than having to set up a separate netting structure.

Monitoring quality and
bioactivity of Kakadu plum
in the Northern Territory

The project trained Indigenous communities in adopting best production
and quality control practices in developing value added Kakadu plum
products. The measurement of these bioactive compounds has enabled
the development of product specification information that can be used for
marketing purposes.

Emerging Business Models for
the Kakadu Plum Industry

This report uses Kakadu plum, one of 6,500 native foods in Australia, as a
case study to explore emerging business models for the native foods industry
and agriculture more broadly. Findings are built on Indigenous knowledge, our
rich agricultural past in Australia and international examples.

Pests and diseases of truffles
and their tree hosts
in Australia

Key truffle pests including slaters, slugs, Australian truffle beetle and
millipedes were observed for impact and best practice management.
Identifying and understanding the ecology of truffle pests and diseases will
enable growers to manage their impact on yield and farm income. Regular
newsletters, truffle road shows and a report on the National Grower Survey
are among project outputs.

Overcoming barriers to
development of the Australian
Jujube industry

A best practice guide was produced for Australian jujube growers. Counterseasonal production gives Australian jujube growers a competitive advantage
for export of fresh fruit to target markets in China, South East Asia and the
Middle East. Sufficient volumes and consistent quality products need to be
established before export markets are developed. This project reports on
market opportunity and production dynamics to achieve growth into these
important market prospects.

Feasibility of a sustainable
harvest of agile wallabies in NT

Meat quality attributes of the species were assessed and classified as very good.

Development of game birds
welfare standards and
guidelines

Standards and guidelines for turkeys, quail, partridge, pigeon, guinea fowl,
pheasants and geese welfare management matters were incorporated into
the Poultry Standards & Guidelines.

An economic decision tool developed allows producers to determine if
trellising will be economical for their own circumstances. The findings
suggest that trellising may provide a solution to growing a productive,
economically sustainable tropical fruit industry in cyclone prone areas of
Northern Australia and other regions of the world.

Eliminate factors inhibiting
redclaw farming from reaching
its full potential

A test kit has been developed that now allows for quick and cheap testing
of redclaw for the Chequa iflavirus. This will enable a survey across farms to
measure the extent of the virus.
The testing of three therapeutic agents has been shown to reduce viral
counts after stress events.

New Coffee Varieties for the
Australian Subtropics

Australia is participating in the World Coffee Research International
Multi-Location Variety Trials. Potential candidate cultivars have been
identified in consultation with the ASTCA (the Australian Sub-Tropical
Coffee Association). A CropStore database of markers for plants in the trials
has been developed. Vegetative propagation processes (using cuttings) are
being optimised.

Development of innovative
tools for the detection and
control of CAE (Caprine arthritis
and encephalitis) virus

PCR (Polymerase Chain Reaction) techniques are being developed and
tested as an alternative to antibody based methods (ELISA). It is likely that
both PCR and ELISA will have a role in the eradication of CAEV. Researchers
are looking for other CAEV infected herds to ensure that results are truly
representative of the Australian dairy goat herd.

Monitoring quality and
bioactivity of Kakadu plum in
the Northern Territory

This study evaluated key bioactive compounds in Kakadu plum during
commercial wild harvests, assessed these compounds in different
geographical locations and determined maturity, tree to tree and within tree
variation during several harvesting seasons.
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New and Emerging Rural Industries

Plan for 2017-18

Outcomes in 2017-18

Plan for 2017-18

Outcomes in 2017-18

Improved tenderness of alpaca
carcasses using combined
processing techniques

The development of a protocol for the effect of post-boning treatments
on alpaca product tenderness and consistency. A proteolytic enzyme
contained within kiwi fruit extract was tested for tenderising properties
by infusion into the alpaca loin post-carcase breakdown

Possible Chinks in the
Crocodile Armour: Defining
Skin Microbiota

The primary focus of this project is to identify a factor that influences the
quality of crocodile skin, poxvirus lesions. Poxvirus has been isolated at the
molecular level and gene markers for the bacteria identified in developing
a prevention pathway.

Quinoa as a New Crop in
Australia - Stage 2

Quality specifications have been identified, processing options are
being developed and field trials aimed at the release of a new variety
conducted. The publication, Quinoa - Opportunities and Challenges in
Australia, has been published supporting the growth and development of
the quinoa industry.

Leptospermum Plant Breeding
Program for Development of
High Grade Manuka Honey

The breeding of high grade leptospermum varieties has commenced in
Western Australia and these varieties are being progressively planted in
commercial trials. This program aims to improve the therapeutic benefits
of Manuka honey through the process of pollination.

A national approach to
improving the capacity of the
goat milk industry

A manual for dairy goat production has been prepared for release.

Australian Camel Milk
Industry Forum

Proceedings from the Australian Camel Milk forum were published to
capture current knowledge and experience in this developing industry.

Hazelnuts in Australia:
Productivity & Economic
Analysis for Industry
Expansion

Variety trials continue to uncover key drivers of yield and quality as
economic parameters critical to the expansion of hazelnut production in
new regions of Australia.

The Australian International
Industrial Hemp Conference

The Australian Industrial Hemp Conference was held in Geelong. Hemp
seed, hemp fibre and medicinal hemp are emerging industries each
with their own dynamics of risk and opportunity. Hemp seed production
appeared to present the lowest risk for farmers at this stage.

Boosting the productivity of sea
urchin aquaculture using
a dietary intervention

Larval cultures fed a mix of microalgae, including a microalgae high in
energy and a calcifying microalgae, had higher survival rates and were
larger than larvae fed on single strains of microalgae.

Solving key industry bottlenecks
for sea urchin roe enhancement

Experiments manipulating diet to maximise roe quality were completed
and analysed.

Development of a Biosecurity
Plan for the Australian coffee
industry

The Biosecurity Plan has been developed for the Australian coffee
industry including a focus on key pests, risk mitigation and surveillance.

Commencing implementation of
a genetic evaluation system for
livestock working dogs

The traits of natural and overall ability differ predominantly in that
natural ability may be assessed in a pup, while overall ability can only be
well assessed in older dogs.
A rudimentary genetic evaluation system of working dogs utilising a new
web survey has been developed and used for evaluation in collaboration
with the Working Kelpie Council.
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Global scan identifies
opportunity in new and
emerging industries

A new AgriFutures Australia report has identified 26 high
potential rural industries that will meet changing demands
in food consumption and make a strong contribution to
Australia’s economy.

High potential
industries emerge

Backed by AgriFutures Australia,
Coriolis Australia scanned global
food industries to identify emerging
agricultural industries that have a
potential $10 million annual turnover.

and profitability of Australian
agriculture. We will use this report
to identify opportunities to invest in
RD&E, focussing on real commercial
outcomes.

Of the 53 industries considered to
have ‘global demand’ and ‘commercial
presence’ in Australia, 26 priority
industries were profiled and a
combination of success factors was
revealed. These success factors were:

“AgriFutures Australia has set an
ambitious goal of supporting the
emergence of five agricultural
industries with a collective turnover
of at least $50 million in the
next five years,” said Mr Harvey.

•	Premium products (e.g. marron, a
premium seafood product highly
sought after in China)

AgriFutures Australia Program
Manager, Research and Innovation,
Duncan Farquhar said the next step
is connecting investors with new
opportunities.

•	On-trend products (e.g. hemp seed,
seaweed)
•	New or emerging cuisines (e.g.
jackfruit, an exotic food rapidly
emerging as a meat substitute)
•	Health benefits (e.g. chia, flaxseed)
AgriFutures Australia Managing
Director John Harvey said the report
confirmed Australia’s emerging
industries are ‘ripe for the picking’
and set to deliver big value
to the sector.
“With focussed management and
investment, these industries are
tipped to be the next big thing
and could make a significant
contribution to the future prosperity

“The scan shone a spotlight on
a number of niche industries,
supporting AgriFutures Australia’s
case for investment in emerging
industries.
“Each industry outlined in the report
has its own unique dynamics, and
we are seeking partnerships with
industry leaders who can make these
industries investor-ready,” said Mr
Farquhar.

“With focussed management
and investment, these
industries are tipped to be the
next big thing.”
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Overview of R&D
investment
In 2017-18, AgriFutures Australia invested in 61 new
research projects as we continued our strategy to invest in
fewer but larger projects. The average AgriFutures Australia
investment per research project increased from 2016-17,
continuing the steady upward trend.
When deciding on which research programs to invest in,
AgriFutures Australia evaluates, among other things, the
likely level of industry adoption of the research outputs,
together with the expected economic, environmental and
social effects on the project outputs.
In 2017-18, a total of 18 of the 61 new research projects
were procured through an open call for proposals.

Expected impact of R&D projects
The main elements of the RD&E investment framework for
2017-18 were:
• An annual review of performance against the RD&E Plan
•	External evaluation of the Pasture Seeds and New
Animal and Plant Industries
• Setting strategic directions for the coming year
•	Preparing Annual Operational Plan (AOP) proposals with
input from AgriFutures Australia’s R&D advisory panels
through an annual review of progress against their fiveyear R&D plans
• Setting funding allocations for 2017-18

A balanced R&D portfolio

Cost Allocation Policy

AgriFutures Australia invests its RD&E funds through new,
developing, maturing and established industry programs,
along with several national and cross-sectoral programs
and initiatives.

AgriFutures Australia has a Cost Allocation Policy for
allocating direct and indirect costs across its programs.
Direct research and development program costs are
allocated at program level and corporate costs are
allocated through a program management fee. This fee
is based on a three-year rolling average of expenditure
including the current year forecast and the previous two
years’ actual expenditure. This is then weighted and capped
at a pre-determined proportion of research expenditure
to ensure the variance in effort between small and large
programs is captured as accurately as possible.

Expenditure is allocated using a range of measures that
ensure a balanced, financially responsible approach to its
investment of both industry and core funds.
Our investments integrate the triple bottom line objectives
of economic, environmental and social responsibility. The
majority of investment is aligned with short to medium
term adaptive research outcomes and investment returns,
with the remainder contributing to long-term strategic
research objectives.

•	Aligning program strategies within portfolios against
R&D five-year plans, and allocating pre-determined
budgets that are funded subject to performance

Our industry advisory panels provide advice as to the
appropriate balance of investment between industryspecific RD&E priorities and cross-sectoral investment,
including:

•	Implementing programs through a combination of open
call and commissioned projects

• Government research priorities

• Initiating extension programs for chicken, rice and ginger
•	Developing communication strategies for all levied
industry programs.

• Program objectives
• Project length
• Levels of risk, return and leverage.
Industry advisory panels assist in identifying and advising
on specific RD&E priorities to implement the RD&E
plans. Financial investment is determined by industry
contribution, Australian Government where appropriate,
and our own evaluation of the RD&E needs against
investment priorities.
Where AgriFutures Australia is the appropriate lead agency,
we manage and develop collaborative investment programs
with partners. Areas that are well suited to collaborations
include climate change issues, natural resource
management, health, safety and welfare, capacity building
and leadership.
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Financial snapshot
Financial and operational summary ($M)
Revenue

2017-18

2016-17

2015-16

2014-15

2013-14

Revenue as %

2017-18

2016-17

2015-16

2014-15

2013-14

Commonwealth appropriation

9.3

9.2

8.6

9.4

11.3

Commonwealth appropriation

32%

40%

31%

41%

46%

Industry levies

5.8

3.2

4.0

4.5

5.5

Industry levies

20%

14%

14%

19%

22%

Commonwealth matching dollars

4.7

4

3.3

3.3

3.4

Commonwealth matching dollars

16%

17%

12%

14%

14%

Interest

0.6

0.6

0.6

0.7

0.7

Interest

2%

3%

2%

3%

3%

Other income

8.7

6.2

11.5

5.2

3.9

Other income

30%

27%

41%

23%

16%

29.1

23.2

28.0

23.1

24.8

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Expenditure

2017-18

2016-17

2015-16

2014-15

2013-14

Expenditure as %

2017-18

2016-17

2015-16

2014-15

2013-14

Research programs

24.7

22.9

17.3

15.9

17.3

Research programs

88%

86%

81%

80%

77%

Communications

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.4

0.5

Communications

2%

2%

2%

2%

2%

Corporate

3.0

3.1

3.6

3.7

4.8

Corporate

11%

12%

17%

19%

21%

28.2

26.5

21.4

20.0

22.6

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%
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Arena 1 People and
Leadership

2017-18
$000
Evaluation
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Expenses

Arena 3 Growing Profitability

2017-18
$000
Buffalo
Chicken Meat

4,197

evokeAG

380

Horizon Scholarships

478

Deer

Investing in People

402

Export Fodder Crops

792

Rural Women's Award

540

Ginger

329

Goat Fibre
Total Arena 1 - People and Leadership

1,821

Ag Vet Chemical
Bioenergy, BioProducts & Energy
Biomass for Bioenergy
Climate Change Research Strategy

562

Kangaroo

129

7

ExtensionAUS

251

Improved Use of Seasonal Forecasting to Increase
Farmer Profitability

883

National Rural Issues

1,488

New biological solutions for sustainable management
of weed impacts to agricultural profitability

2,160

Primary Industries Health & Safety Partnership
Secure Pollination for more productive agriculture:
Guidelines for effective pollinator management and
stakeholder adoption
Taking the Q (query) out of Q Fever:
developing a better understanding of the drivers of
Q fever spread in farmed ruminants
Total Arena 2 - National Challenges and Opportunities

Rice

648

18

8,925

342

Alpaca

12,247

4

Centre of Excellence

126

New & Emerging Animal Industries

562

Total Arena 4 - Emerging Industries

Corporate

3,676

Thoroughbred Horses

Ratite
105

465

444

New & Emerging Plant Industries

2,801

1,199

Tea Tree Oil

Total Arena 3 - Growing Profitability

Arena 4 Emerging Industries

2
621

Pasture Seeds

2

12

Honeybee & Pollination

Nothern Rice
Arena 2 National Challenges
and Opportunities 		

39

1,082
8
1,782

Board

119

Communications

458

Phase 1: Communications Re-brand

41

Finance

630

Human Resource Management

161

Information & Communications Technology

482

Salaries

1,580

Total Corporate

3,471

Total Expenses

28,246
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Figure 1
Annual Undiscounted Cash Flows for Estimated
Total Net Benefits and Total R&D Investment Costs
for the AgriFutures Pasture Seeds R&D Program

Evaluation

The nature and extent of impacts realised and/or
anticipated was used to determine projects with significant
impact. An economic evaluation of the significant impacts
against the cost of those projects and the costs of all
projects in the population was conducted.
The Present Value of Benefits (PVB) and Present Value of
Costs (PVC) were used to estimate investment criteria of
Net Present Value (NPV) and Benefit-Cost Ratio (BCR) at a
discount rate of five per cent. The Internal Rate of Return
(IRR) and the Modified Internal Rate of Return (MIRR)
were also estimated from the annual net cash flows. The
PVB and PVC are the sums of the discounted streams
of benefits and costs. All dollar costs and benefits were
expressed in 2017-18 dollar terms. A 30-year timeframe
was used in all analyses, with impacts estimated for
30 years from the year of last investment in the 15 R&D
projects. Costs for the R&D projects included the cash
contributions of the Program (including both AgriFutures
Australia and industry investment), as well as any other
resources contributed by third parties (e.g. researchers or
additional industry funds).
Analyses were undertaken for total impacts that included
future expected impacts. Conservative assumptions were
used to avoid overstating future expected positive impacts

Total Investment Costs

2

0

or benefits. Sensitivity analyses were undertaken for
variables with significant uncertainty and for variables that
were key drivers of the investment criteria.
Two sets of analyses and corresponding investment criteria
were reported at a program level. The first analysis refers
to the projects where significant impacts were identified
and valued. In this analysis, the PVB was compared to
the investment in the particular projects generating the
benefits. This process estimates an upper bound set of
investment criteria.
The second analysis refers to the same set of valued
impacts but compares this to the total investment in the
program population. As positive benefits were expected
from the projects where impacts were not explicitly valued,
the results from the second analysis are likely to represent
lower bound estimates of investment criteria for the
program.

Results/key findings
Total funding for the four projects where impacts were
valued totalled approximately $2.5 million (present value
terms) and produced aggregate total expected benefits of
approximately $58.5 million (present value terms). This gave
an estimated net present value of $56.0 million, a benefitcost ratio of 23.6 to 1.0, an internal rate of return of 16.6
per cent, and a modified internal rate of return of 10.5 per
cent. The four projects valued represented approximately
27 per cent of total funding for the 15 projects in the project
population.

When the benefits for the impacts valued were
compared to the total investment in all projects in
the population, this lowered the investment criteria.
Funding for all projects in the population totalled
approximately $9 million (present value terms). When
compared to the same value of benefits from the four
projects ($58.5 million), the investment produced an
estimated net present value of $49.4 million (present
value terms), a benefit-cost ratio of approximately 6.5
to 1.0, an internal rate of return of 12.6 per cent, and a
modified internal rate of return of 8.3 per cent.
Given the assumptions made, it can be concluded that
the benefit-cost ratio for the investment in the Pasture
Seeds R&D program lies between 6.6 and 23.6 to 1.0.
Figure 1 illustrates the undiscounted cash flows for the
estimated total benefits from the four projects valued
and the total R&D investment costs for the Pasture
Seeds R&D Program.

Conclusions
The positive results in terms of the type of impacts
identified and valued indicate that the Program is
delivering value for the resources invested. Based on
these overall findings, AgriFutures Australia is confident
that the Pasture Seeds program RD&E investments are
worthwhile.
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A logical framework was used to identify and briefly
describe project objectives, outputs, outcomes, impacts
and benefits. Project information was assembled from
original project proposals, final reports, and any progress
reports or other relevant publications and materials.
Assistance was provided by AgriFutures Australia
personnel, project principal investigators, industry
personnel and others.

4

2013

The impact assessment used cost-benefit analysis
(CBA) as its primary tool, incorporating both qualitative
and quantitative approaches. Initially, 29 R&D project
investments were defined, however, once evaluation criteria
were applied, the scope of the assessment encompassed
15 projects. These projects received funding between 1
July 2013 and 30 June 2018, had sufficient information and
documentation available, and had not been included in any
previous program evaluations.

Total Benefits
6

2011

Qualitative summaries of all program
investments within the 2013-2018
timeframe were compiled, and
included the identification of project
outputs, outcomes and impacts.
Project impacts were categorised in a
triple bottom line context, in terms of
delivery of economic, environmental
and social benefits. Some of the most
significant project impacts were
quantitatively valued as part of the
assessment.

Methods

8

2009

In 2018, an impact assessment was
carried out on the Pasture Seeds
Program Five-Year RD&E Plan
2013-2018 by Agtrans Research,
in accordance with the Council of
Rural Research and Development
Corporations’ guidelines.

Undiscounted Cash Flow ($m)

10
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Collaboration
At AgriFutures Australia, we
understand that the key to
developing real and lasting
solutions for our rural industries
is to take a shared approach to
shared challenges. That is why we
collaborate with a range of industry
and government stakeholders
to develop and implement R&D
initiatives with benefits across the
agricultural sector.
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Examples of AgriFutures Australia collaborations
across industries and the sector

Our Corporate Plan reflects our strong commitment to
collaboration, specifically focussing on cross-sector and
cross-regional approaches to research.
We believe that adopting a collective approach to RD&E not
only results in greater resources for individual projects, but
also helps to achieve a shared commitment to nationally
significant challenges such as biosecurity, climate change,
natural resource management and capacity building.

What

Who

Aim

Climate Research
Strategy for Primary
Industries (CRSPI)

A joint initiative of rural RDCs, state
and territory governments, Australian
Government, DAWR and the CSIRO – 19 in
total.

To promote a strategic and
collaborative approach to
climate change RD&E for
primary industries.

Primary Industries
Health and Safety
Partnership

AgriFutures Australia, Australian Egg
Corporation (AEC), Australian Meat
Processor Corporation (AMPC), Australian
Pork Limited (APL), Australian Wool
Innovation (AWI), Cotton (CRDC), Dairy
Australia (DA), Fisheries (FRDC), GRDC,
Horticulture Innovation Australia (HIA),
Meat and Livestock (MLA), Sugar Research
Australia (SRA) and Wine Australia (WA).

Healthy, safe and productive
working lives in the primary
industries through investment
in RD&E to drive sustainable
improvements to work health
and safety outcomes.

Horizon Scholarship

AgriFutures Australia, CRDC, GRDC, MLA,
AEC, HIA, AWI, SRA, McCaughey Memorial
Institute and Westpac.

To support the next generation
of agriculture leaders who
will take up the challenge
of farming for the future. In
partnership with industry
sponsors, the goal of the
scholarship is to enhance the
future supply of graduates
available for employment in the
rural sector.

Rural Women’s Award

AgriFutures Australia, Westpac
Agribusiness, ABC Rural, Fairfax
Agricultural Media, RM Williams Outback
Magazine and state/territory governments.

To identify and support the
capabilities of emerging rural
women leaders to increase their
participation and contribution
to Australia’s primary industries
and rural communities.

National cross-sectoral RD&E strategies
AgriFutures Australia plays a lead role in two of the national
cross-sectoral RD&E strategies. For the Climate Change
cross-sectoral strategy, AgriFutures Australia coordinates
activities across 22 partners including the Australian
Government, state and territory governments, CSIRO and
other RDCs. A key deliverable in 2016-17 for the Climate
Change strategy was the development of new strategy to
take effect in 2017-18, and the coordination of partners.
AgriFutures Australia is also an active member of the Water
Use in Agriculture, Soils, Animal and Plant Biosecurity and
Animal Welfare cross-sectoral RD&E strategies.
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What

Who

Aim

ABARES Science and
Innovation Awards
for Young People in
Agriculture, Fisheries
and Forestry

AgriFutures Australia, ABARES and other
sponsors.

To provide recognition to
innovative scientific projects
that will contribute to
the ongoing success and
sustainability of Australia’s
agricultural, fisheries and
forestry industries.

AgVet Collaborative
Forum

AgriFutures Australia, GRDC, DA, HIA, CRDC,
AWI, SRA, WA, Forest and Wood Products
Australia, CropLife Australia and Animal
Medicines Australia.

To identify solutions to key
industry challenges in relation
to accessing agvet technologies,
and highlight areas of business
opportunity for agvet chemical
registrants by providing a
priority list of industry needs
and a process to identify
potential partnerships and coinvestment opportunities with
industry.

Honey Bee and
Pollination RD&E

AgriFutures Australia Honey Bee and
Pollination Program and HIA.

Support RD&E that will secure
a productive, sustainable and
more profitable Australian
beekeeping industry and secure
the pollination of Australia’s
horticultural and agricultural
crops.

Biomass Producer
website

AgriFutures Australia, Australian Bioenergy
RD&E Forum member agencies, Australian
and state government departments,
universities, relevant research and
development corporations, CSIRO and
Econnect.

To develop and manage a
knowledge hub website to inform
primary producers of their
opportunities in the bioenergy
supply chain.
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What

Who

Aim

Poultry Hub Australia

AgriFutures Australia, AEC and University of
New England.

The Poultry Hub Australia was
established at the conclusion
of the Poultry CRC in mid2017. The key objective of
PHA is to provide leadership
in coordinating collaborative
projects essential to the
Australian poultry industry’s
long-term sustainability and
deliver practical solutions in a
nimble and timely manner.

Feed Grains
Partnership

AgriFutures Australia Chicken Meat Program,
AEC, GRDC, MLA, APL, DA, Pork CRC and Stock
Feed Manufacturers’ Council of Australia.

Established to integrate and
identify collaborative research
and development initiatives
across participating R&D funding
agencies involved with the feed
grain and livestock supply chain.
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What

Who

Aim

What

Who

Aim

Managing Climate
Variability Program

AgriFutures Australia, GRDC, MLA, CRDC,
and SRA.

To help primary producers and
natural resource managers
manage the risks and exploit
the opportunities resulting from
Australia’s variable and changing
climate.

Rural R&D for Profit
program – New
Biocontrol Solutions
for Sustainable
Management of
Weed Impacts
to Agricultural
Profitability

The project aims to improve the
long-term profitability of primary
producers by developing novel
biocontrol solutions that will
reduce recurrent costs of control
for farmers affected by the target
weeds.

Rural R&D for Profit
program – Improved
Use of Seasonal
Forecasting to
Improve Farmer
Profitability

AgriFutures Australia, GRDC, MLA,
CRDC, SRA, NSW DPI, Victorian DEDJTR,
Monash University, University of Southern
Queensland, Birchip Cropping Group,
Department of Agriculture and Food
Western Australia, South Australian
Research and Development Institute,
Bureau of Meteorology, and HIA.

The program aims to define the
critical seasonal climate risk
information needed by Australian
farmers and to improve
understanding of the usefulness
of seasonal climate forecasts
and how to incorporate these
into business decision making.
It also aims to provide seasonal
climate information that can
be tailored to individual needs,
and to improve seasonal climate
forecast skill in agricultural
areas.

GRDC, CSIRO, NSW DPI, QDAF, VIC
DEDJTR, PIRSA, SEQ Water, Shire of
Ravensthorpe, NSW Weed Biocontrol
Taskforce, North West LLS, NSW Office
of Environment & Heritage,Bundaberg
Regional Council, Gladstone Regional
Council, HQ Plantations, Goulburn Murray
Water Corporation, Murrumbidgee
Irrigation Ltd, Coleambally Irrigation
Cooperative Limited, Goulburn Broken
CMA, Murray LLS, USDA-ARS, Australian
Biological Control Laboratory, Wyong Shire
Council, NSW National Parks Service,
Central Murray County Council and
Murrumbidgee Landcare Inc.

Rural R&D for Profit
program – Taking the
‘Q’ (Query) out of ‘Q’
Fever

Meredith Dairy, University of Melbourne,
and University of Queensland, University
of Sydney, Australian Rickettsial Research
Laboratory, University of Adelaide,
Charles Sturt University and Goatvetoz.

This project will improve the
understanding of Q Fever
reservoirs, amplification and
transmission pathways to help
direct biosecurity resources
more efficiently. In turn, this
will reduce the burden of an
extremely debilitating disease in
rural communities.

Australian Pastures
Genebank

AgriFutures Australia, GRDC, AWI, MLA,
DA, and state departments of agriculture.

To acquire, document, conserve,
maintain and distribute plant
genetic resources of pasture
and forage species of actual or
potential value to Australian
agriculture.

Rural R&D for Profit
program – Securing
Pollination for
More Productive
Agriculture:
Guidelines for
Effective Pollinator
Management and
Stakeholder Adoption

AgriFutures Australia, HIA, University of
Adelaide, University of Sydney, University
of New England, Australian National
University, PIRSA, SA Department
Environment, Water and Natural Resources,
O’Connor NRM, Native Vegetation Council,
Trees for Life and Apple and Pear Ltd,
Lucerne Australia, SA Apiarist Association,
Northern and York NRM Board, Costa Group,
Australian Melon Association, Australian
Mango Industry Association, Terrestrial
Ecosystems Research Network, Greening
Australia, Almond Board of Australia,
Adelaide and Mount Lofty Ranges Natural
Resources Management Board, Apple and
Pear Growers Association (SA), Raspberries
and Blackberries Australia, Eco-informatics

This project will increase the
profitability and security of
pollinator dependent crops by
improving the health, diversity
and abundance of pollinators on
farms. It will do so by managing
and improving natural resources,
in particular critical food
resources to support managed
and wild crop pollinators, and
in doing so will manage and
mitigate the biosecurity risk
posed by the Varroa mite.
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Performance against the
Australian Government’s
research priorities
Arena 1
($’000)

Arena 2
($’000)

Arena 3
($’000)

Arena 4
($’000)

Total
($’000)

Total
(%)

67

4,134

11,619

1,782

17,602

71.05%

5. Energy

-

419

-

-

419

1.69%

7. Advanced Manufacturing

-

-

628

-

628

2.53%

547

892

-

-

1,439

5.81%

Unspecified*

1,207

3,480

-

-

4,687

18.92%

Total

1,821

8,925

12,247

1,782

24,775

100.00%

8. Environmental Change
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Communicating
R&D results

Science and Research Priorities
Expenditure for 2017-18

1. Food

Section 12

AgriFutures Australia publishes
final reports and/or project
summaries to promote and make
publicly available the results and
outcomes of the research projects
it funds. During 2017-18, 83 final
reports or project summaries were
delivered.

Figure 9
Research project
communication outputs
(in addition to reports &
factsheets)

In 2017-18, AgriFutures Australia collected the second
full year of data about the additional communication
outputs produced by research projects. Figure 9 provides
the number of presentations (at field days, workshops
and conferences), scientific journal articles and industry
newsletter articles delivered, or that will be delivered, by
the 83 research projects completed in 2017-18.

92
302

Rural Research, Development & Extension
Priorities Expenditure for 2017-18
Arena 1
($’000)

Arena 2
($’000)

Arena 3
($’000)

Arena 4
($’000)

Total
($’000)

Total
(%)

1. Adoption of R&D

382

1,112

6,478

1,694

9,666

39.02%

2. Advanced Technology

237

2,222

4,789

45

7,293

29.44%

3. Biosecurity

-

2,220

515

43

2,778

11.21%

4. Soil, water and managing natural resources

-

16

465

-

481

1.94%

Unspecified*

1,202

3,355

-

4,557

18.39%

Total

1,821

8,925

12,247

24,775

100.00%

* Unspecified includes ancillary expenses incurred in the completition of research projects

1,782

45

Presentations
Scientific journal articles
Industry newsletter articles

No. of projects
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Corporate governance
Governance

Board appointments

Maintaining ethical standards

The AgriFutures Australia Board is committed to
governance systems that enhance performance and
compliance. Each Annual Report includes a description of
how strategic directions, policies and processes have been
applied during the year. During the year, the Board reviewed
policies and processes concerning all major areas of Board
operations, including Director and Board performance, risk
management, conflicts of interest, Board subcommittees,
and the Managing Director’s performance. AgriFutures
Australia’s management policies and procedures will
continue to be refined and updated as standard practice
within the organisation.

The Minister for Agriculture and Water Resources
appoints Directors other than the Managing Director,
who is appointed by the Board.

All members of the Board agree to be bound by the
principles contained in the Board Code of Conduct. The
Board Code of Conduct is provided to all Directors as part
of the induction process and provides guidance on their
responsibilities, including how to act ethically, honestly,
and with due care and diligence. Ethical standards at
AgriFutures Australia are upheld with its values in mind:
connectedness, networking, innovation, approachability,
professionalism, confidence and future-thinking.

The Board provides strong leadership and requires that
AgriFutures Australia’s staff have their qualifications,
skills and experience enhanced with formal and on-thejob training each year. An audit committee and other
committees of the Board are established from time to time
to support the Board. Appropriate advisory panels with
relevant skills to AgriFutures Australia research programs
are established to ensure that projects are properly guided,
and that industry and government funds are spent wisely.

Board charter
The AgriFutures Australia Board Charter sets out the
function, duties and responsibilities of the Board in order
to facilitate Board and management accountability for
AgriFutures Australia’s performance and strategic direction.
The Board is committed to fulfilling its duties, abiding by
all relevant laws and regulations and providing employees
with a safe and rewarding working environment. The Board
considers the broader community, external and internal
stakeholders, and industry partners in its deliberations.

Board composition
AgriFutures Australia’s 2017-18 Board comprised eight
Directors: a Chairperson, an Executive Director (titled
Managing Director) and six other nominated Directors. One
of the nominated Directors is the Deputy Chairperson.

The Chairperson is appointed by the Minister and is
not a nominated Director.
Six of the Directors are nominated by a selection
committee established by the Minister in consultation
with the National Farmers’ Federation and the
Australian Chicken Meat Federation (nominated
Directors).
The Minister appoints a nominated Director as the
Deputy Chairperson.
The Board appoints the Managing Director and may
appoint an Acting Managing Director.

Board terms
Directors other than the Managing Director are
appointed by the Minister and hold office for a
specified term not exceeding three years. The
Managing Director is appointed by AgriFutures
Australia for a specified term. An Acting Managing
Director may be appointed for a specified term.

Directors’ reports
Accountability to industry
For the purposes of reporting on operations in 2017-18,
AgriFutures Australia had two organisations prescribed
by Section 7 of the Primary Industries Research
and Development Act 1989 (PIRD Act). This requires
AgriFutures Australia to report annually on its activities
each financial period. This accountability runs parallel
to AgriFutures Australia’s Annual Report to the Minister
and the Parliament. Separately, it is relevant to note that
the deer, honey bee and rice industries are nominated as
representative bodies for the Primary Industry (Excise)
Levies Act 1999. Formal reporting during 2017-18 occurred
as follows:
• National Farmers’ Federation, 29 November 2017

Board expertise

• Australian Chicken Meat Federation, 26 March 2018.

The Directors are selected from a wide crosssection of the rural business community and offer
expertise in production, processing, marketing,
R&D administration, business management, social
sciences, technology transfer, and environmental and
ecological matters.

AgriFutures Australia reported to these prescribed bodies
during industry meetings being held for their own purposes.
AgriFutures Australia made no payments towards the costs
of these meetings.
Board committees
During 2017-18, the Board operated one committee, the
Audit Committee. The record of meetings is taken by the
Executive Support Officers or General Manager, Business
and Finance.

Audit Committee
The Audit Committee from 1 July 2017 to 30
September 2017 comprised:
Chair:

Dr William Ryan

Members:

Dr Keith Steele
Ms Heather Stacy AM

The Audit Committee from 1 October 2017 to 30
June 2018 comprised:
Chair:

Dr William Ryan

Members:

Dr Katrina Fairley-Grenot
Mr Richard Clark

Audit Committee charter
The objective of the Audit Committee is to provide
independent assurance and assistance, and to
make appropriate recommendations to the Board on
AgriFutures Australia’s risk, control and compliance
framework and its external accountability.
The Managing Director and the General Manager,
Business & Finance, have a standing invitation to
attend these meetings but are not members of the
committee.
During 2017-18, the Audit Committee had oversight
of the completion of the statutory financial
statements and annual compliance statement,
reviewed the Fraud Control and Risk Management
plans, reviewed the Accountable Authority
Instructions, the Conflict of Interest Policy, and
the Audit Committee Charter, directed the internal
audit function, and monitored the development
and implementation of new business systems and
policies.
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Managing Director, whose remuneration arrangements are
determined by the Board).

Performance review
The Board is committed to continuous improvement and
undertakes an evaluation of the Board’s performance and
other Board responsibilities twice in each Board term, in
accordance with the Board Performance Policy.

In recognition of the additional responsibilities of audit
committees, the Remuneration Tribunal has approved
additional fees for members of AgriFutures Australia’s Audit
Committee. The fees are $9,490 a year for the Committee
Chair and $4,750 for Committee members.

The last evaluation process was in February 2016 with the
next one due during 2018-19. No review was conducted in
2017-18 with the changeover of Board Members.

Board meetings

The performance review for the Managing Director is
conducted annually by the Board in accordance with the
Managing Director Performance Management Policy.

During 2017-18, the Board held four meetings: one in
Canberra ACT, two in Wagga Wagga NSW and one in
Cairns QLD. The dates of these meetings were: 12 and 13
September 2017, 6 and 7 December 2017, 7 and 8 March
2018 and 7 June 2018.

Board remuneration
Directors’ fees are set by the Remuneration Tribunal. As
at 30 June 2018, these fees were $58,600 a year for the
Chairperson and $35,160 for Directors (other than the

Table 9
AgriFutures Australia Board Director attendance for 2017-18
Board

Inductions and continuing
education of Directors
During the year, Directors participated in various industry
conferences and workshops to further their knowledge of
stakeholder issues and emerging sector issues. The Board
also develops an annual program of briefings for Directors
that are scheduled over the year and are usually held in
tandem with a Board meeting. Individual Directors may also
participate in professional development programs with the
Australian Institute of Company Directors and other entities
as required.

Independent professional advice
Board members may seek independent professional
advice at AgriFutures Australia’s expense as is considered
necessary to discharge their duties and responsibilities.
Directors must obtain the approval of the Chairperson
(which may not be unreasonably withheld) and the advice
received will be made available to all Board members as
appropriate.

Audit

Potential conflict of interest
The Board manages the potential for conflict of interest for
Directors and senior management by an annual declaration
of potential conflicts and by a standing agenda item at
each Board meeting that requires Directors who may have
a conflict of interest in any matter to discuss it at that
meeting to identify the potential conflict. Where a material
potential conflict is identified, the Director leaves the
meeting during discussion of the matter. Potential conflicts
are recorded in the Board minutes and are available for
consideration by AgriFutures Australia’s auditors.

Meetings
attended

Meetings
held & eligible
to attend

Meetings
attended

Meetings
held & eligible
to attend

K. Andrews

3

3

-

-

R. Clark

3

3

2

2

K. Fairley-Grenot

3

3

2

2

K. Goss

1

1

-

-

T. Hamilton

4

4

-

-

J. Harvey

4

4

-

-

I. Henderson

2*

3

-

-

K. Hull AM

4

4

-

-

H. Stacy AM

1

1

1

1

K. Steele

0*

1

-

-

L. Stephens

1

1

-

-

W. Ryan

4

4

4

4

*The Director did not attend all meetings due to a leave of absence.
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Members of the Audit Committee also provide an annual
written declaration to the Board stating they do not have
any conflicts of interest that would preclude them from
being members of the Committee.

Related entity transactions
The decision-making process for AgriFutures
Australia’s financial transactions, including related
entity transactions, is guided by AgriFutures Australia’s
Accountable Authority Instructions and Financial Policy
and Procedures.
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The Board and the Managing Director have powers
conferred on them by the PIRD Act.
The Board has determined that the Managing Director
shall, in accordance with the Accountable Authority
Instructions and pursuant to Section 76(2) of the PIRD Act,
conduct the affairs of AgriFutures Australia, subject to
the following Managing Director limitations where Board
approval is required:
•	Approval of the Strategic R&D Plan, Annual Operational
Plan and Budget, and Capital Budget
•	Approval of all notifications to the Minister as required
under section 19 of the Public Governance, Performance
and Accountability Act 2013 (PGPA Act)
•	Purchases of capital items in excess of the total budget
limit
•	Write-off of non-recoverable debts above $50,000 for
any given financial year
•	Agreements that commit Agrifutures Australia to
arrangements with other organisations/people in the
nature of joint ventures, partnerships, being an essential
participant in a CRC, shareholdings in corporations or
joining in the formation of a company
•	Any contract where the total Agrifutures Australia
commitment exceeds $650,000 other than a variation
to a Board-approved contract where the variation is less
than 20 per cent of the approved commitment and the
variation does not materially affect expected contract
outputs
•	The commitment of Agrifutures Australia through
contractual obligation for the commercial use of, or
exploitation of, its intellectual property
•	Material changes in accounting policy within the control
of Agrifutures Australia and consistent with Finance
Minister’s orders
•	Material changes to Agrifutures Australia’s standard
research agreement or other legally binding agreements
approved by the Board
•	Any other limitations notified in writing to the Managing
Director by the Board.
All AgriFutures Australia staff are bound by its Financial
Policy and Procedures and related Accountable Authority
Instructions.
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The Accountable Authority Instructions detail powers
delegated to AgriFutures Australia staff under sections
90 and 91 of the PIRD Act 1989. The instrument limits
financial authority as follows:
•	The financial liability into which Agrifutures Australia
is entering must be consistent with the strategic,
operational and capital plans
•	The limits designated by approved budgets for which
delegates are responsible (for example, program/ cost
centre budget, etc.).
Agrifutures Australia’s Conflict of Interest Policy applies to
all staff.

Agreements to conduct research
for the organisation
AgriFutures Australia uses a standard form contract
for R&D projects (research agreement), which sets out
the terms on which AgriFutures Australia will engage
successful applicants to carry out the project. The research
agreement has been developed to reflect AgriFutures
Australia’s statutory and other responsibilities in funding
projects. AgriFutures australia will generally not negotiate
substantive amendments to any clauses of the agreement
unless:
•	It is satisfied that exceptional circumstances exist that
require amendment to the standard form
•	The applicant completes a statement of noncompliance for each of those clauses.

Consultancy services
and selection of suppliers
The consultancies used by AgriFutures Australia during
2017-18, the nature of their work, and the cost of their
services are listed in Table 10.
AgriFutures Australia procures goods and services ranging
from low-value petty cash items to high-value goods
and services that may involve complex tendering and
contracting processes. Therefore, purchasing procedures
will vary according to the value and complexity involved in
each particular purchase. AgriFutures Australia expects
its staff to adopt a simple, straightforward approach to the
purchase of low-value goods and services and use more
complex methods to manage the risks involved in major
purchases.
The following principles are applied for all transactions:
•	Expenditure is to be appropriate for the purpose
(AgriFutures Australia funds must be used solely for the
purposes of AgriFutures Australia, in line with the AOP).
•	Purchases should represent value for money.
•	Procurement processes should be conducted in an
efficient, effective and ethical manner. They should be
transparent and publicly defensible.
•	Staff must not improperly use their position to gain an
advantage for themselves or someone else. Staff must
declare any real or perceived conflict of interest.
•	Procurement should be conducted in accordance with
the procedures outlined in the AgriFutures Australia’s
Procurement Procedure, with particular attention
paid to the requirements associated with various
procurement thresholds and methods.

Table 10
Name of consultancy

Nature of consultancy

Cost of services ($)

Initiated in 2017-18 or ongoing

Banki Haddock Fiora

Legal Services

96,429.85

Ongoing

Myer Vanderberg

Legal Services

1,664.57

Ongoing

Australian Government
Solicitor

Legal Services

88.50

Ongoing

HWL Ebsworth

Legal Services

7,640.00

Initiated in 2017-18

Synchronicity Consulting

Project Work

44,799.90

Initiated in 2017-18
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Indemnities and insurances
for Directors and officers
Since February 1999, AgriFutures Australia has been a
member of Comcover, the Australian Government’s selfmanaged fund for insurance cover. The insurance covers
Directors and officers against various liabilities they may
incur in their capacity as officers of AgriFutures Australia.
The Comcover insurance contract prohibits disclosure
of the nature and limit of the liabilities covered and the
amount of AgriFutures Australia’s membership premium.
No insurance claims were made during 2017-18. On 26
March 2010, the Board executed an Access and Indemnity
Deed. The Deed enables new Directors as they are
appointed and designated senior officers to be indemnified
from liabilities they may incur as Directors and officers of
AgriFutures Australia, as permitted by the PGPA Act.

Risk management
AgriFutures Australia’s Risk Management Plan 2017-2020
is reassessed annually by the Audit Committee and Board
to ensure all risks are reviewed where there have been
changes in internal or external operating environments
and to consider any emerging risks. The control framework
comprises a risk assessment methodology and a risk
register with relevant mitigation strategies. Management
also reports to each Board and Audit Committee meeting
on the status and progress of the management of any
key risks.
In 2017-18, AgriFutures Australia conducted a formal
enterprise risk assessment workshop. The process
identified key risks facing AgriFutures Australia at both
strategic and operational levels using best practice
methodology. The risk register was revised to address the
key risks raised during the risk assessment process.
The Audit Committee oversees preparation and
implementation of AgriFutures Australia’s risk management
initiatives.
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•	Appropriate fraud prevention, detection, investigation
and reporting procedures and processes are in place as
specified in AgriFutures Australia’s Fraud Control Plan
2016–18
• No incidents of fraud have been reported.
Accordingly, the Board is satisfied that AgriFutures
Australia’s fraud control policies, procedures and initiatives
are in accordance with the Commonwealth’s Fraud Control
Guidelines.
The Audit Committee oversees preparation and
implementation of AgriFutures Australia’s fraud control
policy.

Ministerial reporting
The Australian Government is a key stakeholder. It provides
the legislative framework under which AgriFutures
Australia operates, a core appropriation through the
Department of Agriculture and Water Resources and
matching Commonwealth funds to those AgriFutures
Australia industries with a statutory levy.
In addition to the specific linkages of Board appointments
and corporate documentation such as the Corporate
Plan, the Annual Operational Plan and this Annual Report,
AgriFutures also writes to the responsible Minister
outlining the key outcomes of Board meetings.

Ministerial directions
Under Section 143 of the PIRD Act, the Minister may
give written directions to AgriFutures Australia as to the
performance of its functions and the exercise of its powers.
No such directions were given in 2017-18.
Under Section 22 of the PGPA Act, the Minister may give
written directions to AgriFutures Australia regarding
complying with the general policies of the Government. No
such directions were given in 2017-18.

Judicial decisions
Fraud control
AgriFutures Australia’s Fraud Control Plan is approved by
the Audit Committee and Board.
The Managing Director is satisfied that:
•	A fraud risk assessment and fraud control plan have
been prepared in compliance with the Commonwealth’s
Fraud Control Guidelines as set out in AgriFutures
Australia’s Fraud Control Plan 2016–18

No judicial decisions were recorded for 2017-18.

Significant events
On 23 August 2017, AgriFutures Australia was announced
as the new trading name for Rural Industries Research and
Development Corporation (RIRDC).
On 13 September 2017, AgriFutures Australia hosted the
Rural Women’s Award Gala at Parliament House, Canberra.

Mrs Kay Hull AM
(Chair)

Mr Ian Henderson
(Deputy Chair)
Dr Katrina
Fairley-Grenot

Dr Anthony Hamilton
Dr William Ryan

Mr John Harvey
(Managing Director)

Mr Richard Clark
Dr Kathryn Andrews
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Mrs Kay Hull AM (Chair)

Mr Ian Henderson (Deputy Chair)

Mr John Harvey (Managing Director)

Dr Kathryn Andrews

Mr Richard Clark

Dr Katrina (Kate) Fairley-Grenot

Mrs Kay Hull is a Riverina personality,
award-winning business woman,
much lauded community leader and
former Federal Member of Parliament,
representing the Riverina for 12 years.

Mr Ian Henderson is the founder,
CEO and principal vinegar maker at
Australian Vinegar and has a desire
to help new and emerging industries
evolve into self-sustaining, productive
and profitable industries.

Mr John Harvey joined AgriFutures
Australia in May 2016 as Managing
Director. He accepted the challenge
to set a new, more commercial
direction for AgriFutures Australia
and aims to make it a change agent
for transforming existing industries
with new technologies and seeding
new, high value industries that ensure
Australian agriculture continues to
grow.

Dr Kathryn Andrews has a diverse
professional background which spans
Natural Resource Management
(NRM), stakeholder engagement and
research into policy and practice.

Mr Richard Clark is an information
and communications technology
(ICT) leader who has spent his career
building bridges between industry,
research and application.

Her experience in rural industries
is personal and professional. When
she was young, Dr Andrews’ father
developed the first export standard
buffalo abattoir in the Northern
Territory. Her family was also involved
in tea tree production.

He has had a diverse career both in
Australia and abroad, working with
high profile ICT companies including
Nokia/Alcatel-Lucent, NICTA, Ericsson
and Philips, in senior manufacturing,
strategy, R&D, business development,
CTO and CMO roles.

Dr Kate Fairley-Grenot brings to the
AgriFutures Australia Board strong
stakeholder engagement experience
and a background in strategic
planning for rural research and
development.

Dr Andrews has held a variety of roles
across Australia, many focussing on
NRM. She is currently the Executive
Officer for NRM Regions Australia,
a consultant and a visiting lecturer
at the ANU Fenner School for
Environment and Society.

Mr Clark has had extensive experience
across the Australian science,
technology and innovation sector,
contributing to ICT public policy, R&D
investment incentives, ICT start-ups
and university syllabus.

She has led, contributed to and been
influential in a broad range of sectors
in the community – from motor
vehicles trades and services to local
council, tourism, education, health,
cancer support, and alcohol and
drugs.
Having grown up in regional Australia,
Kay has a passion for food and fibre
production, and during her time in
parliament, ensured the agriculture
sector had a strong voice particularly
in relation to water access for
irrigation. Today she continues her
staunch support of regional Australia’s
agricultural sector as Chair of the
AgriFutures Australia Board.
Taking on the role in 2016, Kay
believes AgriFutures Australia is
uniquely positioned to lead the
way for Australian agriculture and
deliver benefits to the entire nation
by investing in people, forging new
frontiers of learning, fostering an
environment that prizes collaboration,
entrepreneurship and real
commercial outcomes, and investing
in new and emerging industries to
ensure the productive and competitive
future of Australia’s rural industries.
Appointed on 02/08/16
until 01/08/19

With degrees in Mathematics and
Physics, in addition to Winegrowing,
Mr Henderson has had a varied career.
Initially specialising in IT management,
data security, data matching and
fraud detection in the public service,
he made the move to wine production
and focussed on domestic and export
sales, which led to an opportunity to
become a vinegar maker.
A career highlight was receiving
a prestigious Winston Churchill
Fellowship in 2006 to study vinegar
making in Europe. This allowed
him to understand the possibilities
in emerging industries, and how
regulation and industry unity is
essential to success.
Mr Henderson is excited about the
future for AgriFutures Australia
and wants to unite the various rural
industries to build a community that
shares research outcomes, inspires
one another and adds value to each
other through collective investment
in R&D.
B.Sc. Mathematics, Physics (Griffith),
Assoc. Degree Winegrowing (CSU),
GAICD, Professional Member Australian
Institute of Food Science and Technology.
Appointed on 01/10/17
until 30/09/20

Prior to this appointment, Mr
Harvey held various positions at the
Grains Research and Development
Corporation (GRDC) spanning
18 years, including five years as
Managing Director.
A graduate member of the Australian
Institute of Company Directors, Mr
Harvey was a Director of Australian
Crop Accreditation System Limited
and a Director of the Value Added
Wheat Cooperative Research Centre.
He has served on the boards of Pulse
Breeding Australia, Barley Breeding
Australia and the National Soybean
Breeding Program. He was also a
member of the Australian Winter
Cereals Pre-Breeding Alliance and the
CRC for Plant Based Management of
Dryland Salinity.
BSc (Rural) Hons (UNE), GAICD.
Appointed on 03/05/16

Prior to this, she worked to establish
the Lake Eyre Basin Coordinating
Group (Australia’s only community
designed and managed crossborder NRM organisation), and
became its first CEO. She was also
Chair of Territory Natural Resource
Management while based in Darwin
and has participated in national
committees including the Australian
Landcare Council and CSIRO
Sustainable Agriculture Flagship
Advisory Committee.
Bachelor of Science, Hons (ANU),
PhD (ANU).
Appointed on 01/10/17
until 30/09/20

He has a strong belief that strategy
is only as good as its implementation
and that ICT is an enabler across all
industries.
Bachelor of Production Engineering
(Swinburne University); Centenary
Medal for contributions to ICT R&D
policy; Member of the Australian
Institute of Company Directors.
Appointed on 01/10/17
until 30/09/20

She is stakeholder-oriented with
more than 20 years’ experience in
management consulting, initially with
Coopers & Lybrand then as a business
owner. Former roles with grants
selection and audit committees, as a
start-up CEO, research institute COO
and industry analyst, in addition to
a strong interest in the relationship
between finance and research
systems in agriculture, underpin Dr
Fairley-Grenot’s commitment to the
prosperity of rural industries.
An experienced director, Dr FairleyGrenot sat on the board of Grape and
Wine Research and Development
Corporation (now Wine Australia) and
Wirra Wirra Vineyards. She has also
served as Chair of Australia’s Rural
Research and Development Council
and on the Prime Minister’s Science
Engineering and Innovation Council’s
Carbon-Energy-Water Intersections
Working Group.
Bachelor of Science, Hons (USyd);
PhD Biophysics (USyd); MSc Science
& Technology Policy (Sussex); FAICD
and Fellow, Australian Academy
of Technological Sciences and
Engineering.
Appointed on 01/10/17
until 30/09/20
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Mr Kevin Goss

Dr Anthony Hamilton

Dr William Ryan

Ms Heather Stacy AM

Dr Keith Steele

Dr Len Stephens

Mr Kevin Goss has shown a careerlong commitment to RD&E for
sustainable agriculture and natural
resources management that benefits
rural producers.

Dr Anthony Hamilton is a farmer from
Forbes, NSW, and is currently the
Managing Director of a diversified
cropping and livestock business.

Experience with his grandfather and
family who developed farms from
virgin bush in the wheatbelt of WA
inspired Dr William Ryan’s interest for
agriculture.

Ms Heather Stacy brings to the
AgriFutures Australia Board extensive
agribusiness experience with a
noteworthy career in the corporate,
government and not-for-profit sectors
here in Australia and abroad.

For the past three years, Dr Keith
Steele has brought his expansive
agricultural knowledge to the Board.

Dr Len Stephens has worked in rural
R&D all his life, initially as a veterinary
research scientist and pathologist,
then as R&D manager for a range of
rural industries.

Having served in chief and senior
executive roles in a research company,
statutory authority and government
agencies, Mr Goss is currently Chair
of the Biosecurity Council of Western
Australia, an Honorary Research
Fellow with The University of Western
Australia and the independent chair of
the Western Australian Marine Science
Institution’s R&D Committee.
Mr Goss believes AgriFutures Australia
is uniquely placed to lead crosssectoral research and innovation in an
evolving and more global agribusiness
sector, facilitating start-up and
emerging industries while supporting
all agricultural industries through
leadership development and effective
public policy.
He sees his role on the Board as an
opportunity to draw on his extensive
experience and to contribute to
the organisation’s bold strategic
direction, which requires innovation,
entrepreneurship and new ways of
doing business in the digital age.

A farmer all his life, Dr Hamilton has
a passionate interest in all things
rural and sees the importance
of holistic farms and the pursuit
of opportunities for new rural
industries.
Dr Hamilton has been involved in
AgriFutures Australia for a number
of years, having started with the New
Plant Products Committee off the
back of his experience growing new
crops such as jojoba and azuki beans.
He also gained his PhD researching
the agronomy and physiology of azuki
and kintoki beans.
Bsc.Agr (Hons), PhD (USyd)
Appointed on 11/10/14
until 30/09/17
Reappointed on 01/10/17
until 30/09/20

M.A. (Communication) (Michigan
State); B.Sc. (Agriculture) Hons (UWA)
Appointed on 11/10/14
until 30/09017

Rural Industries Research & Development Corporation

He has worked in agriculture
throughout his career and describes
successfully implementing early
weaning on extensive cattle stations
in northern Australia as one of his
proudest moments The program
significantly increased branding
rates and also illustrated to him
the tremendous impact that both
research and development can have
in a commercial cattle production
system.
Dr Ryan joined the Board in 2014 with
a professional record that includes
revitalising and leading Kondinin, one
of Australia’s largest independent
research groups. He is currently
Chair of the Agricultural Produce
Commission of Western Australia, a
member of GRDC’s Western Panel,
and an independent agricultural
consultant.

Currently an Executive at the Alliance
Group in New Zealand, Ms Stacy has
held senior roles with the Fonterra
Co-operative Group in Australia and
New Zealand, BlueScope Steel, United
Dairyfarmers of Victoria, Simplot and
Metro Meat International.
A recipient of the Australian Rural
Leadership Program and an ANZAC
Fellow, Ms Stacey is committed to
supporting thriving rural communities
and joined AgriFutures Australia in
2014 to contribute directly to the
development of new and emerging
rural industries.
Ms Stacy’s greatest inspiration since
joining AgriFutures Australia is the
commitment of the people on advisory
panels and the staff supporting rural
industries to grow and prosper.

Bachelor of Science in Agriculture
(UWA); PhD (UWA) GAICD

Dip App Sci (Ag); MBA (UofSA); GAICD;
Grad Cert Rural Leadership (JCU)

Appointed on 11/10/14
until 30/09/17

Appointed on 11/10/14
until 30/09017

Reappointed on 01/10/17
until 30/09/20

Currently Managing Director of Steele
Business Solutions Pty Ltd, Dr Steele
is also contracted by AusIndustry as a
Case Manager for Commercialisation
Australia and a mentor at the
University of the Sunshine Coast
Innovation Centre.
With a passion for innovation and
commercialisation of new products,
processes and services, Dr Steele
joined AgriFutures Australia because
it is a small organisation with the
potential to facilitate the emergence
of new industries, disrupt business
models and add significant value to
existing (or create new) value chains.
DPhil (Chemistry) (Waikato); MAgrSc
(1st Class Hons Soil Science)
(Massey); BAgrSc (Massey)
Appointed on 11/10/14
until 30/09017

Currently the Managing Director
of the Seafood CRC Company
Ltd, a Cooperative Research
Centre involving 30 industry and
scientific partners focussed on
seafood productivity and market
development, Dr Stephens is also
Chair of Australian Seafood Industry
Ltd, and a Director at Animal Health
Australia Ltd and the SA Estuary Care
Foundation.
With a strong interest in AgriFutures
Australia’s mandate to carry out
cross-sector research and research
into national issues affecting
agriculture, Dr Stephens joined the
Board in 2011.
For Dr Stephens, seeing the on-farm
adoption of the many R&D products
made available to smaller industries
thanks to AgriFutures Australia
funded research is one of the best
parts of his role.
AICD; Dip Agr Sci; BVSc; MSc; PhD
Appointed on 01/07/11
until 30/06/14
Reappointed on 11/10/14
until 30/09/17
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Accountability

AgriFutures Australia is a small government agency,
with only 17 staff as at 30 June 2018 and an annual
operating budget of around $30 million.

Compliance with general policies of government
AgriFutures Australia is not required to comply with the
Commonwealth Procurement Rules 2014. However, the
AgriFutures Australia Procurement Policy aligns with
the Commonwealth Procurement Guidelines where
practicable.
Compliance with legislative requirements
Public Governance, Performance
and Accountability Act 2013

The structure of AgriFutures Australia is ‘flat’, which
encourages a consultative culture and enables decisions to
be made more quickly, with operational staff able to access
executive staff directly and easily. AgriFutures Australia
endeavours to create opportunities so that it attracts and
retains skilled and experienced staff.
AgriFutures Australia staff are employed under Section 87
of the PIRD Act 1989. This legislation requires AgriFutures
Australia to determine appropriate terms and conditions of
employment for its staff. AgriFutures Australia’s Enterprise
Agreement 2013–16 sets out the terms and conditions
of employment. Executive staff (including the Managing
Director) are employed on individual contracts.
AgriFutures Australia is committed to a credible, equitable
and aligned performance management system.

AgriFutures Australia’s performance management system
includes a formal process and an ongoing informal process
that encourages staff to plan, review and recognise
performance. Performance agreements are agreed
annually between staff and their supervisors and include
a comprehensive training and development component.
Performance reviews are formally conducted every six
months, with an annual performance assessment in June.

AgriFutures Australia has no instance of non-compliance
with the Public Governance, Performance and
Accountability Act 2013 for the period 2017-18.
Work Health and Safety Act 2011
Part 14, Schedule 2, Part 4 Other Persons

Indigenous employment at AgriFutures Australia

Table 11 summarises the requirements under the Work
Health and Safety Act 2011 and the AgriFutures Australia’s
related actions.

For the period 1 July 2017 to 30 June 2018, AgriFutures
Australia did not employ any Indigenous staff.

The Environment Protection
and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999
AgriFutures Australia is required to report against two
criteria. The first is how AgriFutures Australia’s activities
accord with and contribute to ecologically sustainable
development (see Table 12). The second is to report on
AgriFutures Australia’s environmental performance, and
measures being taken to mitigate the impact activities have
on the natural environment.
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AgriFutures Australia actions under the
Work Health and Safety Act 2011
Table 11
Act requirement

AgriFutures Australia action

Details of work health and safety
arrangements

•	AgriFutures Australia’s Work Health and Safety policy was updated to meet
the requirements of the Work Health and Safety Act 2011
•	Staff were consulted and the Policy was circulated and published on the
intranet
• Related policies were also reviewed and updated.

Initiatives undertaken during the
year to ensure the health, safety and
welfare at work of employees and
contractors

•	Work health and safety is a standing item on the meeting agendas of
the Workplace Consultative Committee (WCC), staff meetings, executive
meetings, and Audit Committee and Board meetings
•	Policy awareness sessions were conducted on all reviewed and updated
work health and safety policies
•	Managers were briefed on their roles and responsibilities under the
legislation
•	New staff undertook workplace assessments to ensure that any reasonable
workplace adjustments were made (ergonomic equipment, furniture, etc.
was provided as required)
•	The annual influenza vaccination program was offered to all staff during
2017-18, and occurs each year
•	First aid officers and fire wardens have been appointed and are
appropriately trained
•	Work health and safety information is displayed prominently in the
workplace.

Health and safety outcomes (including
the impact on injury rates of employees
and contractors achieved as a result of
initiatives mentioned above)

Health and safety outcomes remain comparable to previous years.

Statistics of any accidents or
dangerous occurrences during the year
arising out of conduct or undertakings
by AgriFutures Australia that required
the giving of notice

Nil

Details of any investigations
conducted during the year that relate
to undertakings carried on by the
employer, including details of all
notices given to the employee

Nil
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The effect of AgriFutures Australia’s
actions on the environment

Program

Environmental issue

Outcomes

Program

Environmental issue

Outcomes

Rice

The Rice Program continues to fund
the Rice Breeding project that has
a goal to develop rice varieties with
enhanced adaptation, e.g. improved
cold tolerance, salinity tolerance,
drought tolerance and water
productivity, to cope with an evolving
production environment

Further advancement towards the development of coldtolerant rice varieties has continued and new research into
heat tolerance for adaption to northern Australia opens up
opportunity to grow rice under a variety of climatic zones.

New and
Emerging
Industries

Water

The program includes projects that are aimed at finding or
improving knowledge on alternative, low-water-use crops
including:

Energy recovery from litter

Research continues into the recovery and energy value of
litter with several different bioenergy production techniques,
producing bioenergy and valuable fertiliser products. These
technologies range from mature to prototype, and very few
have been applied in the Australian chicken meat industry to
date.

Chicken Meat

Litter reuse

Capacity building

• Quinoa, a drought-tolerant super-grain

Improved temperature tolerance, remote crop sensing and
precision farming will lead to greater potential for reducing
irrigated water use, managing seasonal variation and crop
inputs.

Litter reuse (raising multiple batches of chickens on the
same litter) is a safe and environmentally beneficial practice
when managed correctly. Innovative business models for
litter management and reducing the impact of stable fly are
new areas of investigation. Research has been completed to
address concerns around pathogens, dust and odour.
Contribution to Poultry Hub Australia that has formed strong
research associations for national investment. Support
continues for Nuffield Australia Farming Scholarships and
higher degree research scholarships that foster emerging
industry leaders and innovators.

• Date palm pollination improvements
• Development of Chinese Date (Jujube) industry.
Overcoming soil loss, salinity
and acidity

Several saline research projects including:
•	Studies towards the development of a Chinese Date
(jujube) industry
• Research on quinoa, a salt-tolerant super-grain
•	Rejuvenation of the new crops website and carob industry
development studies
• Date Palm R&D
• Developing Options for the Carob Industry.

Sustainable use of Australia’s
biodiversity

Research projects on the sustainable use of Australia’s
biodiversity including Kakadu plums.

Responding to climate change
and variability

Projects in whole or part, aimed at addressing issues of
climate change or food security, including:
• Quinoa research
• Characterising Wild Rice Varieties

Management practices

Honey Bee
and Pollination

RD&E investments to assist the
interception of exotic bee pests and
pest bees at Australia’s border

Investment continues in methods to improve bird comfort
through sprinkler cooling systems, environmental
enrichments (such as perches, hay bales), nutritional
strategies, lighting, management practices and optimising
free-range conditions.
Investment has supported the National Bee Pest Surveillance
Program for a transition period until the industry can
independently fund the program.

• Date research
• Development of Chinese Date (jujube) industry
•	Cultivating Australian Seaweeds for Health and Nutritional
Markets
•	Evaluating Options to Improve the Capacity of Industries to
Withstand Cyclonic Winds.
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Measures being taken to minimise the
impact of actions by AgriFutures Australia
on the environment
AgriFutures Australia continued initiatives to minimise the
impact of its actions on the environment by:
•	Continued electronic distribution of Board and Audit
Committee papers
•	Continued electronic distribution of Panel meeting
papers
•	Availability of electronic versions of a majority of internal
policies, forms and administrative documents
• Encouraging teleconferencing whenever possible.
AgriFutures Australia continued to promote the use of
print-on-demand services for its publications by:
•	Electronically distributing corporate documents to
clients and stakeholders
•	Encouraging the use of electronic files in place of
hardcopy items, e.g. the Annual Operational Plan and
other corporate documents
•	Encouraging distribution of electronic research reports
for stakeholders rather than printing of hard copies
•	Developing a risk assessment framework for project
proposals to reduce the risk of funding plants and
animals that may become invasive.
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Freedom of information

AgriFutures Australia documents

The broad objective of the Freedom of Information Act
1982 (FOI Act) is to give the Australian community access
to information held by the Commonwealth Government.
Reforms to the FOI Act, which came into effect on 1 May
2011, are aimed at promoting a pro-disclosure culture
across government and building a stronger foundation
for greater openness and transparency in government
operations. AgriFutures Australia is committed to a
proactive approach to publishing information that it holds
for the benefit of the rural and rural research communities
and the broader Australian public.

AgriFutures Australia publishes or holds corporate
documents such as the Annual Report, Corporate Plan and
Annual Operational Plan. These are free while stocks are
available.

This information is accessible through AgriFutures
Australia’s website at www.agrifutures.com.au.
AgriFutures Australia operates under the direction of a
Board of Directors. Its headquarters are in Wagga Wagga,
NSW and contact details are:
Freedom of information
AgriFutures Australia
Building 007
Tooma Way
Charles Sturt University
Wagga Wagga NSW 2650
Postal address:
c/o Charles Sturt University
Locked Bag 588
Wagga Wagga NSW 2678
www.agrifutures.com.au

Mechanisms for reviewing and increasing
the effectiveness of above measures
•	AgriFutures Australia closely monitored its paper
usage and postage costs during the year to quantify the
effectiveness of these measures.
•	More generally, AgriFutures Australia has a regular
program of evaluating the impact of its R&D investments
using a triple bottom line approach, assessing economic,
environmental and social impacts.
•	The AgriFutures Australia project application process
specifically requires an applicant to address the
environmental implications of their project in addition to
the economic and social impacts.
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How to make a request for access to
documents under the FOI Act
Requests made under the FOI Act must:
• Be in writing
•	State that the request is an application for the purposes
of the FOI Act

They are also available for free download from AgriFutures
Australia’s website at www.agrifutures.com.au.
AgriFutures Australia’s extensive research library is
available for viewing, free downloading or purchasing from
its print-on-demand portal at www.agrifutures.com.au/
publications-resources/publications/
Purchases can also be made by phoning 1300 634 313 for
the cost of a local call.

Accessing information
Formal requests for information under the FOI Act must
be made in writing to: The FOI Coordinator AgriFutures
Australia at the appropriate postal address.
In many cases, an application under the FOI Act may
not be required as information or documents may be
readily available. An up-to-date listing of projects funded
by AgriFutures Australia is detailed on the AgriFutures
Australia website. Funding information on individual
projects is available on request.

Processing of FOI requests
Upon receipt of a FOI request, AgriFutures Australia will
provide an acknowledgement of receipt within 14 days. In
accordance with the FOI Act, a decision must be notified
to the FOI applicant within 30 days of receipt. However,
as some documents may be subject to a third-party
consultation process, the FOI Act provides agencies
with the right to extend the applicable timeframe by an
additional 30 days. If consultation is required, applicants
will be informed accordingly.

•	Provide such information concerning the document that
will allow AgriFutures Australia to identify it

Fees and charges

•	Provide detail of how notices provided by AgriFutures
Australia in relation to the FOI request can be sent to the
applicant.

FOI requests made to AgriFutures Australia on or after
1 November 2010 no longer require an application fee
to be paid. However, the FOI Act provides that charges
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may be imposed for processing requests (except where
applicants are seeking documents containing their own
personal information). Should the FOI request incur any
charges, applicants will be provided with an estimate of
the applicable charges. Requests will not proceed until
applicants provide a response to the estimate. AgriFutures
Australia may decide to remit, reduce or not impose
processing charges under certain circumstances.

Review rights
Following receipt of the decision on access, applicants are
entitled to seek an internal review of the decision by writing
to the FOI Coordinator within 30 days of being notified of
the decision.
Alternatively, applicants may write to the Office of the
Australian Information Commissioner (OAIC) seeking a
review of AgriFutures Australia’s decision. This can be
done as a result of either the initial decision or the internal
review decision.
Subsequent review options after internal review and OAIC
review are also available. The complete process for seeking
a review on access is provided in the decision letter sent to
applicants at the completion of the request.

Further information
The FOI Coordinator can be contacted to discuss any
prospective request to the organisation. Since 1 May 2011,
agencies have been required to provide public access
to documents released in accordance with the FOI Act.
Documents released under the FOI Act can be obtained
by accessing AgriFutures Australia’s FOI Disclosure Log at
www.agrifutures.com.au.
AgriFutures Australia’s FOI information can be found by
accessing www.agrifutures.com.au.

Information Publication Scheme
Agencies subject to the FOI Act are required to publish
information to the public as part of the Information
Publication Scheme.
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Auditor’s report and
Director’s statement

Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements
My objective is to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole are
free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that
includes my opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an
audit conducted in accordance with the Australian National Audit Office Auditing Standards will always
detect a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are
considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence
the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of the financial statements.

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT
To the Minister for Agriculture and Water Resources
Opinion
In my opinion, the financial statements of the Rural Industries Research and Development Corporation
for the year ended 30 June 2018:
(a) comply with Australian Accounting Standards – Reduced Disclosure Requirements and the Public
Governance, Performance and Accountability (Financial Reporting) Rule 2015; and
(b) present fairly the financial position of the Rural Industries Research and Development Corporation
as at 30 June 2018 and its financial performance and cash flows for the year then ended.
The financial statements of the Rural Industries Research and Development Corporation, which I have
audited, comprise the following statements as at 30 June 2018 and for the year then ended:







Statement by Directors, Chief Executive and Chief Financial Officer;
Statement of Comprehensive Income;
Statement of Financial Position;
Statement of Changes in Equity;
Cash Flow Statement;
Notes to the financial statements, comprising an Overview and other explanatory information.

Basis for Opinion
I conducted my audit in accordance with the Australian National Audit Office Auditing Standards, which
incorporate the Australian Auditing Standards. My responsibilities under those standards are further
described in the Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements section of my report.
I am independent of the Rural Industries Research and Development Corporation in accordance with
the relevant ethical requirements for financial statement audits conducted by the Auditor-General and
his delegates. These include the relevant independence requirements of the Accounting Professional
and Ethical Standards Board’s APES 110 Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants (the Code) to
the extent that they are not in conflict with the Auditor-General Act 1997. I have also fulfilled my other
responsibilities in accordance with the Code. I believe that the audit evidence I have obtained is
sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for my opinion.
Accountable Authority’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements
As the Accountable Authority of the Rural Industries Research and Development Corporation, the
directors are responsible under the Public Governance, Performance and Accountability Act 2013 for
the preparation and fair presentation of annual financial statements that comply with Australian
Accounting Standards – Reduced Disclosure Requirements and the rules made under that Act. The
directors are also responsible for such internal control as the directors determine is necessary to enable
the preparation and fair presentation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement,
whether due to fraud or error.
In preparing the financial statements, the directors are responsible for assessing the Rural Industries
Research and Development Corporation’s ability to continue as a going concern, taking into account
whether the entity’s operations will cease as a result of an administrative restructure or for any other
reason. The directors are also responsible for disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern
and using the going concern basis of accounting unless the assessment indicates that it is not
appropriate.

GPO Box 707 CANBERRA ACT 2601
19 National Circuit BARTON ACT
Phone (02) 6203 7300 Fax (02) 6203 7777

As part of an audit in accordance with the Australian National Audit Office Auditing Standards, I exercise
professional judgement and maintain professional scepticism throughout the audit. I also:
 identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to
fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit
evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for my opinion. The risk of not detecting
a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may
involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal
control;
 obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures
that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the
effectiveness of the entity’s internal control;
 evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting
estimates and related disclosures made by the Accountable Authority;
 conclude on the appropriateness of the Accountable Authority’s use of the going concern basis of
accounting and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related
to events or conditions that may cast significant doubt on the entity’s ability to continue as a going
concern. If I conclude that a material uncertainty exists, I am required to draw attention in my
auditor’s report to the related disclosures in the financial statements or, if such disclosures are
inadequate, to modify my opinion. My conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to
the date of my auditor’s report. However, future events or conditions may cause the entity to cease
to continue as a going concern; and
 evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements, including the
disclosures, and whether the financial statements represent the underlying transactions and events
in a manner that achieves fair presentation.
I communicate with those charged with governance regarding, among other matters, the planned scope
and timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal
control that I identify during my audit.
Australian National Audit Office

Peter Kerr
Executive Director
Delegate of the Auditor-General
Canberra
12 September 2018
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STATEMENT OF
COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
for the period ended 30 June 2018

Notes

2018
$’000

2017
$’000

2018
$’000

2017
$’000

Original budget
$’000

14,154

17,418

24,795

15,050

14,149

21,775

Surplus/(Deficit) attributable to the
Australian Government

896

(3,269)

(3,020)

Total comprehensive income

896

(3,269)

(3,020)

Total comprehensive income attributable to
the Australian Government

896

(3,269)

(3,020)

Original budget
$’000

Notes

NET COST OF SERVICES

Net cost of services

Expenses

Revenue from Government

Employee Benefits

1.1A

2,670

2,830

2,570

Research projects

1.1B

21,414

19,163

23,412

Suppliers

1.1C

4,049

4,370

4,102

Depreciation and amortisation

2.2A

104

113

160

10

-

-

28,247

26,476

30,244

Write-Down and Impairment of Assets
Total expenses

1.2F

Own-Source Income
Own-source revenue
Industry levies

1.2A

5,723

3,165

-

External contributions

1.2B

7,081

4,782

4,010

25

28

43

Sale of Goods and Rendering of Services
Interest

1.2C

565

566

600

Royalties

1.2D

430

415

387

Other Revenue

1.2E

269

102

409

14,093

9,058

5,449

Total own-source revenue

The above statement should be read in conjunction with
the accompanying notes.

Budget Variances Commentary
Statement of Comprehensive Income
The original budget is the Corporation’s 2017-18 Portfolio
Budget Statement (PBS).
Expenditure on Research projects were below the budget
estimate by $2.0 million. The major variances were in
the Chicken Meat program - down $0.8 million due to an
insufficient volume of quality research programs, and the
Centre of Excellence program, also down $0.8 million
following a revision of the program strategy. There were
smaller variance across a number of other programs.
In the original PBS budget, Industry levies of $5.5 million
were included under Revenue from Government.
External contributions were $1.6 million over budget
consisting of additional contributions received for the
Rural Research and Development for Profit program
Securing Pollination.
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL
POSITION
as at 30 June 2018

Notes

2018
$’000

2017
$’000

Original budget
$’000

ASSETS
Financial assets
Cash and Cash Equivalents

2.1A

Trade and Other Receivables

2.1B

Investments

2.1C

Total financial assets

4,280

10,556

1,384

3,116

2,400

7,824

17,000

10,000

5,980

24,396

22,956

15,188

Non-financial assets
Plant and equipment

2.2A

133

160

311

Computer software

2.2A

81

123

163

88

203

153

302

486

627

24,698

23,442

15,815

580

Other Non-Financial Assets
Total non-financial assets
Total assets

Budget Variances Commentary
Statement of Financial Position
Total Equity was above budget by $8.3 million, resulting
from positive budget variances of $4.4 million in 2016-17
and $3.9 million in 2017-18, which were not reflected in the
PBS Budget.
Total Financial Assets were $9.2million above budget. Cash
and cash equivalents were above the budget estimate by
$2.9 million, and Investments were above budget by $11
million largely due to the positive budget variations of
$8.3 million, which was not updated in the 2017-18 PBS
Budget. Trade and other receivables were below budget by
$4.7 million as the original budget contained accruals for
Securing Pollination of $2.7 million and Weeds Biocontrol
of $3.7 million.

Research projects were above the budget estimate by
$0.9 million as there were milestone payments approved
following the final payment run in June.
Note : GST payable of $48k has been omitted from the PBS
Budget. Total payables should be $658k, Total liabilities
should be $1.097 million and Net assets should be
$14.718 million.
1

LIABILITIES
Payables
Suppliers

2.3A

162

390

Research projects

2.3B

932

503

-

Other Payables

2.3C

192

47

30

1,286

940

6101

Total payables

STATEMENT OF
CHANGES IN EQUITY
for the period ended 30 June 2018
2018
$’000

2017
$’000

Balance carried forward from previous period

22,120

24,850

17,199

Adjusted opening balance

22,120

24,850

17,199

Surplus/(Deficit) for the period

896

(3,269)

(3,020)

Total comprehensive income

896

(3,269)

(3,020)

-

539

-

23,016

22,120

14,179

Provisions
Employee Provisions

3.1

384

370

439

Other Provisions

2.4

12

12

-

396

382

439

1,682

1,322

1,0491

23,016

22,120

14,7661

Total provisions
Total liabilities
Net assets

Original budget
$’000

RETAINED EARNINGS
Opening balance

Comprehensive income
EQUITY
-

-

539

Retained surplus

23,016

22,120

14,179

Transfers between equity components

Total equity

23,016

22,120

14,718

Closing balance as at 30 June

Reserves

The above statement should be read in conjunction with
the accompanying notes.			
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CASH FLOW
STATEMENT
for the period ended 30 June 2018
2018
$’000

2017
$’000

Original budget
$’000

Balance carried forward from previous period

-

539

539

Adjusted opening balance

-

539

539

15,050

Receipts from Government

Other comprehensive income

-

-

-

Total comprehensive income

-

-

-

Transfers between equity components

-

539

-

Closing balance as at 30 June

-

-

539

21,775

5,723

3,140

-

External contributions

7,081

12,074

-

25

28

-

1,323

1,600

1,656

Net GST received
Interest
Other
Total cash received

582

642

600

1,024

529

4,849

30,808

31,702

28,880

22,996

20,920

24,902

Employees

2,656

2,888

2,570

Suppliers

4,397

4,676

4,268

30,049

28,484

31,740

758

3,218

(2,860)

Research projects

Opening balance
Balance carried forward from previous period

22,120

25,389

17,738

Adjusted opening balance

22,120

25,389

17,738

Total cash used
Net cash from operating activities

Comprehensive income
896

(3,269)

(3,020)

Other comprehensive income

-

-

-

Total comprehensive income

896

(3,269)

(3,020)

Closing balance as at 30 June

23,016

22,120

14,718

INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Cash received
Proceeds of sale from financial instruments

-

-

3,020

Total cash received

-

-

3,020

30

179

207

5

72

-

Investments

7,000

-

-

Total cash used

7,035

251

207

Net cash from/(used) by investing activities

(7,035)

(251)

2,813

Net increase in cash held

(6,277)

2,967

(47)

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning
of the reporting period

10,556

7,588

1,431

4,279

10,556

1,384

Cash used
Purchase of property, plant and equipment
Purchase of intangibles

The closing equity balance of $23 million was above budget
by $8.3 million as the positive budget variance from 201617 of $4.4 million and 2017-18 of $3.9 million have not been
updated in the PBS Budget.

13,690

Cash used

TOTAL EQUITY

The opening balance was $4.9 million above budget as the
actual budget variance of $4.4 million from the 2016-17
year, and the write down of the asset revaluation reserve of
$0.5 million had not been updated in the PBS Budget.

Original budget
$’000

Industry levies
Sale of goods and rendering of services

Comprehensive income

Budget Variances Commentary
Retained Earnings

2017
$’000

Cash received

Opening balance

The above statement should be read in conjunction with
the accompanying notes.

2018
$’000

OPERATING ACTIVITIES

ASSET REVALUATION RESERVE

Surplus/(Deficit) for the period

Notes

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of
the reporting period

2.1A

The above statement should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.		
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Overview
Budget Variances Commentary
Cash Flow Statement
Cash received
Receipts from Government were below budget as the
PBS Budget amount included industry levies.
External contributions are higher than budget due
to funds received from the Rural Research and
Development for Profit programs, AgVet Chemical
program and Northern Rice which were not anticipated
at the beginning of the year. For budget purposes, these
items were included in Other cash received.
Cash received from investing activites was $3 million
below budget as the forecast deficit was not realised.
Cash Used
Expenditure on Research projects were below the budget
estimate by $2.0 million. The major variances were in
the Chicken Meat program - down $0.8 million due to an
insufficient volume of quality research programs, and
the Centre of Excellence program, also down $0.8 million
following a revision of the program strategy. There were
smaller variance across a number of other programs.
Investments were above budget by $7 million as positive
budget variances in 2016-17 and 2017-18 were not
anticipated when the PBS Budget was completed.

Objective of Rural Industries Research
and Development Corporation trading
as AgriFutures Australia
The Rural Industries Research and Development
Corporation trading as AgriFutures Australia (Corporation)
is an Australian Government controlled entity defined as a
corporate commonwealth entity in the Public Governance,
Performance and Accountability Act 2013. The objective
of the Corporation is to contribute to the productivity
and sustainability of Australia through rural innovation
by working with industry and government. In doing this
we generate the knowledge to help rural industries
and communities to capture opportunity and manage
change. Growing the productivity and sustainability of
rural industries through innovation is a key driver of the
prosperity and resilience of rural Australia.
The Corporation is structured to meet a single outcome:
	Increased knowledge that fosters sustainable,
productive and profitable new and existing rural
industries and furthers understanding of national
rural issues through research and development in
government-industry partnership.		
The continued existence of the Corporation in its present
form and with its present programmes is dependent
on Government policy and on continuing funding by
Parliament for the Corporation’s administration and
programs.		

The financial statements have been prepared on an accrual
basis and in accordance with the historical cost convention,
except for certain assets and liabilities at fair value. Except
where stated, no allowance is made for the effect of
changing prices on the results or the financial position.
The financial statements are presented in Australian
dollars and values are rounded to the nearest thousand
dollars unless otherwise specified.

New Australian Accounting Standards
Adoption of new and future Australian Accounting Standard
requirements
No accounting standard has been adopted earlier than the
application date as stated in the standard.
The new standards, revised standards, interpretations and
amending standards that were issued prior to the signing of
the statements by the: Board Chair, Managing Director and
Chief Financial Officer; and are
applicable to the current reporting period, did not have a
material impact, and are not expected to have a
future material impact, on the Corporation’s financial
statements.

Taxation		

The basis of preparation

The entity is exempt from all forms of taxation except Fringe
Benefits Tax (FBT) and the Goods and Services Tax (GST).

The financial statements are general purpose financial
statements and are required by section 42 of the Public
Governance, Performance and Accountability Act 2013.

Events After the Reporting Period		

The financial statements have been prepared in
accordance with:		

There are no events to report.		

a) Public Governance, Performance and Accountability
(Financial Reporting) Rule 2015 (FRR); and
b) Australian Accounting Standards and Interpretations
- Reduced Disclosure Requirements issued by the
Australian Accounting Standards Board (AASB) that
apply for the reporting period.		
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2017
$’000

1.1A: EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
2,206

1,998

253

198

43

97

Leave and other entitlements

55

253

Separation and redundancies

-

245

Other employee benefits

113

39

Total employee benefits

2,670

2,830

Superannuation
Defined contribution plans
Defined benefit plans

157

This section analyses the financial performance of Rural Industries
Research & Development Corporation for the year ended 2018.

2018
$’000

Wages and salaries

Annual Report 2017-18

Leasing commitments
Rural Industries Research & Development Corporation in
its capacity as lessee leased premises at Charles Sturt
University (CSU) (Building 007, CSU, Boorooma Street,
Wagga Wagga, NSW) for a five year lease term commencing
on 19 September 2016. CSU offered and the Corporation
accepted early occupation in advance of the Lease being
executed. Both parties have agreed the terms of the Lease
which is waiting Ministerial approval. The Corporations
commitments in regard to this lease are provided.		
		

2018
$’000

2017
$’000

Within 1 year

132

120

Between 1 to 5 years

312

396

Total operating lease commitments

444

516

Commitments for minimum lease payments in relation to non-cancellable
operating leases are payable as follows:

ACCOUNTING POLICY
Accounting policies for employee related expenses are contained in the People and relationships section.		

1.1B: RESEARCH PROJECTS
Public sector
Australian Government entities (related entities)

2,964

1,838

State and Territory Governments

6,223

5,372

Private sector
Non-profit organisations
Tertiary institutions
Other
Total research projects

107

7

6,807

8,445

5,313

3,501

21,414

19,163

1.1C: SUPPLIERS

1.2: Own-source revenue and gains

Goods and services supplied or rendered
Consultants

45

85

Contractors

1,085

1,449

Information and communication

777

547

Legal services

106

96

Learning and development

111

74

Travel

822

667

General goods and services

984

1,221

3,930

4,139

739

694

Services rendered

3,191

3,445

Total goods and services supplied or rendered

3,930

4,139

Total goods and services supplied or rendered
Goods supplied

Workers compensation expenses
Total other suppliers
Total suppliers

114

196

5

35

119

231

4,049

4,370

2018
$’000

2017
$’000

5,711

3,159

OWN-SOURCE REVENUE
1.2A: Industry levies
Industry levies

12

6

5,723

3,165

Industry contributions

4,032

2,405

Grants - Australian Government

2,874

2,349

175

28

7,081

4,782

Industry levy penalties
Total industry levies
1.2B: External contributions

Other
Total external contributions

Other suppliers
Operating lease rentals

ACCOUNTING POLICY
Operating lease payments are inclusive of GST and are expensed on a straight-line basis which is representative of
the pattern of benefits derived from the leased assets. Note comparatives are ex GST.
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ACCOUNTING POLICY

ACCOUNTING POLICY

Industry levies

Interest revenue

Under Section 30(1)(a) of the PIRD Act, each program to which a levy is attached receives industry levies.
These contributions to the Corporation are collected and distributed by the Australian Government under the
various Levy Collection Acts. Industry levies revenue is recognised when the amounts are paid or payable by the
Government to the Corporation.

Interest revenue is recognised using the effective interest method as set out in AASB 139 Financial
Instruments: Recognition and Measurement.
Royalties
Royalties are recognised when the royalty is entitled to be received by the Corporation. The Corporation
receives a portion of the total royalties paid under the commercialisation agreements.

External contributions
External contributions consist of:

Project refunds

• Industry contributions, which are contributions from industry organisations to projects. These contributions
are recognised as revenue on receipt; and
• Other contributions to a program managed by the Corporation (eg. grants). These contributions are
recognised as revenue on receipt.

From time to time the Corporation receives project refunds, typically where a provider delivers the project for
less than the funds received. Project refunds relating to prior years expenditure are recognised as revenue
upon receipt.

Goods and services

Revenue from government
Funding received or receivable from non-corporate Commonwealth entities (appropriated to the noncorporate Commonwealth entity as a corporate Commonwealth entity payment item for payment to this
entity) is recognised as Revenue from government by the Corporation unless the funding is in the nature of an
equity injection or a loan.

Revenue from the sale of goods is recognised when:
a) the risks and rewards of ownership have been transferred to the buyer; and
b) the Corporation retains no managerial involvement or effective control over the goods.
The stage of completion of contracts at the reporting date is determined by reference to services performed to
date as a percentage of total services to be performed.

Under Section 30(1)(b) of the Primary Industries Research and Development Act 1989 (PIRD Act), the
Australian Government provides matching payments, within certain parameters, equal to one half of the
amount expended by each leviable program. Matching payments are recognised as Revenue from Government
when the necessary expense is recognised.

Receivables for goods and services, which have 30 day terms, are recognised at the nominal amounts due
less any impairment allowance account. Collectability of debts is reviewed at end of the reporting period.
Allowances are made when collectability of the debt is no longer probable.
		

2018
$’000

2017
$’000

Deposits

565

566

Total interest

565

566

Research project royalties

430

415

Total royalties

430

415

Project refunds

269

102

Total other revenue

269

102

10,342

10,170

1.2C: Interest

1.2D: Royalties

1.2E: Other Revenue

1.2F: Revenue from Government
Amounts from portfolio department
PIRD Act 1989 contribution
Total revenue from Government

4,708

3,979

15,050

14,149

159
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This section analyses the Rural Industries Research & Development Corporation
assets used to conduct its operations and the operating liabilities incurred as a result.
Employee related information is disclosed in the People and relationships section.

2018
$’000

2017
$’000

2.1A: Cash and cash equivalents
Cash at bank
Cash on hand or on deposit
Total cash and cash equivalents

4,063

3,347

217

7,209

4,280

10,556

2.1C: Investments
Term Deposits*

17,000

10,000

Total investments

17,000

10,000

*(2018: Two 2 month term deposits @ 2.53% and 2.52%. One 1 month term deposit @ 2.19%.)
(2017: One 4 month term deposit @ 2.48%.)		

2.1B: Trade and other receivables

ACCOUNTING POLICY

Goods and services receivables
923

1,113

40

75

963

1,188

Department of Agriculture

1,790

1,101

Total receivables for Commonwealth contributions

1,790

1,101

350

81

13

30

363

111

3,116

2,400

-

-

3,116

2,400

Goods and services
Other
Total goods and services receivables

Held-to-maturity investments
Non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable payments and fixed maturity dates that the
Corporation has the positive intent and ability to hold to maturity are classified as held-to-maturity investments.
Held-to-maturity investments are recorded at cost, with revenue recognised on an accrual basis.

Commonwealth contributions

Other receivables
GST receivable from the Australian Taxation Office
Interest
Total other receivables
Total trade and other receivables (gross)

2.2: Non-financial assets
2.2A: Reconciliation of the Opening and Closing Balances of Property, Plant and Equipment and Intangibles
Office
Equipment
$’000

Furniture
& fittings
$’000

Gross book value

25

6

112

62

592

797

ACCOUNTING POLICY

Accumulated depreciation, amortisation
and impairment

(4)

-

(40)

(1)

(469)

(514)

Loans and receivables

Total as at 1 July 2017

21

6

72

61

123

283

Trade receivables, loans and other receivables that have fixed or determinable payments and that are not quoted
in an active market are classified as ‘loans and receivables’. Loans and receivables are measured at amortised
cost using the effective interest method less impairment.		

Additions
-

6

24

-

5

35

-

-

-

-

-

-

(5)

(1)

(39)

(12)

(47)

(104)

-

-

-

-

-

-

16

11

57

49

81

214

Less impairment allowance
Total trade and other receivables (net)

Computer
Equipment
$’000

Leasehold
Improvements
$’000

Computer
Software1
$’000

Total
$’000

As at 1 July 2017

Industry Levy Receivables
Note Industry Levy receivable has been reclassified from Other Receivables to Goods and services receivable
in 2017-18.

Purchase
Revaluations and impairments recognised
in other comprehensive income
Depreciation and amortisation
Disposals
Other
Total as at 30 June 2018

-

Total as at 30 June 2018 represented by
Gross book value

25

12

136

62

597

832

Accumulated depreciation, amortisation
and impairment

(9)

(1)

(79)

(13)

(516)

(618)

Total as at 30 June 2018 represented by

16

11

57

49

81

214

1. The carrying amount of computer software comprises purchased software.			
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ACCOUNTING POLICY

Impairment

Assets are recorded at cost on acquisition except as stated below. The cost of acquisition includes the
fair value of assets transferred in exchanged and liabilities undertaken. Financial assets are initially
measured at their fair value plus transaction costs where appropriate.

All assets were assessed for impairment at 30 June 2018. Where indications of impairment exist, the
asset’s recoverable amount is estimated and an impairment adjustment made if the asset’s recoverable
amount is less than its carrying amount.

Assets are required at no cost or for nominal consideration are initially recognised as assets and income
at their fair value at the date of acquisition unless acquired as a consequence of restructuring of
administrative arrangements. In the latter case, assets are immediately prior to the restructuring.

The recoverable amount of an asset is the higher of its fair value less costs of disposal and its value in use.
Value in use is the present value of the future cash flows expected to be derived from the asset. Where the
future economic benefit of an asset is not primarily dependent on the asset’s ability to generate future
cash flows, and the asset would be replaced if the Corporation were deprived of the asset, its value in use
is taken to be its depreciated replacement cost.

Asset recognition threshold
Purchases of property, plant and equipment are recognised initially at cost in the statement of financial
position, except for purchases costing less than $1,000, which are expensed in the year of acquisition
(other than where they form part of a group of similar terms which are significant in total).
The initial cost of an asset includes an estimate of the cost of dismantling and removing the item and
restoring the site on which it is located. This is particularly relevant to ‘make good’ provisions in the
property leases take up by the Corporation where there exists an obligation to restore the property to
original condition. These costs are included in the value of the Corporation’s leasehold improvements with
a corresponding provision for the ‘make good’ recognised.
Revaluations

Derecognition
An item of plant and equipment is derecognised upon disposal or when no further future economic
benefits are expected from its use or disposal.
Intangibles
The Corporation’s intangibles comprise purchased software. These assets are carried at cost less
accumulated amortisation and accumulated impairment losses.
Software is amortised on a straight-line basis over its anticipated useful life. The useful life of the
Corporation’s software is five years (2017: 5 years).

Following initial recognition at cost, property, plant and equipment is carried at fair value less subsequent
accumulated depreciation and accumulated impairment losses. Valuations are conducted with sufficient
frequency to ensure that the carrying amounts of assets do not differ materially from the assets’ fair
values as at the reporting date. The regularity of independent valuations depends upon the volatility of
movements in market values for the relevant assets.
Revaluation adjustments are made on a class basis. Any revaluation increment is credited to equity
under the heading of asset revaluation reserve except to the extent that it reversed a previous revaluation
decrement of the same asset class that was previously recognised in the surplus/deficit. Revaluation
decrements for a class of assets are recognised directly in the surplus/deficit except to the extent that
they reversed a previous revaluation increment for that class.

2.3: Payables
2018
$’000

2017
$’000

Trade creditors and accruals

162

390

Any accumulated depreciation as at the revaluation date is eliminated against the gross carrying amount
of the asset and the asset restated to the revalued amount.

Total suppliers

162

390

Depreciation

Suppliers are expected to be settled within 12 months.

Depreciable plant and equipment assets are written-off to their estimated residual values over their
estimated useful lives to the Corporation using, in all cases, the straight-line method of depreciation.

2.3B: Research projects
45

102

110

122

All plant and equipment assets were reviewed and assessed for fair value as at 30 June 2018.

Depreciation rates (useful lives), residual values and methods are reviewed at each reporting date
and necessary adjustments are recognised in the current, or current and future reporting periods, as
appropriate.
Depreciation rates applying to each class of depreciable asset are based on the following useful lives:
							
Asset Class

2017-18

2016-17

Office Equipment

5 years

5 years

Furniture & Fittings

15 years

15 years

Computer Equipment

3 years

3 years

Leasehold Improvements

Lease term

Lease term

2.3A: Suppliers

Public sector
Australian Government entities (related entities)
State and Territory Governments
Private sector
Non-profit organisations
Other
Total research projects

37

2

740

277

932

503

All research projects are expected to be settled in no more than 12 months.
Research project creditors are recognised at their nominal amounts, being the amounts at which the liabilities will be
settled. They relate to payments approved on achievement of agreed milestones, but which were unpaid at the end of the
period. Settlement is usually made within 60 days.
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3. People and relationships
3.1: Employee provisions

2.3C: Other payables

165

This section describes a range of employment and
post employment benefits provided to our people and our
relationships with other key people.

2018
$’000

2017
$’000

Leave

384

370

Total employee provisions

384

370

3.1: Employee provisions

FBT payable
Salaries and wages
Superannuation
Lease incentive

-

5

20

15

3

2

19

25

Income received in advance

150

-

Total other payables

192

47

ACCOUNTING POLICY
Liabilities for ‘short-term’ employee benefits and termination benefits expected within 12 months of the end
of reporting period are measured at their nominal amounts. 		
Leave
The liability for employee benefits includes provision for annual leave and long service leave.

2.4: Other provisions
2018
$’000

2017
$’000

Provisions for restoration

12

12

Total other provisions

12

12

2.4A: Other provisions

The leave liabilities are calculated on the basis of employees’ remuneration at the estimated salary rates that
will be applied at the time the leave is taken, including the entity’s employer superannuation contribution
rates to the extent that the leave is likely to be taken during service rather than paid out on termination.
The liability for long service leave has been determined by reference to the shorthand method as per the FRR
and Commonwealth Entity Financial Statements Guide. The estimate of the present value of the liability takes
into account attribution rates and pay increases through promotion and inflation.
Separation and redundancy

Other provisions are expected to be settled in:
-

-

More than 12 months

12

12

Total other provisions

12

12

No more that 12 months

Provision is made for separation and redundancy benefit payments. The Corporation recognises a provision
for termination when it has developed a detailed formal plan for the terminations and has informed those
employees affected that it will carry out the terminations.
Superannuation
Employees of the Corporation are members of the Public Sector Superannuation Scheme (PSS), or the PSS
accumulation plan (PSSap), or other superannuation funds held outside the Australian Government.

Other provisions are expected to be settled in more than 12 months.				

The PSS is a defined benefit scheme for the Australian Government. The PSSap is a defined contribution
scheme.

As at 1 July 2017
Amounts provided for
Amounts reversed
Total as at 30 June 2018

Provision for restoration
$’000

Total
$’000

12

12

-

-

-

-

12

12

The liability for defined benefits is recognised in the financial statements of the Australian Government and
is settled by the Australian Government in due course. This liability is reported in the Department of Finance’s
administered schedules and notes.
The Corporation makes employer contributions to employee’s defined benefit superannuation scheme at
rates determined by an actuary to be sufficient to meet the current cost to the Government. The Corporation
accounts for the contributions as if they were contributions to defined contribution plans.
The liability for superannuation recognised as at 30 June represents outstanding contributions.

The Corporation currently has 1 (2017:1) commitment for the leasing of premises which have provisions requiring the
Corporation to restore the premises to its original condition at the conclusion of the lease. The entity has made a provision
to reflect the present value of this obligation.

Accounting judgements and estimates
The liability for long service leave has been estimated using present value techniques in accordance with
the shorthand method as per FFR 24. This takes into account expected salary growth, attrition and future
discounting using Commonwealth bond rates.
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3.2: Key Management personnel remuneration
Key management personnel are those persons having authority and responsibility for planning, directing and controlling
the activities of the Corporation, directly or indirectly, including any director (whether executive or otherwise) of the
Corporation. The Corporation has determined the key management personnel to be the Managing Director, seven Directors
and three General Managers. Key management personnel remuneration is reported in the table below:

Short-term employee benefits
Post-employment benefits
Other long-term employee benefits

2018
$’000

2017
$’000

1,094

1,100

114

138

85

56

-

82

1,293

1,376

Termination benefits
Total key management personnel remuneration expenses
1. The total number of key management personnel that are included
in the above table are 16 individuals (2017: 14 individuals).

3.3: Related party disclosures
Related party relationships:
The Corporation is an Australian Government controlled entity. Related parties to this entity are Directors and Executive.
Transactions with related parties
Given the breadth of Government activities, related parties may transact with the government sector in the same capacity
as ordinary citizens. Such transactions include the payment or refund of taxes, receipt of a Medicare rebate or higher
education loans. These transactions have not been separately disclosed in this note.
The directors and key management personnel of the Corporation during the year were:
Mrs K Hull AM (Chair)

Mr R Clarke (appointed 1 October 2017)

Mr I Henderson (Deputy Chair - appointed 1 October

Dr K Fairley-Grenot (appointed 1 October 2017)

2017)

Dr K Andrews (appointed 1October 2017)

Mr K Goss (ceased 30 September 2017)

Mr J Harvey (Managing Director)

Dr T Hamilton

Mrs L Heaslip

Dr W Ryan

Dr D Alden (ceased 23 October 2017)

Ms H Stacy AM (ceased 30 September 2017)

Ms B Allitt

Dr L Stephens (ceased 30 September 2017)

Mr M Beer (appointed 23 October 2017)

Dr K Steele (ceased 30 September 2017)

The following transactions with related parties occurred during the financial year:
2018
$’000

2017
$’000

Prof D A Stehlik is an Adjunct Professor of the Australian National University. The
Australian National University received funding from the Corporation in relation to
research projects.

-

230

Mr K Goss is a Senior Honary Research Fellow of the University of Western Australia
(UWA). UWA received funding from the Corporation in relation to research projects.

-

436

Dr D Alden is a Director of the Poultry CRC. Poultry CRC received funding from the
Corporation in relation to research projects.

-

350
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4. Managing uncertainties
4.1: Contingent liabilities and assets
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This section analyses how the Rural Industries
Research & Development Corporation manages
financial risks within its operating environment.
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ACCOUNTING POLICY
Financial assets
The Corporation classifies its financial assets in the following categories:
- held-to-maturity investments
- loans and receivables.

Quantifiable contingencies
As at 30 June 2018, the Corporation has no quantifiable contingencies (2017: nil).
Unquantifiable contingencies

The classification depends on the nature and purpose of the financial assets and is determined at the time of
initial recognition. Financial assets are recognised and derecognised upon trade date.

As at 30 June 2018, the Corporation has no unquantifiable contingencies (2017: nil).

Impairment of financial assets
Financial assets are assessed for impairment at the end of each reporting period.
Financial assets held at amortised cost - if there is objective evidence that an impairment loss has been
incurred for loans and receivables or held to maturity investments held at amortised cost, the amount of the
loss is measured as the difference between the asset’s carrying amount and the present value of estimated
future cash flows discounted at the asset’s original effective interest rate. The carrying amount is reduced by
way of an allowance account. The loss is recognised in the Statement of Comprehensive Income.

ACCOUNTING POLICY
Contingent liabilities and contingent assets are not recognised in the statement of financial position but are
reported in the notes. They may arise from uncertainty as to the existence of a liability or asset or represent
an asset or liability in respect of which the amount cannot be reliably measured. Contingent assets are
disclosed when settlement is probable but not virtually certain and contingent liabilities are disclosed when
settlement is greater than remote.

Financial assets held at cost - if there is objective evidence that an impairment loss has been incurred, the
amount of the impairment loss is the difference between the carrying amount of the asset and the present
value of the estimated future cash flows discounted at the current market rate for similar assets.
Financial liabilities

4.2: Financial instruments
2018
$’000

2017
$’000

Other financial liabilities
Other financial liabilities, including borrowings, are initially measured at fair value, net of transaction costs.
These liabilities are subsequently measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method, with
interest expense recognised on an effective interest basis.

4.2A: Categories of financial instruments
Financial Assets
Loans and receivables
4,280

Cash and cash equivalents

10,556

3,116

2,400

17,000

10,000

Total loans and receivables

24,396

22,956

Total financial assets

24,396

22,956

Trade and other receivables
Held-to-maturity investments

Financial liabilities are classified as other financial liabilities. Financial liabilities are recognised and
derecognised upon ‘trade date’.

Supplier and other payables are recognised at amortised cost. Liabilities are recognised to the extent that the
goods or services have been received (and irrespective of having been invoiced).

4.3: Fair value measurement

Financial liabilities

ACCOUNTING POLICY

Financial liabilities measured at nominal cost

The Corporations’ valuation policy is based on independent valuations provided and prices quoted. Changes in fair
value measurements are observed through changes in valuations provided and prices quoted from period to period.

Trade creditors
Suppliers

162

390

Research projects

932

503

Total trade creditors

1,094

893

4.3A: Fair value measurement

Total financial liabilities measured at nominal cost

1,094

893

Fair value measurements at the end
of the reporting period

4.2B: Net gains or losses on financial assets
565

566

Net gains on loans and receivables

565

566

Net gains on financial assets

565

566

4.2C: Net Gains or Losses on Financial Liabilities
There is no gains or losses on financial liabilities for the period ending 30 June 2018 (2017: nil).

2017
$’000

Cash and cash equivalents

4,280

10,556

Trade and other receivables

3,116

2,400

17,000

10,000

Suppliers

162

390

Research projects

932

503

Financial assets

Loans and receivables
Interest revenue

2018
$’000

Held-to-maturity investments
Financial liabilities
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Appendix 1:
Statutory levy and industry sub-accounts

Buffalo

Chicken Meat
2017-18
$

Income

2016-17
$

Revenue

Income

Revenues from government

Revenue
Revenues from government

17,605

12,426

Commonwealth contributions

2,064,173

1,742,866

Statutory industry levies

52.445

35,006

Statutory industry levies

1,321,058

1,378,846

206

59

Industry levy penalties

192

239

2,674

1,746

External contributions

193,916

52,666

72,930

49,237

Other income

332,334

279,147

3,911,673

3,453,764

3,858,332

3,115,157

43,245

53,904

-

133,578

Program management fees

190,000

128,390

Other expenses

105,325

71,494

Total expenses

4,196,902

3,502,523

Surplus/(deficit)

(285,229)

(48,759)

Retained surplus at beginning
of reporting period

2,942,525

2,991,284

Retained surplus at
end of reporting period

2,657,296

2,942,525

Other income
Total revenue

Total revenue
Research projects

30,000

15,000

-

756

Program management fees

5,028

7,419

Reference panel expenses

Other expenses

3,672

4,764

External research management

38,700

27,939

External research management

Total expenses

Surplus/(deficit)

34,230

21,298

Retained surplus at beginning
of reporting period

68,976

47,677

Retained surplus at
end of reporting period

2016-17
$

Commonwealth contributions

Industry levy penalties

Expenses

2017-18
$

103,206

68,976

Expenses

Research projects
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Export Fodder
2017-18
$

Income
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2016-17
$

Revenue

Income

Revenues from government

Revenue
Revenues from government

5,654

2,025

Commonwealth contributions

470,613

249,429

Statutory industry levies

5,940

4,521

Statutory industry levies

619,960

366,463

17

14

Industry levy penalties

6,956

1,867

10,950

10,041

External contributions

140,000

220,776

22,561

16,601

Other income

314,424

234,019

1,551,953

1,072,554

655,965

425,658

Other income
Total revenue

Total revenue
External research management
Program management fees
Other expenses
Total expenses

Surplus/(deficit)
Retained surplus at beginning
of reporting period
Retained surplus at
end of reporting period

2016-17
$

Commonwealth contributions

Industry levy penalties

Expenses

2017-18
$

0

124

11,265

-

367

1,772

Reference panel expenses

29,013

14,516

11,632

1,896

Program management fees

86,290

50,000

Other expenses

20,531

13,144

Total expenses

791,799

503,318

Surplus/(deficit)

760,154

569,236

Retained surplus at beginning
of reporting period

1,526,794

957,558

Retained surplus at
end of reporting period

2,286,948

1,526,794

10,929

14,705

390,150

375,445

401,079

390,150

Expenses

Research projects
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Ginger
2016-17
$

Revenue

2017-18
$

2016-17
$

940

1,020

21,100

33,916

4,584

4,000

26,624

38,936

-

41

2,000

2,000

129

5,213

2,129

7,254

24,495

31,682

Retained surplus at beginning
of reporting period

158,714

127,032

Retained surplus at end
of reporting period

183,209

158,714

Income

Revenues from government

Revenues from government
159,095

124,020

Commonwealth contributions

Statutory industry levies

331,877

151,640

Statutory industry levies

Industry levy penalties

1,889

438

Other income

5,831

2,475

498,692

278,573

Other income
Total revenue

Expenses

Total expenses

Surplus/(deficit)

Revenue

Commonwealth contributions

Total revenue

Expenses

177

Goat Fibre
2017-18
$

Income
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Research projects

280,809

219,877

Reference panel expenses

2,318

1,042

Program management fees

28,062

23,000

Other expenses

17,683

24,848

328,872

268,767

169,820

External research management
Program management fees
Other expenses

Total expenses

Surplus/(deficit)

9,806

Retained surplus at beginning
of reporting period

110,447

100,640

Retained surplus at end
of reporting period

280,267

110,447
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Honey Bee and Pollination
2016-17
$

Revenue

Income

Revenues from government

Retained surplus at beginning
of reporting period
Retained surplus at end
of reporting period

Revenue

300,095

508,060

Commonwealth contributions

62,402

12,612

Statutory industry levies

288,745

257,631

Statutory industry levies

52,578

43,754

Industry levy penalties

1,989

2,777

414

276

External contributions

75,000

67,000

10,873

10,449

Other income

34,300

156,436

126,267

67,091

700,129

991,904
113,029

4,996

Industry levy penalties
Other income
Total revenue

Research projects

474,470

896,407

Reference panel expenses

18,373

4,342

Program management fees

94,153

105,000

Other expenses

33,600

26,609

620,596

1,032,358

79,533

320,195

399,728

Key project highlights are presented for the Honey Bee & Pollination Program in this Annual Report.
There were 15 current projects and 11 current projects in the 2016-17 and 2017-18 financial years, respectively.
Total project milestone payments were $871,167 and $446,665 in 2016-17 and 2017-18, respectively.
This contributed to the difference in Program expenditure between years.

(40,454)

360,649

320,195

Research projects
External research management
Program management fees

4,757
10,270

11,131

5,818

11,082

129,117

31,966

(2,850)

35,125

Retained surplus at beginning
of reporting period

397,371

362,246

Retained surplus at end
of reporting period

394,521

397,371

Other expenses
Total expenses

Surplus/(deficit)
Surplus/(deficit)

2016-17
$

Revenues from government

Expenses

Total expenses

2017-18
$

Commonwealth contributions

Total revenue

Expenses

179

Kangaroo
2017-18
$

Income
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Pasture Seeds
2016-17
$

Revenue

2017-18
$

2016-17
$

682

672

682

672

8,000

0

8,000

-

Surplus/(deficit)

(7,318)

672

Retained surplus at beginning
of reporting period

25,861

25,189

Retained surplus at end
of reporting period

18,543

25,861

Income

Revenues from government
241,102

213,598

Statutory industry levies

143,679

146,839

Industry levy penalties

-

17

External contributions

-

-

52,348

19,782

437,129

380,236

Total revenue

Research projects

Revenue
Revenues from government

Commonwealth contributions

Other income

Expenses

181

Ratite
2017-18
$

Income
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367,369

375,065

Reference panel expenses

25,393

-

Program management fees

47,746

31,000

Other expenses

24,083

25,703

Total expenses

464,591

431,768

Surplus/(deficit)

(27,462)

(51,532)

Retained surplus at beginning
of reporting period

597,634

649,166

Retained surplus at end
of reporting period

570,172

597,634

Other income
Total revenue

Expenses
Total expenses

Other expenses
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Rice

183

Tea Tree Oil
2017-18
$

Income
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2016-17
$

Revenue

Income

Revenues from government

Surplus/(deficit)
Retained surplus at beginning
of reporting period
Retained surplus at end
of reporting period

180,360

-

Revenue
Revenues from government

1,098,796

1,112,963

Commonwealth contributions

Statutory industry levies

2.414,306

740,875

Commonwealth appropriations

External contributions

350,000

350,000

Statutory industry levies

Other income

181,962

252,995

Industry levy penalties

258

4,045,064

2,456,833

External contributions

225,000

106,322

75,897

-

613,999

234,857

385,460

158,644

Reference panel expenses

7,381

-

Program management fees

24,068

12,000

Other expenses

26,905

4,282

Total expenses

443,814

174,926

Surplus/(deficit)

170,185

59,931

59,931

0

230,116

59,931

Other income

Total expenses

2016-17
$

Commonwealth contributions

Total revenue

Expenses

2017-18
$

Research projects

3,347,527

3,855,827

Reference panel expenses

19,621

19,233

Program management fees

201,561

213,000

Other expenses

106,912

19,159

3,675,621

4,107,219

369,443

(1,650,386)

3,556,612

5,206,998

3,926,055

3,556,612

Total revenue

Expenses

Retained surplus at beginning
of reporting period
Retained surplus at
end of reporting period

Research projects

128,535
132,484

-
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Thoroughbred Horses
2017-18
$
Income

2016-17
$

Revenue
Revenues from government
Commonwealth contributions

158,195

Commonwealth appropriations
Statutory industry levies

327,220

External Contributions

150,000

Other Income
Total revenue

Expenses

10,000

11,059
646,474

Research projects

200,000

210,000

219,405

Reference panel expenses

17,050

Program management fees

90,000

Other expenses

15,734

8,254

Total expenses

342,189

8,254

Surplus/(deficit)

304,285

201,746

Retained surplus at beginning
of reporting period

201,746

0

Retained surplus at
end of reporting period

506,031

201,746
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Appendix 2:
Legislative requirements

AgirFutures Australia’s Annual Report complies with the
requirements of the Australian Government’s legislation,
which are set out below. The Acts are the:
•	
Primary Industries Research and
Development Act 1989
•	
Public Governance, Performance and
Accountability Act 2013
•	
Environment Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act 1999.

The Primary Industries Research
and Development (PIRD) Act 1989

Section 7: Representative organisations
1. T
 he Minister may, by notice published in the Gazette,
declare one or more specified organisations to be
representative organisations in relation to an R&D
Corporation or an R&D Council.
2. A
 declaration may be made in respect of an R&D
Corporation or an R&D Council at any time after the
making of regulations under Section 8 establishing the
Corporation or Council, even if the regulations concerned
are not in force at that time.
3. T
 he Minister must, in relation to each R&D Corporation
and each R&D Council, declare at least one organisation
to be a representative organisation.

Section 3: Objects

4.	
A declaration must be published on the department’s
website as soon as practicable after it is made.

The objects of this Act are to:

Section 9: Establishment of AgriFutures Australia

a) 	Make provision for the funding and administration
of research and development relating to primary
industries with a view to:

1. AgriFutures Australia is established.

i.	increasing the economic, environmental and social
benefits to members of primary industries and to the
community in general by improving the production,
processing, storage, transport or marketing of the
products of primary industries
ii. 	Achieving the sustainable use and sustainable
management of natural resources
iii. 	Making more effective use of the resources and
skills of the community in general and the scientific
community in particular
iv. 	Supporting the development of scientific and
technical capacity
v. 	Developing the adoptive capacity of primary
producers
vi. 	Improving accountability for expenditure on research
and development activities in relation to primary
industries.
b)	Make provision for the funding and administration of
marketing relating to products of primary industries.

2.	
The regulations may specify the primary industries
or class of primary industries in respect of which
AgriFutures Australia is established.
Section 11: Functions
The functions of an R&D Corporation are:
a) 	To investigate and evaluate the requirements for
research and development in relation to the primary
industry or class of primary industries in respect of
which it was established and, on the basis of such
investigation and evaluation:
i. to prepare an R&D plan under Section 19
ii. to review and revise the plan
b) 	To prepare an Annual Operation Plan under Section 25
for each financial year.
c) 	To coordinate or fund the carrying out of R&D activities
that are consistent with the Annual Operational Plan
prepared by AgriFutures Australia and in force at the
time.

d) To:
i. Monitor
ii. Evaluate
iii. 	Report to the Parliament, the Minister and its
representative organisations on: R&D activities
that are coordinated or funded, wholly or partly, by
AgriFutures Australia.
e) 	To disseminate and commercialise, and facilitate the
dissemination, adoption and commercialisation of, the
results of research and development in relation to the
primary industry or class of primary industries in respect
of which AgriFutures Australia was established; and if a
levy attached to AgriFutures Australia has a marketing
component – to carry out marketing activities for the
benefit of the primary industry or class of primary
industries in respect of which the AgriFutures Australia
was established
f)	Such other functions as are conferred on AgriFutures
Australia by this Act or any other Act.
Section 28: Annual Report
1.	The Directors must include in each report on an R&D
Corporation prepared under Section 46 of the PGPA Act:
a) Particulars of:

v.	Its activities during the period in relation
to applying for patents for inventions,
commercially exploiting patented inventions
and granting licences under patented
inventions
vi.	The activities of any companies in which
AgriFutures Australia has an interest
vii.	Any activities relating to the formation of a
company
viii. Significant acquisitions and dispositions of real
		
property by it during the period.
b) 	An assessment of the extent to which its operations
during the period have:
i. 	Achieved its objectives as stated in its R&D plan
ii.	Implemented the Annual Operation Plan
applicable to the period.
c)	An assessment of the extent to which AgriFutures
Australia has, during the period, contributed to the
attainment of the objects of this Act as set out in
Section 3.
d)	In respect of the grain industry or such other
primary industry or class of primary industries as is
prescribed in the regulations, particulars of sources
and expenditure of funds, including:

i.	The R&D activities that it coordinated or funded,
wholly or partly, during the period

i.	Commodity, cross commodity and regional
classifications

ia. 	If a levy attached to the Corporation has a marketing
component during the period – the marketing
activities that it coordinated or funded, wholly or
partly, during the period

ii. F
 unds derived from transfer of assets, debts,
liabilities and obligations under Section 144.

ii. 	The amount that it spent during the period in
relation to each of those activities
iib.	The impact of those activities on the primary
industry or class of primary industries in respect
of which AgriFutures Australia was established
iii.	Revisions of its R&D plan or Annual Operation Plan
approved by the Minister during the period
iv.	The entering into of agreements under Sections 13
and 14 during the period and its activities during the
period in relation to agreements entered into under
that section during or prior to the period

The Public Governance, Performance
and Accountability Act 2013
The PGPA Act is the main legislation that specifies
content and standards for presentation of statutory
authorities’ Annual Reports for parliamentary scrutiny.
Section 46 of the PGPA Act requires AgriFutures
Australia Directors to prepare an Annual Report each
financial year and to give it to the responsible Minister
by 15 October.
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Appendix 4:
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R&D Advisory

Appendix 5:
Service charter

Panels and Chairs at
30 June 2018

Enabling legislation and the Board

Managing Director
John Harvey
Executive Support Officer
Kirsty McKee

General Manager,
Communications and
Capacity Building
Belinda Allitt

General Manager,
Research and Innovation
Michael Beer

General Manager,
Business and Finance
Louise Heaslip

Manager, Communications
and Capacity Building
Georgina Davies

Program Manager,
Research and Innovation
Melanie Bradley (PT)

Manager, Business
and Finance
David Heazlewood

Manager, Communications
and Capacity Building
Philippa Grant (C)

Program Manager,
Research and Innovation
Duncan Farquhar

Manager, Information Systems
and Business Improvement
Nicole Legovich (C)

Manager, Communications
and Capacity Building
Samantha Munro

Program Manager,
Research and Innovation
Jennifer Medway (PT)

Manager, Governance
and Human Resources
Llanelle Forrester

Manager, Communications
and Capacity Building
Debbie van der Rijt

Program Manager,
Research and Innovation
(Vacant)

Officer, Business
and Finance
Kristy Middlebrook (C)

Officer, Communications
and Capacity Building
Dallas Pearce

Program Manager,
Research and Innovation
John Smith

Officer, Administration
and Events
Jenny Martin (C)

Manager, Performance
and Partnerships
Lily Wilson (C)

Officer, Research
and Innovation
VACANT

Officer, Research
and Innovation
Emma Reynolds

Contract
Administrator
Jacqueline Malcolm

Chicken Meat
Gary Millar (Chair)
Dr Sheridan Alfirevich
Katherine Balding
Peter Chrystal
Guy Hebblewhite
Dr Anthony Keyburn
Susan Klein
Dr Greg Underwood
Export Fodder
Peter Baker (Chair)
Sean Blechynden
Pat Guerin
Andrew Hayward
Munro Patchett
Steve Woods
Ginger
Shane Templeton (Chair)
Nicole Christodoulou
Jason Keating
Scott Kirkwood
Dr Mike Smith
Henricus Stevens
Honey Bee and Pollination
Dr Doug Somerville (Chair)
Tiffane Bates
Prof. Saul Cunningham
James Kershaw
Danny Le Feuvre
Dr Diana Leemon
Sam Malfroy
Ashley Zamek
Ignite
Guy Coleman
Andrew Duver
Jessica Fealy
Joshua Gilbert
Susan Hall
Lucinda Hawkins
Simone Kain
Sally Leigo
Nicolas Lyons
Oli Madgett

Pasture Seeds
Lisa Anderson (Chair)
David Brown
Joe Cook
Brian Field
Dr Mary-Jane Rogers
Rice
Drew Braithwaite (Chair)
Dr Vito Butardo
Brian Dunn
Russell Ford
Michele Groat
Barry Kirkup
Garry Knagge
Dr Laurence (Laurie) Lewin
Ben Ovenden
Tea Tree Oil
Phillip Butlin
Michael Flanagan (Chair)
Digby Growns
Dee-Ann Seccombe Prather
Jerome (Jerry) Vanclay
Thoroughbred Horses
Prof. Nigel Perkins (Chair)
Catherine Chicken
Derek Field
Dr Judith Medd
Thomas (Tas) Rielley
Jacqueline Stewart

AgriFutures Australia’s enabling legislation is the Primary
Industries Research and Development Act 1989 (the PIRD
Act 1989). The AgriFutures Australia Board is accountable
to the Parliament of Australia through the Minister for
Agriculture and Water Resources. It:
•	Sets strategic direction and establishes policies for
AgriFutures Australia
•	Oversees operational and functional performance
against budget and other key performance indicators on
behalf of stakeholders.

Core business
To facilitate a more profitable, dynamic and sustainable
rural sector by maximising the knowledge outcomes
from our R&D investments for Australian industries and
government in:
•	New and emerging industries
•	Established rural industries
•	National rural issues.
Core principles in AgriFutures Australia’s approach to its
mandate are:
•	Collaboration – AgriFutures Australia consults widely
with its industry and government stakeholders to
determine investment strategies and priorities and
seeks strong collaborative arrangements with other
funding partners and research providers where this can
enhance outcomes
•	Facilitation – AgriFutures Australia facilitates more
effective use of community and scientific expertise in
the creation of new knowledge and its adoption
•	Innovation – AgriFutures Australia invests in innovative
solutions to the problems and constraints facing its key
stakeholders.
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Appendix 6:
Glossary

Stakeholders

Reporting to stakeholders

•	The Australian Government on behalf of rural industries
and taxpayers

There are four key accountability documents for
stakeholders:

•	Industry funders
•	The Australian community.

•	A five-year Corporate Plan that sets out strategies,
directions and performance indicators for
AgriFutures Australia

Primary clients

•	Five-year R&D plans for each industry program within
new and emerging industries, established rural
industries and national rural issues

•	For AgriFutures Australia-related industries, all
participants in the marketing chain (producers,
processors, distributors and consumers)
•	On AgriFutures Australia’s strategic cross-sectoral
program, the National Farmers’ Federation on behalf of
all rural industries.

Industry consultations
Communications channels between AgriFutures Australia
and rural industries meet two essential functions:
accountability and bringing industry influence to bear on
the research agenda. At the peak industry level, AgriFutures
Australia is accountable to the:
•	National Farmers’ Federation
•	Australian Chicken Meat Federation
All research programs have reference steering committees
with stakeholder membership.

•	An Annual Operational Plan that sets out yearly
objectives to give effect to the five-year Corporate Plan,
five-year industry plans, the annual budget and annual
research priorities
•	The Annual Report, which sets out achievements against
objectives, budgets and administration costs.

ABARES 			
Australian Bureau of Agricultural and
				
Resource Economics and Sciences
ABBA 			Australian Biomass for Bioenergy
Assessment

GST 			
GVP 			
IRR 			
MCV 			

ACMF 			
				
AECL 			
AFIA 			
				
AME 			
AOP 			
APL 			
APVMA 			
				
AWI 			
B/C 			
CCRSPI 			
				
CCRSPI 			
				
CRC 			
CRDC 			
				
CSIRO 			
				
				
DA 			

MIRR 			
Modified internal rate of return
MLA 			
Meat & Livestock Australia
MOU 			
Memorandum of understanding
NFF 			
National Farmers’ Federation
NPV 			
Net present value
NRM 			
Natural resource management
OAIC 			
Office of the Australian Information
				
Commissioner
OECD 			
Organisation for Economic
				
Cooperation
				
and Development
PGPA Act 			
Public Governance, Performance and
				
Accountability Act 2013
PIRD Act 			
Primary Industries Research and
				
Development Act 1989
PSR 			Pythium soft rot
PVB 			Present value of benefits
PVC 			Present value of costs
R&D 			Research and development
RD&E 			Research, development and extension
RD4P 			R&D for Profit program
RDC 			 Research and development
				 corporation
RGA 			 Ricegrowers’ Association
RIRDC 			 Rural Industries Research and
				 Development Corporation
RWA			
Rural Women’s Award

Australian Chicken Meat
Federation Inc.
Australian Egg Corporation Limited
Australian Fodder Industry
Association
Apparent metabolisable energy
Annual Operational Plan
Australian Pork Limited
Australian Pesticides and Veterinary
Medicines Authority
Australian Wool Innovation
Benefit–cost
Climate Change Research Strategy for
Primary Industries
Climate Change Research Strategy for
Primary Industries
Cooperative Research Centre
Cotton Research and Development
Corporation
Commonwealth Scientific and
Industrial
Research Organisation
Dairy Australia

DAWR			
Department of Agriculture and
				
Water Resources
DEDJTR			Department of Economic
Development, Jobs, Transport and
Resources
DPI			
Department of Primary Industries
FSANZ 			
Food Standards Australia
				
New Zealand
ESD 			
Ecologically sustainable development
FOI Act 			
Freedom of Information Act 1982
GIS 			
Geographic information system
GRDC 			
Grains Research and Development
				
Corporation

Goods and services tax
Gross value of production
Internal rate of return
Managing climate variability
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Appendix 7:
Index of Annual Report requirements
Reference

Contractual/Legislation details

Yes

No

N/A

Page

Reference

Contractual/Legislation details

s141(1A)

Submit to agreement between the Presiding Member of the Selection Committee
and the RDC Chair include committee’s Annual Report as a discrete part of RDC’s
annual report

•

s143(2)

Particulars of any directions given by the Minister in a financial year must be
included in the Annual Report

•

RDCs Funding Agreement 2015-19
Clause 1 1.10(a)

Contribution to the implementation of relevant industry sector and cross-sectoral
strategies underthe RD&E Framework

•

Clause 1 1.10(b)

The rationale for the mix of projects included in the Balanced Portfolio

•

52

Clause 1 1.10(c)

Report on research extension activities

•

22–47

Clause 1 1.10(d)

Collaboration with industry and other research providers

•

63–65

Clause 1 1.10(e)

Identify sources of income including seperate identification of R&D Payments,
Commonwealth Matching Payments, other forms of income and Marketing Payments and
Voluntary Contributions

•

Clause 1 1.10(f)

Full cost of R&D and Marketing programs allocated in accordance with the Cost
Allocation Policy

•

Clause 1 1.10(g)

Progress in implementing R&D Plan including progress against KPIs and the achievement
of key deliverables and associated outcomes

•

For each program bring the KPIs in the R&D plan and AOP together and demonstrate how
Clause 1 1.2(b)(iii) the deliverables funded advanced outcomes

•

Clause 1 1.10(h)

Assessment of the efficiency and effectiveness of investments

•

22–47

Clause 1 1.10(i)

Progress in implementing the Guidelines³

•

66–69

Clause 1 1.10(j)

Consultation with the RO(s) on plans and activities

Clause 1 1.10(k)

Other relevant matters notified to RDC by the Commonwealth

14–52

55

s28(a)(i)

N/A

Page

s39(1)(b)

Include a copy of the annual performance statements

•

19–21

s43(4)

Include a copy of the annual financial statements and the Auditor General’s report

•

92–122

s46(3)

The Annual Report must comply with any requirements prescribed by the rules

•

Full document

Public Governance, Performance and Accountability Rule 2014
55
21
21

•

8

•

•

19–47

s28(a)(ia)

Report the particulars of the marketing activities that RDC coordinated or funded, wholly
or partly, during the period

s28(a)(ii)

Report the amount spent in relation to R&D and marketing activities

•

s28(a)(iib)

Report the particulars of the impact of R&D and marketing activities on industry

•

s28(a)(iii)

Include particulars of revisions of the R&D Plan that have been approved by the Minister

s28(a)(iv)

Any agreements entered into under s13 and 14 of the PIRD Act and the activities in
relation to the agreement entered into during or prior to the period

s28(a)(w)

Activities in relation to applying for patents for inventions, commercially exploiting
patented inventions and granting licenses under patented inventions

•

s28(a)(wi)

Activities of any companies in which the Corporation has an interest

•

s28(a)(wii)

Activities relating to the formation of a company

•

s28(a)(wiii)

Signification acquisitions and dispositions of real property (land and buildings)

s28(b)

Include an assessment of the extent to which RDC’s operations during the period have
achieved its objectives as stated in its R&D plan; and implemented the AOP

•

s28(c)

An assessment of the extent to which RDC has, contributed to the attainment of the
objects of the PIRD Act

•

s28(d)

Particulars of sources and expenditure of funds, including commodity, cross commodity
and regional classifications, and funds derived from transfer under s144

•

•

•

s17BB

Report must by approved and signed by accountable authority and include details
of how and when approval was given and state the accountable is responsible for
the preparation and contents of the Annual Report (as required in Section 46 of the
PGPA Act and in accordance with the Finance Minister’s Orders)

s17BC

Report must comply with the guidelines for presenting documents to the Parliament

•
•

s17BD

Report must be constructed having regard to the interests of the Parliament and
other users. Information included in the report must be relevant, reliable, concise,
understandable and balanced

s17BE (a) & (b)

Report must specify the enabling legislation and include a summary of its objects
and functions and the purpose of the entity (from R&D Plan)

•

s17BE (c)

Report must specify the name of the current and previous responsible Minister

•

s17BE (d) & (e)

Report must provide details of:
• Directions issued under legislation by the responsible Minister, or other Minister
• General policy orders (GPO) that apply to the RDC under s22 (PGPA Act)

s17BE (f)

Report must provide particular of any non-compliance of a direction or GPO

•

s17BE(g)

Include a copy of relevant years annual performance statement
(PGPA Act s39(1)(b) and section 16F of PGPA Rule 2014)

•

s17BE (h) & (i)

Include statement of any significant issue, and remedy action taken, reported to the
responsible Minister under 19(1)(e) of the PGPA Act that relates to non-compliance
with the finance law in relation to the entity

•

s17BE (j)

Must include information about the Directors including names, qualifications,
experience, attendance of board meetings, and whether the director is an executive
or non-executive director

Must provide an outline of the organisational structure, including subsidaries*,
location of major activities and facilities and information on the main corporate
s17BE (k) & (l) (and governance practices (*Or an explanation on any missing information and how this
s17BE(s))
affects the annual report)

•

s17BE (m)

Must include information on the main corporate governance practices

•

s17BE (n) & (o)

Disclose the decision-making process undertaken by the Board for related entity
transactions

•

s17BE (p)

Highlight significant activities and changes that affected the operations or structure
during the financial year

•

s17BE (q)

Include particulars of judicial decisions and decisions of administrative tribunals

•

s17BE (r)

Include particulars of any report on the entity

•

s17BE (s)

Unable to obtain information from a subsidiary

•
•

s17BE (t)

Must include details of any indemnity given to the accountable authority, any
member of accountable authority of officer against a liability, including premiums
paid or agreed to be paid, for insurance against the authority, member or officer’s
liability for legal costs.

s17BE (u)

Must provide an index identifying where the requirements of s17BE are to be found

•

55

•

22–47

•

22–47

•

3 “ Guidelines’ for the 2015-2016 Annual Report are the Rural R&D Priorities, the Science and Research Priorities
and the Levy Principles and Guidelines in relation to the introduction of the new levies or changes to existing levies (if applicable).

No

Public Governance, Performance and Accountability Act 2013

Primary Industries Research and Development Act 1989
Report the particulars of the R&D activities that RDC coordinated or funded, wholly or
partly during the period

Yes

22–53
22–53
55

5
Full document

Full document
6–7
6

•
85

•

74, 79–83

142
71–85
75–76

77
148–149
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Notes

AgriFutures Australia
Building 007
Tooma Way
Charles Sturt University
Locked Bag 588
Wagga Wagga NSW 2650

02 6923 6900
info@agrifutures.com.au

agrifutures.com.au

